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Prognostics Under the Conditions of Limited Failure Data Availability
Gishan Don Ranasinghe
With the scale and need for industrial operations increasing, industrial systems are becoming
far more complex than they had ever been. As a consequence, traditional maintenance strategies
are not only failing to prevent unplanned downtime, they introduce additional costs due to over-
maintenance and false alarms. To overcome this challenge, predictive maintenance aims to deliver
on the promise of an optimal maintenance policy that balances the cost of maintenance, the risk of
failure and performance of the equipment. To this end, it aims to produce equipment prognostics with
minimal bias and uncertainty, and then plan and schedule predictive maintenance actions to prevent
the unexpected consequences of failures: unplanned downtime and collateral damage to equipment
and processes.
Despite its popularity, the data-driven prognostics approach has been unsuccessful in enabling
the effective implementation of predictive maintenance due to the limited failure data availability
for prognostics. The handful of existing techniques available for addressing this problem has been
unsuccessful since they either duplicate existing failure data or randomly generate data, hence the
fundamental lack of failure data issue is not addressed. When failure data are limited for data-
driven prognostics, the use of physics model-based and knowledge-based prognostics have also been
unsuccessful in most industrial scenarios since it is difficult and expensive to develop them due to the
stochasticity and complexity of degradation processes. Hence, a systematic approach for prognostics
modelling under the conditions of limited failure data availability remains a research gap.
The aim of this thesis is to address the aforementioned research gap, and thus enable the effective
implementation of predictive maintenance for industrial organisations. To this end, the thesis presents
a methodology that allows developing prognostics models under the conditions of limited failure data
availability. The methodology integrates sound engineering knowledge of failure mechanisms, the
limited amount of failure data samples available and noise into a conditional generative modelling
framework to estimate a generative model. In contrast to the existing techniques which duplicate
existing failure data or randomly generate data, this generative model is capable of generating new
and plausible failure data samples.
The thesis concludes that the methodology outperforms existing techniques used in the literature
for prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability by a large margin. More
specifically, the methodology increases the prognostics performance by approximately 40% compared
to the existing techniques. Thus, it enables the effective implementation of predictive maintenance
for industrial organisations allowing them to prevent costs due to under-maintenance and over-
maintenance of equipment and false alarms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis focuses on addressing the problem of equipment prognostics under the conditions of limited
failure data availability and thus enabling the effective implementation of predictive maintenance
(PdM) for industrial organisations. To address this problem, the thesis presents a methodology that
integrates sound engineering knowledge of failure mechanisms (hereinafter referred to as auxiliary
information) and the limited amount of failure data samples available to estimate a model that is
capable of generating new and plausible failure data for prognostics under the conditions of limited
failure data availability.
The auxiliary information is identified from expert knowledge provided by maintenance and
reliability engineers, component designers, equipment operators and applied research scientists, and
includes expert knowledge of the effect of environmental conditions on failure mechanisms, the effect
of harsh use of equipment on failure mechanisms and similarity between equipment that has failed
under a single failure mode. These auxiliary information are used to condition the noise being added
to newly generated failure data samples, making the failure data generation process controlled and
directed. The estimated data generation model is then used to produce new and plausible failure data
samples, which allows augmenting the historical datasets used for prognostics modelling to include
an increased amount of failure data samples for estimating effective prognostics models under the
conditions of limited failure data availability.
In this introductory chapter, an overview of the background and motivation of the research
presented in this thesis is provided first. Then a description of the problem of prognostics under the
conditions of limited failure data availability is provided. The chapter is concluded by stating the
research questions, research methodology and the outline of the thesis.
2 Introduction
1.1 Prognostics and effective implementation of predictive maintenance
Prognostics involves predicting the time-to-failure (TTF) of equipment or predicting the probability
that equipment operates without failure up to some future time (e.g. until the next inspection time
or the end of the current mission window) [1]. Prognostics approaches can be classified as physics
model-based, knowledge-based, data-driven and hybrid prognostics [1]. The data-driven prognostics
approach has become popular over the other prognostics approaches since it does not require explicit
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Fig. 1.1 Diagram depicting an optimal PdM policy.
One of the key applications of prognostics is PdM [4]. PdM involves first producing equipment
prognostics with minimal bias and uncertainty, and then planning and scheduling PdM actions to
prevent the unexpected consequences of failures (e.g. unplanned downtime and collateral damage
to equipment and processes) [4]. When implemented effectively, PdM can deliver on the promise
of an optimal maintenance policy that balances the cost of maintenance, the risk of failure and
performance of the equipment [5]. This is achieved by finding the optimal balance between the cost of
maintenance, the risk of failure and performance of the equipment as shown in Fig. 1.1. The effective
implementation of PdM also ensures that the equipment is always in ready and reliable condition
whilst producing several cost savings: minimises production hours lost to unplanned downtime,
minimises costs of spare parts, supplies and labour, and prevents collateral damage to equipment and
processes [5].
1.2 Problem of prognostics under limited failure data availability
Despite its popularity, the long-lasting problem with data-driven prognostics is that it relies on large
amounts of historical failure data to estimate prognostics models [2]. Nevertheless, historical failure
data are limited in industrial scenarios due to two major reasons: (i) overprotective maintenance and
replacement regimes; (ii) highly reliable equipment [6, 7]. These reasons cause failures to become rare
(i.e. infrequent occurrence of failures under a single failure mode), and thus cause historical datasets
used for prognostics modelling to consist of a limited amount of failure data samples. This makes it
difficult for data-driven algorithms to estimate prognostics model parameters (i.e. model weights and
1.2 Problem of prognostics under limited failure data availability 3
biases) from degradation patterns and characterise system performance for prognostics modelling [7].
Hence, predictions produced by these models are associated with high bias and uncertainty. When
these prognostics predictions are incorporated into a PdM policy, that policy will be far from an
optimal maintenance policy and therefore introduces high costs due to under-maintenance and over-
maintenance of equipment and false alarms [7]. In other words, the limited failure data availability
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Fig. 1.2 Diagram depicting the effect of the problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics
and the impact of the solution presented in this thesis on the effective implementation of PdM.
The problem of prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability, its effect
on the effective implementation of PdM and the impact of the solution presented in this thesis are
illustrated Fig. 1.2. When failure data are limited, historical datasets used for prognostics modelling
become imbalanced [8]. In the prognostics domain, this means there is a relatively large number of
normal data samples (i.e. data pertaining to the normal condition of equipment) compared to the
failure data samples (i.e. data pertaining to the failure condition of equipment). Data imbalance causes
features and samples in datasets to weakly represent degradation patterns, which makes it difficult
for data-driven algorithms used for prognostics modelling (i.e. statistical and machine learning
algorithms) to extract degradation patterns and characterise equipment performance for estimating
effective prognostics models [7]. The prognostics predictions produced by these models are associated
with high bias and uncertainty, and when incorporated into a PdM model, the time to perform PdM
actions produced by the PdM model is far from optimal. Hence when failure data are limited, it is
no longer possible to effectively plan and schedule PdM actions. This leads to high costs due to
under-maintenance and over-maintenance of equipment and false alarms for industrial organisations
[9, 8].
The solution presented in this thesis is capable of generating new and plausible failure data
samples for treating the data imbalance in historical datasets used for prognostics modelling. Thus, the
methodology allows developing effective prognostics models under the conditions of limited failure
data availability to enable the effective implementation of PdM for industrial organisations.
4 Introduction
In the remainder of this section, a concrete description of the problem of prognostics under the
conditions of limited failure data availability is provided.
Problem description and statement
There have been a few techniques proposed in the literature for addressing the limited failure data
availability problem for data-driven prognostics. They can be classified as data level and algorithmic
level techniques [10]. Oversampling, undersampling and generative modelling-based data augmenta-
tion are data level techniques and have been unsuccessful in addressing the problem sufficiently since
they either duplicate existing failure data or randomly generate data, and hence do not introduce new
and plausible failure data samples to treat the data imbalance [11, 10]. The major shortcoming of all
the algorithmic level techniques (i.e. cost-sensitive learning, ensemble learning and grey prediction
model) is that they do not increase the quantity of failure data samples, hence the fundamental lack of
failure data issue is not addressed [11, 10].
When failure data are limited for data-driven prognostics, the use of physics model-based,
knowledge-based and hybrid prognostics approaches have been unsuccessful in most industrial
scenarios. More specifically, once a physics model-based prognostics model is developed, it needs
to be validated prior to its application using large amounts of historical failure data pertaining to
the failure mode that needs predicting [2, 12]. However, under the conditions of limited failure data
availability, it is not possible to obtain large amounts of failure data needed for validating these
prognostics models. Moreover, physics-model-based prognostics models are based on the assumption
that system behaviour can be described analytically and accurately which makes it difficult and
expensive to develop them for equipment prognostics since equipment degradation is too stochastic
and complex to model [2, 13].
Knowledge-based prognostics involves obtaining domain knowledge and converting it into rules
which is also difficult in most industrial scenarios due to the stochasticity and complexity of equipment
degradation processes [2]. And once built, they do not generalise into new situations that are not
covered explicitly in their knowledge bases [2]. Even though the hybrid approach aims to leverage the
strengths of multiple prognostics approaches, it has also been unsuccessful since under the conditions
of limited failure data availability, this prognostics approach inherits the aforementioned limitations
of data-driven, physics model-based and knowledge-based approaches.
It can be observe that even though there is an increasing motivation in the industry to implement
PdM effectively, it has so far been stalled due to the absence of a systematic approach to developing
prognostics models under the conditions of limited failure data availability. More specifically, a
systematic approach for prognostics modelling under the conditions of limited failure availability is a
research gap. This thesis aims to address this research gap and thus allow industrial organisations
to implement PdM effectively for preventing costs due to under-maintenance and over-maintenance
of equipment and false alarms. The problem statement of this thesis follows from this problem
description:
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Problem statement. To devise and implement a systematic and pragmatic approach for prognostics
modelling under the conditions of limited failure data availability.
1.3 Research questions
In order to address the problem of prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability,
this thesis answers the following two research questions:
• Research Question 1: How can equipment failure be predicted under the conditions of limited
failure data availability?
This research question aims to develop a methodology that allows generating new and plausible
failure data for prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability.
• Research Question 2: What impact does the proposed solution have on prognostics compared
to existing techniques under the conditions of limited failure data availability?
This research question aims to quantify the impact of methodology in terms of improved
prognostics performance under the conditions of limited failure data availability compared
to the state-of-the-art techniques proposed in the literature, and produce insights into the key
factors influencing the effectiveness of the methodology.
1.4 Research methodology
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Fig. 1.3 Diagram depicting the stages of research methodology. This research methodology is based
on the framework for design science research proposed in [14].
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In order to address the research questions, the research methodology outlined in Fig. 1.3 is fol-
lowed. First, the research problem is formulated by identifying the research gap, solution requirements
and industrial rationale using findings generated from a systematic literature review and an industry
review as shown in Fig. 1.4. In the literature review, prognostics approaches and methods are reviewed
to identify the state-of-the-art of prognostics research field. Then the topic of prognostics under
the conditions of limited failure data availability is reviewed to identify existing techniques used to
address the problem and reasons for them to be unsuccessful.
Stage 1: Explication of research problem and defining solution requirements
Systematic literature review planning 
and design
Systematic literature review on 
prognostics approaches and methods
Systematic literature review on 
prognostics under the conditions of 
limited failure data availability
Identification of research gap and 
solution requirements
Industry review planning and design
Review of reasons for limited failure 
data availability for prognostics in 
practice and its impact on PdM
Review of relevant industrial case 
studies in academic literature 
Identification of industrial rationale 
and motivation for a solution that 
addresses the research gap
Research problem fomulation
Fig. 1.4 Diagram depicting the elements composing the Stage 1 of research methodology.
The solution which addresses the research problem is developed in Stage 2 (see Fig. 1.5). In Stage
3, the solution is implemented in three industrial scenarios that have the problem of limited failure
data availability for prognostics: BT residential broadband line prognostics, Scania heavy-truck air
processing system prognostics, and Scania heavy-truck turbocharger prognostics (see Fig. 1.6). At the
end of this stage, insights are produced to identify the impact of solution on prognostics compared to
the existing techniques under the conditions of limited failure data availability, and to identify key
factors influencing the effectiveness of the solution.
As shown in Fig. 1.7, Stage 4 of the research methodology involves producing recommendations
for solution application in the industry. These recommendations are produced using the insights gained
from the analyses performed in Stage 2 and Stage 3. The recommendations include the strengths and
weaknesses of the solution, risks and potential risk mitigation actions and application criteria that
allow identifying suitable and unsuitable industrial applications for the solution.
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Construction of the formal definition 
of model used for estimating the 
plausible failure data generation model
M athematical proof of plausible failure 
data generation model convergence
Practical development
Python implementation of auxiliary 
information validation and conversion
Python implementation of conditional 
generative model training framework 
Python implementation of prognostics 
models
Devising prerequisites and phases of the systematic approach for prognostics modelling under the conditions of limited failure 
data availability - the methodology for prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability
Stage 2:  Solution development, testing and analysis
Theoretical development
Identification of auxiliary information 
available in prognostics and PdM  
domains for prognostics modelling
Devising approaches to validate the 
suitability of different kinds of 
auxiliary information for plausible 
failure data generation
Devising approaches to convert 
auxiliary information into a suitable 
form for integrating into the plausible 
failure data generation process
Testing the impact on prognostics 
performance using a real-world 
prognostics modelling dataset
Identification of suitable techniques for 
solution evaluation
Analysis of model parameters using 
sensitivity analysis and simulation, and 
producing insights into behaviour and 
working mechanism of the model 
Data preprocessing approach design
Fig. 1.5 Diagram depicting the elements composing the Stage 2 of research methodology.
Implementation 3: Effect of harsh use 
of equipment as auxiliary information
Implementation 1: Effect of 
environmental conditions as auxiliary 
information
Case study identification and data 
acquisition: BT residential broadband 
line prognostics
Stage 3:  Solution implementation, evaluation and analysis
Implementation 2: Similarity between 
equipment that has failed as auxiliary 
information
Generating insights into the impact on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability compared to the 
existing techniques and key factors influencing the effectiveness of the solution
Solution application and evaluation
Identification of impact on prognostics performance 
compared to existing techniques
Case study identification and data 
acquisition: Scania heavy-truck air 
processing system prognostics
Case study identification and data 
acquisition: Scania heavy-truck 
turbocharger prognostics
Analysis of key factors influencing the 
effectiveness of the solution
Fig. 1.6 Diagram depicting the elements composing the Stage 3 of research methodology.
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Identification of strengths and weaknesses of the solution using insights produced in 
Stage 2 and Stage 3
Identification of risks associated with solution application in the industry and 
potential risk mitigation actions using insights produced in Stage 2 and Stage 3
Identification of criteria for solution application in the industry using insights 
produced in Stage 2 and Stage 3
Stage 4:  Producing recommendations for solution application in industry
Fig. 1.7 Diagram depicting the elements composing the Stage 4 of research methodology.
1.5 Thesis outline
This thesis consists of six chapters. The first chapter outlines the purpose of this thesis, and presents
the research methodology and the two research questions this thesis will address. The second chapter
contains the research background, including a systematic literature review and an industry review.
The third chapter answers the first research question of this thesis by presenting a methodology for
prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability. Moreover, insights are generated
from a theoretical perspective to identify the behaviour and working mechanism of the methodology
in this chapter. The fourth chapter presents implementations of the methodology using industrial
case studies. This chapter also answers the second research question of this thesis by quantifying
the impact of methodology on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability
compared to the existing techniques proposed in the literature, and by producing insights into the key
factors influencing the effectiveness of the methodology.
The fifth chapter uses the insights generated in the third and fourth chapters to provide recommen-
dations for methodology application in the industry. The last chapter presents conclusions, awards




In this chapter, findings from the literature review of this thesis are used to provide discussions on
the state-of-the-art of prognostics research field, existing techniques used to address the problem of
limited failure data availability for prognostics and reasons for them to be unsuccessful. In addition to
these discussions which show that the research presented in this thesis is addressing a research gap,
the importance of addressing the research gap for industrial practice is discussed using the findings
obtained from an industry review.
2.1 Literature review
The literature review is performed using the methodology for the systematic literature review proposed
in [15]. In this section, the planning protocol used for the systematic literature review of this thesis
is outlined first. The publications selected after executing the planning protocol are used to review
the state-of-the-art of prognostics research field, existing techniques used to address the problem of
limited failure data availability for prognostics and reasons for them to be unsuccessful. The review is
concluded by stating the research gap the research presented in this thesis aims to address.
2.1.1 Systematic literature review planning and execution
The systematic literature review planning protocol consists of a set of literature review questions,
literature search databases and exclusion criteria [15]. The literature review questions set out the
framework in which the literature is searched, literature search databases are the knowledge sources
used for the literature search, and the exclusion criteria define what publications will be excluded
from the review. The planning protocol designed for this thesis is executed once every 6 months of the
PhD research and the findings are accumulated over time.1 In the following, the design and execution
of the planning protocol used in this thesis are summarised.
1During the PhD research, a systematic literature review is conducted once every 6 months. However, automatic alerts
are set to receive notifications about new and relevant publications to keep up-to-date with the research field at all times.
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Planning protocol
The planning protocol consists of the below literature review questions (LRQ). LRQ-1 aims to identify
the state-of-the-art of prognostic research field. LRQ-2 aims to identify the existing techniques used
to address the problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics and the reasons for them to
be unsuccessful.
• LRQ-1: What are the prognostics approaches and predictive modelling methods (i.e. first
principles, statistical and machine learning methods) used in each approach?
• LRQ-2: What are the existing techniques used to address the problem of limited failure data
availability for prognostics and why have they been unsuccessful?
IEEE Xplore and ScienceDirect databases are used for searching the literature for answering LRQ-
1 since they provide sufficient literature for reviewing the state-of-the-art of prognostics research field.
Google Scholar is used for searching the literature for answering LRQ-2 since it allows surveying over
multiple literature databases and the limited failure data availability problem reduces the search space
which makes it feasible to survey over multiple literature databases. The exclusion criteria are: works
that do not present any type of experimentation or comparison results and make only propositions;
publications outside the first 50% of the most cited publications per year.
In addition to the exclusion criteria, for LRQ-1, a set of journals and conferences which is the
most suitable for answering this literature review question is selected based on the guidance received
from the peers. IEEE Access, Transactions on Reliability, Industrial Electronics, Instrumentation and
Measurement journals and the conference paper archive of the International Conference on Prognostics
and Health Management are selected for the IEEE Xplore literature search. Reliability Engineering
and System Safety, Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing, Engineering Applications of Artificial
Intelligence, Computers in Industry, Future Generation Computer Systems and Manufacturing Systems
journals and the IFAC conference paper archive are selected for the ScienceDirect literature search.
Even though these journals and conferences are the core sources used for literature search, suitable
literature from other journals and conferences are also used in the literature review.
The planning protocol is executed using the search strings (SS) outlined below and they are
developed using keywords that are commonly found in the literature and related to the literature
review of this thesis. SS-1 is for searching the literature published on the aforementioned IEEE
and ScienceDirect journals for answering LRQ-1. SS-2 is for searching the literature using Google
Scholar for answering LRQ-2. The number of publications found using the search strings and the
number of publications selected after applying the exclusion criteria are shown in Fig. 2.1. In the
following sections, the selected set of publications is used to review the state-of-the-art of prognostics
research field, and existing techniques used to address the problem of limited failure data availability
for prognostics and reasons for them to be unsuccessful.
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• SS-1: “Abstract”: “prognostics” OR “failure prediction” OR “remaining useful life” OR
“time-to-failure” OR “predictive maintenance”
• SS-2: “Abstract”: (“prognostics” OR “failure prediction” OR “remaining useful life” OR
“time-to-failure” OR “predictive maintenance”) AND (“data imbalance” OR “class imbalance”
OR “limited data” OR “lack of data” OR “limited failure data” OR “lack of failure data” OR





















































Number of publications found Number of publications selected
Key: TR=Transactions on Reliability; Access=IEEE Access; TIE=Transactions on Industrial Electronics;
TIM=Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement; PHM=Prognostics and Health Management Conference Paper
Archive; RESS=Reliability Engineering and System Safety; MSSP=Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing;
FGCS=Future Generation Computer Systems; CI=Computers in Industry; MS=Journal of Manufacturing Systems;
EAAI=Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence; IFAC=IFAC Conference Paper Archive.
Fig. 2.1 Number of publications found and selected for literature review using the planning protocol.
2.1.2 Prognostics approaches and methods
Fig. 2.2 shows the importance of the prognostics research field, and the popularity of prognostics
approaches (i.e. physics model-based prognostics, knowledge-based prognostics, data-driven prognos-
tics and hybrid prognostics). It can be observed that the importance of the prognostics research field
is growing, and the data-driven prognostics approach is becoming increasingly popular compared to
other prognostics approaches.
In this section, prognostics approaches and predictive modelling methods (i.e. first principles,



























Hybrid prognostics Knowledge-based prognostics
Physics model-based prognostics Data-driven prognostics
Fig. 2.2 Plot summarising importance of prognostics research field, and increasing popularity of
data-driven prognostics. The publications found using the planning protocol are used in this analysis.
Physics model-based prognostics
Physics model-based prognostics uses explicit mathematical representations to create degradation
models by formalising the physical understanding of failure modes that need predicting [2]. The
physical understanding is based on the principle that failure occurs from fundamental processes (i.e.
electrical, chemical, mechanical, thermal and radiation) [16]. Once a degradation model is formulated,
its parameters are calculated using an estimation algorithm (e.g. Kalman filter, extended Kalman
filter and particle filter). Prior to application, the model is validated on large amounts of historical
data pertaining to the failure mode that needs predicting [2, 12]. The degradation model is then
combined with condition monitoring data and/or event data captured from the equipment to predict
the future degradation behaviour, and thus estimate prognostics [2]. The popular physics model-based
prognostics models include the following [12]:
Paris fatigue crack growth model. This model is used to calculate fatigue crack growth in materials
due to cyclic loads [17]. It is usually combined with state estimation which is used to project material
crack growth into steps ahead, and thus estimate the future distribution of a health indicator to produce
prognostics [18]. Before employing this model for material fatigue crack growth prediction, one
needs to identify whether the fatigue crack growth in materials under the study is governed by the
Paris law [19].
Archard wear model. This model is used for describing material mass loss due to abrasive wear
[20]. It is popular for modelling blade mass loss caused by blade interaction with shot particles in
shot blasting turbines [20]. According to the Archard law, each time a shot particle enters a turbine it
travels along the turbine blade length removing a small layer of blade material of a certain volume.
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In Boškoski et al. [20], abrasive wear in shot blasting turbine blades is measured indirectly using
vibration produced by rotating blades. The vibration is caused when the blades are rotating and
different volumes of material being removed from the blades. This relationship between abrasive wear
in turbine blades (defined by the Archard law) and vibration produced when the blades are rotating is
modelled as a stochastic process, and the turbine failure is predicted using a hidden Markov model.
Bearing L10 model. This model describes a 10% probability of failure (or a 90% probability of
survival) for a bearing unit in terms of millions of revolutions or hours of operation [21]. For instance,
Ewing et al. [22] employed the bearing L10 model to predict the TTF of a pitch system bearing unit in
a tidal stream turbine. First, tidal flow data are measured and fed into a turbine hydrodynamic model
to generate synthetic loading regimes. The loading regimes are then used as the input to the Bearing
L10 model to predict the remaining hours of operation as probability of failure increases.
Knowledge-based prognostics
In contrast to physics model-based prognostics, knowledge-based prognostics does not require explicit
mathematical representations of degradation processes for prognostics modelling [2]. Instead, it
involves assessing the similarity between an observed situation and a knowledge base of historical
failures to estimate prognostics [2]. Typical predictive modelling methods used for knowledge-based
prognostics are expert systems and fuzzy logic [2].
Expert systems. These are software programs that simulate how a human expert do the thinking
and inference in solving a particular domain problem [2]. An expert system stores domain knowledge
extracted by human experts into software programs as rules. The rules are formulated as precise
IF-THEN statements (i.e. classical predicate logic) and are based on heuristic facts acquired by the
human experts over a number of years. Creating an expert system for prognostics involves acquiring
knowledge pertaining to the failure mode, representing the acquired knowledge in classical predicate
logic and model verification and validation [12]. There are also open standards and domain-specific
models that can be used to design expert systems for prognostics: MIMOSA open system architecture
standard, Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [23, 24]. FMEA
and FTA allow reviewing components, assemblies and subsystems to identify potential failure modes
in an industrial system and their causes and effects [24]. Thus, they provide knowledge on failure
modes and failure mechanisms for designing expert systems for prognostics.
Fuzzy logic. This is a superset of conventional Boolean logic and can be used to incorporate
imprecise and qualitative reasoning statements with knowledge bases to produce simpler and intuitive
predictive models compared to the expert systems [25]. The knowledge bases in expert systems are
developed using classical predicate logic in which a statement can be either true or false. However, it
is not always feasible to represent knowledge so precisely, especially for equipment prognostics since
knowledge related to equipment degradation is too complex to acquire and represent [12]. In this case,
knowledge needs to be represented in linguistic terms and this is enabled by the fuzzy logic. A typical
fuzzy process logic statement may look like the following: IF (process is too hot) AND (process
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is heating rapidly) THEN (cool the process quickly). Developing a fuzzy logic-based prognostics
model involves creating a library of reference degradation trajectories using historical failure instances.
Then the TTF is predicted using fuzzy similarity analysis in which data pertaining to an ongoing
equipment degradation are compared to the reference trajectory patterns, and by aggregating the TTF
of reference trajectories in a weighted sum which accounts for the similarity between patterns in
reference trajectories and patterns in data captured from the ongoing degradation process [26].
Data-driven prognostics
In contrast to physics model-based and knowledge-based approaches which estimate prognostics
models from explicit mathematical representations and detailed knowledge bases respectively, data-
driven approaches estimate prognostics models directly from large amounts of historical condition
monitoring and/or event data pertaining to the failure modes [2]. According to the literature, they can
be classified into statistical, error-based learning, instance-based learning and probabilistic machine
learning approaches [16, 3].
(I) Statistical approach
The statistical approach to prognostics modelling involves establishing a statistical model based
on empirical knowledge and presenting prognostics results as a conditional probability density function
[3]. The prognostics are estimated by fitting past observations into random coefficient or stochastic
process models under a probabilistic method without relying on physics and expert rules. Statistical
methods used for prognostics modelling include autoregression, random coefficient regression, Wiener
process, gamma process, Markov models and proportional hazards models [3].
Autoregression. Autoregressive models estimate future values using a linear function and random
errors, hence they are widely used for time series forecasting [27]. These models can be used for
prognostics by extrapolating the behaviour of equipment condition over time [27]. The Watchdo-
gAgent is a toolbox that can be used to quantitatively assess and predict performance degradation
levels of equipment using autoregression [27]. In here, time series data collected from the equipment
are processed into joint time-frequency distributions. Then patterns in equipment condition data
are extracted using principal component analysis and the principal components are predicted using
autoregression to identify whether the future equipment condition stays within the expected thresholds
for the normal equipment condition.
Random coefficient regression. In a normal regression model (e.g. linear, polynomial and logistic
regression) the slope and intercept model parameters are fixed to a single value. In contrast, random
coefficient regression models allow varying these model parameters according to a distribution
[28]. This enables them to be used for prognostics since stochasticity in degradation processes
can be modelled to a certain degree using random coefficients, assuming the parameters related to
stochasticity are normally distributed [3]. Once a random coefficient regression-based prognostics
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model is estimated, a TTF distribution is computed as the distribution of times required for a failure
precursor or a health index to violate a predefined failure threshold.
Wiener process. Formulated as a drift term plus a diffusion term following Brownian motion
to model the stochastic degradation process, Wiener process is considered as a classical data-driven
method for prognostics modelling [29, 12]. Often, the Bayesian method is used to update the drift
parameter in these prognostics models so that real-time degradation monitoring information can be
incorporated into prognostics modelling [12]. However, due to the Markov property of the Wiener
process, the Bayesian updated drift parameter only utilises the current degradation measurement and
not the accumulated measurements which could improve the prognostics performance [30]. This issue
can be addressed by employing the sequential Bayesian update method [30].
Gamma process. Gamma process models assume that a particular process is monotonic and
evolving only in one direction (i.e. either increasing or decreasing) [31]. Therefore, they are a natural
selection for modelling degradation processes in which the deterioration is supposed to take place
gradually over time in a sequence of positive increments (e.g. material fatigue crack growth) [31]. A
comparison of the Wiener process and gamma process for predicting material fatigue that exhibits
monotone-increasing patterns is presented in [32]. It is shown that the gamma process outperforms
the Wiener process for material fatigue prognostics. Moreover, it is shown that wrongly treating a
degradation process as a Wiener process instead of a gamma process causes the prognostics model to
be misspecified and the negative impact on prognostics model performance is not negligible.
Markov models. These are stochastic methods and are based on the assumption that future states
only depend on the present state and not on sequences of events that preceded it (i.e. Markov property)
[29]. Markov model-based prognostics involves estimating probabilities of future failure states
by defining probabilities associated with each state and probabilities associated with transitioning
from one state to another. Variations of Markov models used for prognostics modelling include
semi-Markov models, hidden Markov models and semi-hidden Markov models [29, 12].
Proportional hazards models. These are used to model the way covariates affect equipment life
[33, 34]. They model deterioration as the product of a baseline hazard rate and a covariate function
which reflects the effect of the operating environment on baseline hazard. This function is described
by a vector of covariates and an associated vector of regression parameters. In order to estimate
the TTF using a proportional hazards model, a survival function is often used [34]. The traditional
approach to proportional hazards modelling was based on the assumption that the effects of covariates
are time-independent [35]. An alternative approach was proposed by Makis and Jiang [35] where a
generalisation of the original proportional hazards model equation is used to take the time-dependent
covariates into account.
(II) Error-based learning approach
Error-based learning approach uses computational systems (e.g. artificial neural network (ANN))
to estimate typically a non-linear model that establishes the functional relationship between input
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stimuli and desired output [36]. It uses historical data to adjust the parameters of the functional
relationship in order to obtain the optimal model possible for the computation task.
Multilayer perceptron (MLP). As shown in Fig. 2.3, MLP is a type of ANN that contains at least
one hidden layer in addition to the input and output layers [37]. It can be used to develop prognostics
models based on the assumption that there would be a certain relationship between the degradation
process and corresponding prognostics of the equipment [38]. More specifically, if the degradation
process remains consistent and follows the Markov property, the MLP can be used to extract the













Fig. 2.3 Diagram depicting the multilayer perceptron with one hidden layer. The weights are repre-
sented with W and the activation function is represented with f . The ∑ represents the calculation of
the weighted sum of inputs which is used as the input to the activation function.
Long short-term memory network (LSTM). This is a recurrent neural network (RNN) that is
explicitly designed to avoid the long-term dependency problem (also referred to as the “fading
memory” problem) in the vanilla RNN (see Fig. 2.4) [39]. Compared to the vanilla RNN which
contains a simple structure for storing and maintaining information, the LSTM has four layers that
interact with each other to maintain information in memory for long periods. It can be used to forecast
the multivariate time series of condition monitoring and/or event data pertaining to the failure modes
to estimate prognostics. More specifically, multiple features containing multivariate time series are
given as inputs to the LSTM and the desired output is the forecast of the input features into a fixed
number of future time steps. Then detecting when the forecasts first violated a predefined threshold
the TTF is estimated.
Neuro-fuzzy systems (NFS). These combine fuzzy systems with ANNs to allow the estimation
of fuzzy membership function parameters using an ANN, thus the manual optimisation of the fuzzy
system is eliminated (also see Fig. 2.5) [25]. Since condition monitoring and event data pertaining to
failures are linguistic, ambiguous or approximate in the real-world, NFS is popular for developing
prognostics models [12]. To develop a NFS-based prognostics model, expert knowledge pertaining
to the failure modes is converted into fuzzy rules first. Then the parameters of fuzzy membership
functions are estimated by training an ANN using historical data pertaining to the failure mode [12].













Fig. 2.4 Diagram depicting the recurrent neural network with one hidden layer. In contrast to the
multi-layer perceptron, in a recurrent neural network the information cycles through a loop allowing
the previously computed information to be utilised for the present computation task.
The objective of a NFS is to estimate the parameters of fuzzy membership functions using an ANN
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Fig. 2.5 Diagram depicting a neuro-fuzzy system.
(III) Instance-based learning approach
In contrast to the error-based approach which performs explicit generalisation using historical
condition monitoring and/or event data, the instance-based learning approach to prognostics involves
comparing data samples captured from ongoing degradation processes with historical condition
monitoring and/or event data samples seen in training for prognostics modelling [40].
Random forest (RF). This is an instance-based ensemble decision tree learning algorithm for
predictive modelling [41]. It uses historical data to estimate a model consists of a set of decision
rules which is then used to produce predictions when a new data sample is given as the input [41].
The structure of a random forest model is shown in Fig. 2.6. It can be used to develop prognostics
models by formulating a multi-class or a binary classification problem in which the task is to predict
whether an input data sample captured from degrading equipment is pertaining to the failure mode
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that needs predicting [42]. The random survival forest is an extension to the RF and it combines
survival analysis with instance-based learning for prognostics modelling [43]. Compared to other
survival models (e.g. proportional hazards models), random survival forest does not rely on a specific
hazard function parametrisation [44]. Instead, it can be used to cluster the equipment with similar
degradation characteristics and then estimate a nonparametric reliability function for each equipment
to predict their failures.
Dataset
Tree 1 Tree n...
Final prediction
Mean
Fig. 2.6 Diagram depicting the random forest with n number of randomly uncorrelated decision trees.
The nodes in each tree represent the features, links represent the decision rules and the leaves represent
the predictions.
Support vector machine (SVM). This implements the principle of structural risk minimisation
by constructing an optimal separating hyperplane in the hidden feature space of a dataset (also see
Fig. 2.7) [45]. SVM classifier can be used to model prognostics by formulating a classification
problem in which the task is to detect unhealthy states of equipment prior to their failures [46]. To
this end, time series of condition monitoring and/or event data are converted into discrete data (i.e.
histograms). The SVM classifier is then trained on the discrete dataset to learn a decision surface
that separates healthy and unhealthy states of the equipment. When a new data sample captured
from degrading equipment is given as the input, the classification model classifies it as healthy or
unhealthy, and thus predicts imminent equipment failures. SVM can be used as a non-linear estimator
for regression problems by extrapolating an optimal hyperplane that best fits training samples [47].
The extrapolation of the optimal hyperplane is used to make the TTF predictions using time-dependent
features [48]. Apart from this distinction, SVM regression uses the same principle as the SVM
classifier, that is, minimise model error using structural risk minimisation whilst individualising the
hyperplane by maximising the margin.
(IV) Probabilistic machine learning approach
The probabilistic framework to machine learning is based on the idea that learning can be
considered as inferring plausible models to explain the data [49]. More specifically, if the mathematics
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Support vectors
Fig. 2.7 Diagram depicting the support vector machine. The closest layer of vectors to the separating
hyperplane is called support vectors. The space between the support vectors of different classes is the
margin (d1 and d2). The best fit hyperplane is the one with the maximum margin (in this case d1).
of probability theory is used to express all forms of uncertainty and noise associated with a model,
then the inverse probability (i.e. Bayes theorem) can be used to adapt that model and make predictions
[49]. The key difference between probabilistic machine learning methods and the rest of the machine
learning methods (i.e. error-based and instance-based learning methods) is that the main computation
problem of the former is integration, whereas the computation problem of the latter is the optimisation
of model parameters [49]. The common probabilistic machine learning methods used for prognostics
modelling includes the following [50, 2]:
Gaussian process regression (GP regression). GP regression is a kernel-based fully Bayesian
regression algorithm that provides a natural way to introduce kernels into a regression modelling
framework [51]. It can be used to develop prognostics models that estimate the TTF of equipment
[52]. The approach involves using the GP regression algorithm to compute posterior degradation
estimates by constraining a prior distribution to fit a historical dataset consisting of data pertaining to
a failure precursor of the equipment. Then the regression model is used to trend the failure precursor
and by detecting when a predefined failure threshold is violated the TTF is predicted [52].
Relevance vector machine (RVM). RVM uses Bayesian inference for predictive modelling and its
functional form is identical to the SVM [53]. However, it allows regression tasks to be performed
within a probabilistic machine learning framework [53]. The approach to use RVM regression for
prognostics modelling is similar to the approach used for SVM regression, although there are some
notable differences. First, the likelihood function and prior knowledge need to be defined. The former
describes the features in the historical dataset used for model training and the latter captures the
complexity of the prognostics model to enhance the generalisation capability on new data samples
captured from degrading equipment [54]. Then the training algorithm to estimate a RVM regression-
based prognostics model needs to be identified. Suitable training algorithms include the MacKay
iterative algorithm, sequential sparse Bayesian learning and Expectation Maximisation [53].
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Hybrid prognostics
Hybrid prognostics models aim to leverage the strengths of multiple prognostics approaches [13].
According to the literature, they can be classified as follows [13]:
Hybrids of physics model-based and knowledge-based models. In these hybrid models, prognostics
is modelled using the physics model-based approach and a knowledge-based model is used to
enhance the prognostics performance by integrating expert knowledge pertaining to failure modes
and equipment operating conditions [13]. More specifically, using a set of rules developed by the
domain experts, the knowledge-based model supports the physics model-based prognostics model to
determine fault states and categorise degradation levels for producing prognostics.
Hybrids of data-driven and knowledge-based models. In here, prognostics is modelled using
the data-driven approach and similar to the aforementioned hybrid models, a knowledge-based
model is used to enhance the prognostics performance by integrating expert knowledge pertaining
to failure modes and equipment operating conditions [13]. Introducing expert knowledge into data-
driven prognostics models aims to account for the dynamics of degradation due to various operating
conditions and failure modes, and thus reduce the uncertainty associated with predictions produced
by purely data-driven models [13].
Hybrids of data-driven and physics model-based models. According to the literature, there are
two methods to combine data-driven and physics model-based models: series method and parallel
method [16]. The former involves combining a physics model-based model that has prior knowledge
about the degradation process and a data-driven model that serves as a state estimator of unmeasured
degradation process parameters that are hard to model using first principles. The latter involves
fusing predictions produced by data-driven and physics model-based prognostics models to reduce
the uncertainty associated with the final prediction.
Summary of findings and concluding remark
In this review, a discussion on prognostics approaches and predictive modelling methods used in each
approach is provided. The findings discussed in the review and merits and limitations of prognostics
approaches are summarised below.
1. Physics model-based prognostics models are applicable in industrial scenarios in which accurate
mathematical models can be constructed from first principles [2, 12]. The key limitation of
these models is that in most industrial scenarios physics pertaining to equipment degradation is
too stochastic and complex to model, which makes it difficult and expensive to develop physics
model-based prognostics models [2, 55].
2. Knowledge-based prognostics models assess the similarity between an observed situation
and a knowledge base of historical failures to estimate prognostics. The key limitations of
knowledge-based prognostics models are: obtaining domain knowledge and converting it into
rules is difficult in most industrial scenarios due to stochasticity and complexity of degradation
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processes [2, 12]; they do not generalise into new situations that are not covered explicitly in
their knowledge bases [2, 12].
3. Even though the hybrid approach aims to leverage the strengths of multiple prognostics ap-
proaches, it has also been unsuccessful since under the conditions of limited failure data
availability, this prognostics approach inherits the limitations of data-driven, physics model-
based and knowledge-based approaches [2, 13].
4. Data-driven prognostics approach has become popular over the other prognostics approaches
since it does not require explicit mathematical representations or detailed knowledge bases
to estimate prognostics models [2, 3]. The key limitation of the data-driven approach to
prognostics is that it requires large amounts of historical failure data to estimate prognostics
models [2]. Table 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 outline the other limitations and merits of data-driven
prognostics methods using the findings obtained from this literature review.
Table 2.1 Merits and limitations of error-based learning methods used for prognostics modelling.
Method Merits Limitations
MLP
• Able to model the non-linear behaviour of
industrial systems using historical condi-
tion monitoring and/or event data [56].
• Does not require prior knowledge pertain-
ing to failure modes [55].
• Requires large amount of historical condi-
tion monitoring and/or event data [56].
• No standard method to determine network
structure and these methods are “black
box” systems [2, 56].
LSTM
• Good for prognostics modelling using se-
quential data as it can capture and utilise
long-term dependencies [57].
• Provides different approaches to prognos-
tics modelling (e.g. many-to-many predic-
tion and sequence-to-sequence prediction)
[58].
• Can be difficult to train and implement
[57].
• Often requires more data to train than
other error-based learning methods [59].
Neuro-fuzzy
systems • Good for prognostics in scenarios with
ambiguous and/or approximate historical
data [12].
• More compatible with human reasoning
process than other error-based learning
methods [56].
• Linguistic terms may compromise the ac-
curacy of the prognostics [56].
• Not feasible in situations where fuzzy
membership functions are complex to de-
termine [56].
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Table 2.2 Merits and limitations of instance-based learning methods used for prognostics modelling.
Method Merits Limitations
Random forest
• Easy to use, trains faster and scalable [60].
• Requires less data preprocessing since
normalisation is not required as it only
needs the absolute values for branching
and creating decision rules [60].
• A large number of decision trees can make
the algorithm slow and ineffective for es-
timating prognostics in real-time [60].
• Models are not easily interpretable [61].
Random sur-
vival forest • Allows prognostics modelling using right-
censored survival data [43].
• Inferior in identifying predictors with a
less ratio of population, hence it can un-
derperform compared to the other survival
models [62].
SVM
• Compared to the error-based learning
methods, SVM can prevent overfitting ef-
fectively [63].
• Standard methods and theoretical guid-
ance for choosing the kernel function for
SVM do not exist [56, 63].
Table 2.3 Merits and limitations of probabilistic machine learning methods used for prognostics modelling.
Method Merits Limitations
GP regression
• Can estimate model hyperparamters and
covariances directly from training data,
hence does not involve hyperparameter
tuning [64].
• Can adapt to environments (i.e. dynamic
processes and variable operating condi-
tions) [56].
• A large number of historical data samples
are required to avoid the degeneracy prob-
lem [12].
• Only suitable for Gaussian likelihood
[56].
RVM
• Can estimate model hyperparamters di-
rectly from training data, hence does not
involve hyperparameter tuning [53].
• As with other probabilistic machine learn-
ing methods, RVM can produce prob-
abilistic predictions allowing the uncer-
tainty quantification, instead of point pre-
dictions [53].
• The storage and computation complexity
of RVM during the training phase grows
as the number of data samples increases,
thus it can be computationally costly for
large training datasets [53].
• Requires prior assumptions of model
structure [53].
Concluding remark. Data-driven prognostics approach has become popular over the other
prognostics approaches, and yet, it is challenging to develop effective data-driven models for industrial
equipment prognostics due to limited failure data availability in industrial scenarios.
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2.1.3 Prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability
In this section, the reasons for the use of physics model-based, knowledge-based and hybrid prog-
nostics approaches to be unsuccessful when failure data are limited for data-driven prognostics are
outlined first. The existing techniques used to address the limited failure data availability problem for
data-driven prognostics and the reasons for them to be unsuccessful are discussed next.
When failure data are limited for data-driven prognostics, the use of physics model-based,
knowledge-based and hybrid prognostics approaches have been unsuccessful in most industrial
scenarios due to the following: once a physics model-based prognostics model is developed, it needs
to be validated prior to its application using large amounts of historical failure data pertaining to
the failure mode that needs predicting [2, 12]. However, under the conditions of limited failure data
availability, it is not possible to obtain large amounts of failure data required for validating physics
model-based prognostics models. Moreover, they are based on the assumption that system behaviour
can be described analytically and accurately which makes it difficult and expensive to develop them
for prognostics since equipment degradation is too stochastic and complex to model [2, 13].
As discussed in the previous section, knowledge-based prognostics involves obtaining domain
knowledge and converting it into rules which is also difficult in most industrial scenarios due to
the stochasticity and complexity of equipment degradation processes [2]. More importantly, for
a knowledge-based prognostics model to be effective under the conditions of limited failure data
availability, the knowledge base needs to be as complete and accurate as possible [2]. This leads to
the number of rules to increase, which causes the combinatorial explosion problem [2]. The hybrid
prognostics approach has also been unsuccessful for prognostics under the conditions of limited
failure data availability since it inherits the aforementioned shortcomings of data-driven, physics
model-based and knowledge-based prognostics approaches.
A set of techniques that aimed to address the problem of limited failure data availability for data-
driven prognostics has emerged over the years. According to the literature, these existing techniques
can be classified as data level and algorithmic level techniques [10].
Data level techniques
Data level techniques aim to address the limited failure data availability problem by treating data
imbalance in prognostics modelling datasets [65, 10]. They include oversampling, undersampling, gen-
erative modelling-based data augmentation, equipment clustering-based prognostics and simulation-
based run-to-failure data generation.
(I) Oversampling
This is the most popular existing technique used for treating data imbalance [10, 11]. To this end,
it introduces data samples to the minority class (i.e. failure data class) by duplicating existing failure
data samples or creating new data samples randomly [10]. Oversampling methods include Random
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Oversampling (ROS), Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) and Adaptive Synthesis
(ADASYN).
Even though ROS is a naive oversampling method, it is the most effective existing oversampling
method since it makes no assumptions about the data and no heuristics are used [10]. It reduces
data imbalance in prognostics modelling datasets by randomly selecting existing failure data samples
and duplicating them [10]. In contrast to ROS, SMOTE generates new failure data samples to treat
data imbalance by interpolating existing failure data samples, hence data are not duplicated [10].
More specifically, a real failure data sample is randomly selected and k of the nearest neighbours
for that sample are found. Then a neighbour sample is chosen and a synthetic failure data sample is
created at a randomly selected point between the two samples in the feature space. ADASYN is based
on SMOTE and the difference is that it adaptively generates failure data samples according to their
distributions [10]. In other words, more synthetic data are generated for the failure data samples that
are harder for a prognostics model to learn than the failure data samples that are easier to learn.
The major shortcoming of oversampling methods is that they do not introduce new and plausible
failure data samples into prognostics modelling datasets [11, 10]. Hence, the fundamental lack of
failure data issue is not addressed [11]. More specifically, ROS makes exact copies of real failure data
samples which may lead to overfitting, hence a prognostics model can only learn to generalise for a
small, duplicated set of failure data samples [11]. Advanced oversampling methods (i.e. SMOTE and
ADASYN) are based on data interpolation which is less effective in synthesising data variants that
are subjected to the underlying distribution of real failure data samples [11]. In other words, these
methods generate data randomly, hence there is no control over the modes of data being generated.
This leads implausible failure data samples to be introduced into prognostics modelling datasets [11].
(II) Undersampling
This technique treats data imbalance by removing intrinsic samples from the majority class (i.e.
normal data class) [10]. Random Undersampling (RUS) is a naive yet the most effective existing
undersampling method since similar to ROS, it makes no assumptions about the data and no heuristics
are used [10]. To treat data imbalance in prognostics modelling datasets, RUS can be used to
remove normal data samples randomly. Advance undersampling methods include nearest neighbour
undersampling and One-Sided Selection (OSS) [66]. The nearest neighbour undersampling method
aims to treat data imbalance by randomly removing normal data samples based on their distance to
other samples in the normal data class [66]. OSS applies Tomek links followed by the Condensed
Nearest Neighbour rule to treat data imbalance [10]. Tomek links are used to remove noisy and
borderline normal data samples. Then Condensed Nearest Neighbour rule is used to remove normal
data samples that are distant from the decision boarder.
Since undersampling methods discard data samples pertaining to the normal condition of the
equipment, potentially useful non-failure data samples could also be discarded [11]. This can degrade
the discriminating power of predictive algorithms [11]. More importantly, undersampling does not
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increase the quantity of failure data samples in imbalanced prognostics modelling datasets, hence the
fundamental lack of failure data issue is not addressed [11].
(III) Generative modelling-based data augmentation
Recently, a few generative modelling-based techniques have emerged for treating data imbalance
in prognostics modelling datasets (e.g. [67, 68]). These techniques employ generative adversarial
networks (GAN) to generate data that resemble the distributional properties of real failure data and
thus augment imbalanced prognostics modelling datasets to include an increased number of failure
data samples. More specifically, the GAN is used to estimate a generative model that is capable of
replicating the real failure data distribution in an adversarial training framework. The adversarial
training framework allows a model to estimate its parameters by competing with another model [69].
The estimated generative model is used to sample new data from a data distribution containing random
noise (i.e. from a Gaussian distribution) [67]. The generated samples are then added to the imbalanced
prognostics modelling dataset to treat data imbalance.
The major shortcoming of generative modelling-based data augmentation techniques is that the
noise being added to newly generated data samples is not based on sound engineering knowledge of
failure mechanisms or the context of the prognostics problem [70, 8]. This leads to different modes of
data being generated since the data generation process is not controlled and directed [70, 8]. Hence,
similar to the data interpolation used by SMOTE and ADASYN, generative modelling-based data
augmentation techniques cause implausible failure data samples to be introduced into prognostics
modelling datasets.
(IV) Equipment clustering-based prognostics
This technique uses the equipment similarity information to create clusters of equipment and
then estimate prognostics models for individual equipment or a cluster of equipment in a collaborative
learning framework [71]. The equipment similarity information can range from metrics such as
equipment age, type and model to calculated metrics such as health indicators [71]. Dynamic metrics
which adapt to the equipment operating condition are also proposed in the literature [72]. The
collaborative learning framework allows Digital Twins (i.e. dynamic digital representations of the
equipment) to share data with each other [71, 73]. When equipment has a well-defined range of
similarity and a cluster of equipment collectively has a sufficient amount of failure data samples for
prognostics modelling, this technique allows treating data imbalance as follows: equipment with
sufficient amount of failure data samples share them with similar equipment that has a limited amount
of failure data samples so that data imbalance in datasets used for their prognostics modelling is
reduced or eliminated [74, 71].
This technique has been successful in industrial scenarios in which it is possible to accumulate
sufficient amounts of failure data for individual clusters of equipment [71, 74]. However, as stated
in the problem statement, this thesis defines the limited failure data availability problem as the
lack of failure data samples collectively available for all the equipment in an industrial scenario for
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prognostics modelling. This is often the case in practice due to two major reasons: (i) overprotective
maintenance and replacement regimes; (ii) highly reliable equipment [6, 7]. These cause failures to
become rare for all the equipment, and thus make it difficult to accumulate a sufficient amount of
failure data using equipment clustering for prognostics modelling.
Moreover, for equipment clustering-based prognostics to be successful under the conditions of
limited failure data availability, the optimal balance between the size of equipment clusters and the
amount of failure data collectively available for individual equipment clusters needs to be established.
However, under the conditions of limited failure data availability, this is difficult due to the following:
(i) accumulating a sufficient amount of failure data samples by abstracting the similarity criteria to
increase the number of equipment belongs to individual clusters will cause the clusters to overlap.
Hence, the fundamental objective of equipment clustering-based prognostics is not achieved; (ii)
improving the similarity between equipment to improve the suitability of data shared between them
could cause the equipment to be divided into small clusters [75]. This causes individual clusters of
equipment to have a small amount of failure data samples for prognostics modelling, especially under
the conditions of limited failure data availability,
(V) Simulation-based run-to-failure data generation
When failure data are limited for data-driven prognostics, simulation is used to generate run-to-
failure data using physics-based simulation models or test rigs [76, 77]. Physics-based simulation
models generate response surfaces of sensors using a simulation model as a function of the variation of
condition and performance of the equipment of interest [76]. Popular physics-based simulation models
include thermo-dynamical models, Thevenin model and lumped-element models [76, 78]. There
also exists commercial simulation environments which can be used to generate run-to-failure data by
varying certain parameters affecting equipment degradation (e.g. operating environment conditions
and load): Commercial Modular Aero-Propulsion System Simulation (C-MAPSS) environment [76]
and Gas Turbine Simulation environment [79].
Test rigs allow using an apparatus specifically designed for performing controlled experiments
that are suitable for generating run-to-failure data [80, 77]. The experiments are performed using
accelerated life testing (ALT), which involves making the target equipment subject to conditions
(e.g. stress, temperature, vibration and pressure) in excess of its normal service parameters in a short
amount of time. Test rigs are incorporated with a condition monitoring system which allows capturing
run-to-failure data during ALT. These data are then used to estimate prognostics models which can be
applied to predict failures in similar equipment in real-world industrial scenarios that are subjected to
the same conditions used during ALT [80].
Despite its success in scenarios where accurate mathematical models can be constructed from
first principles, physics-based simulation has been unsuccessful in most industrial scenarios due to
the following: physics-based simulation is based on the assumption that equipment behaviour and
degradation processes can be described analytically and accurately, which is difficult and expensive
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since they are too stochastic and complex to model [2, 13]. Hence, when prognostics models that
are trained on data generated by physics-based simulation have been applied in the real-world, they
often underperform. The use of test rigs has been successful when the effect of equipment operating
environment on failure modes is well understood and can replicate physically [77]. However, this
is also difficult and expensive in most industrial scenarios since the effect of equipment operating
environment on failure modes is difficult and expensive to replicate physically [2, 13]. Hence,
prognostics models that are trained on data generated by test rigs also often underperform when
applied in the real-world.
Algorithmic level techniques
Algorithmic level techniques include cost-sensitive learning, boosting and bootstrap aggregation (also
known as bagging) [10]. They aim to overcome data imbalance by adapting predictive algorithms to
account for the skewness in class distributions during model estimation [10]. However, algorithmic
level techniques are seldom used to overcome data imbalance caused by the limited failure data
availability problem since they do not increase the quantity of failure data samples in imbalanced
prognostics modelling datasets [11]. In addition to this major shortcoming of all the algorithmic
level techniques, their other shortcomings when employing to develop prognostics models under the
conditions of limited failure data availability are discussed below.
(I) Cost-sensitive learning
This technique takes the cost of prediction errors into account when training classification-based
prognostics models [81]. More specifically, instead of each data sample being either correctly or
incorrectly classified, failure data and normal data classes are given a misclassification cost. Thus,
instead of trying to optimise model accuracy, the objective is to minimise the total misclassification
cost. Cost-sensitive learning can be used to overcome data imbalance in prognostics modelling
datasets by biasing the classifier to perform well on the failure data class by assigning it a higher
misclassification cost compared to the normal data class [81].
However, the issue with this technique is that cost information is rarely available for industrial
equipment prognostics since they often depend on multiple considerations that are not easily com-
pared [82]. In other industrial scenarios, the cost associated with prognostics is often a complex,
multidimensional function that includes monetary costs, safety costs and reputation costs [82].
(II) Boosting and bagging
Boosting iteratively increases the accuracy of classification-based models by placing different
weights on data samples in each training iteration [10]. To overcome data imbalance in prognostics
modelling datasets, boosting allows increasing weights assigned to the failure data class and decreasing
weights assigned to the normal data class. This forces classification-based prognostics models to focus
on learning to classify failure data samples accurately in consecutive training iterations. Bagging
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allows using multiple learners to make a single prediction [10]. More specifically, random samples
from a training dataset (i.e. bootstrap samples) are selected and a single weak learner model is fitted
on each sample. Then predictions produced by all the models are combined (i.e. aggregation) to
make a single prediction. However, bagging does not overcome data imbalance alone and requires
combining it with an oversampling or an undersampling method [83, 11].
The issue with boosting is that it causes prognostics models to overfit since it tends to weigh data
samples belongs to the failure data class than those belonging to the normal data class [11]. Moreover,
it performs poorly if the base learner always achieves poor precision and recall [11]. Since bagging
needs to be combined with an oversampling or an undersampling method to overcome data imbalance
in prognostics modelling datasets, it inherits their shortcomings which are discussed under the data
level techniques [83, 11].
Summary of findings and concluding remark
In this review, a discussion on existing techniques used to address the problem of limited failure data
availability for data-driven prognostics and the reasons for them to be unsuccessful in addressing this
problem is provided. The findings discussed in the review are summarised below.
1. Oversampling, undersampling and generative modelling-based data augmentation have been
unsuccessful in addressing the problem of limited failure data availability for data-driven
prognostics sufficiently. This is since they either duplicate existing failure data or randomly
generate data, hence do not introduce new and plausible failure data samples to treat data
imbalance in prognostics modelling datasets [11, 10].
2. Often in industrial scenarios there is limited failure data available for all the equipment col-
lectively due to the rare failures problem which is caused by overprotective maintenance and
replacement regimes and highly reliable equipment [6, 7]. Equipment clustering-based prog-
nostics techniques have been unsuccessful in these industrial scenarios since it is impossible to
accumulate sufficient amounts of failure data for prognostics modelling through data sharing.
3. Simulation-based run-to-failure data generation has been successful in industrial scenarios
in which accurate mathematical models can be constructed from first principles (in the case
of the physics-based simulation) or the effect of equipment operating environment on failure
modes is well understood and can replicate physically (in the case of test rigs). However,
they have been unsuccessful in most industrial scenarios since the aforementioned luxuries are
seldom available for industrial equipment prognostics due to the stochasticity and complexity
of equipment degradation processes [2, 13].
4. The major shortcoming of all the algorithmic level techniques is that they do not increase
the quantity of failure data samples, hence the fundamental lack of failure data issue is not
addressed [11, 10].
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Concluding remark. Due to the major shortcomings of existing techniques, the problem of
limited failure data availability remains a challenge for developing effective data-driven models for
industrial equipment prognostics. Moreover, when failure data are limited for data-driven prognostics,
the use of other prognostics approaches has been unsuccessful.
In order to address this problem, this thesis presents a methodology developed using the conditional
generative adversarial network (CGAN) which is an extension to the previously discussed GAN (see
Generative modelling-based data augmentation in Sec. 2.1.3) [70]. The methodology uses the CGAN
to condition the failure data generation process on auxiliary information, and thus allows estimating a
generative model that is capable of generating new and plausible failure data samples.
2.1.4 Research gap
It can be observed from the literature review that there is a growing research trend to develop prognos-
tics models that produce prognostics with minimal uncertainty to enable the effective implementation
PdM. The motivation for this trend is that the effective implementation of PdM is capable of delivering
on the promise of an optimal maintenance policy that balances the cost of maintenance, the risk of
failure and performance of the equipment. Thus, maintenance can be delayed to take the maximum
value out from the equipment until the risk of failure is not critical and equipment performance
remains unaffected.
The data-driven prognostics approach has become popular for industrial equipment prognostics
over the other approaches since it does not require explicit mathematical representations or detailed
knowledge bases. Instead, it uses statistical and machine learning methods to estimate prognostics
models from large amounts of condition monitoring and/or event data relating to past failures. Indeed,
a growing number of data-driven models have been proposed in the literature to exploit how to
produce prognostics with minimal uncertainty for enabling the development of optimal PdM policies.
However, they have been unsuccessful due to the problem of limited failure data availability for
prognostics, which is often the case in industrial scenarios due to overprotective maintenance and
replacement regimes and highly reliable equipment.
Since employing other prognostics approaches to develop prognostics models under the conditions
of limited failure data availability has been unsuccessful, a set of techniques that aimed to address
the limited failure data availability problem for data-driven prognostics has emerged. However, the
use of these existing techniques has been stalled due to the following two reasons: (i) they either
duplicate existing failure data or randomly generate data, hence new and plausible failure data are not
introduced into prognostics modelling datasets; (ii) or they do not increase the quantity of failure data
samples available for prognostics modelling, hence the fundamental lack of failure data issue is not
addressed. Namely, the development of prognostics models under the conditions of limited failure
data availability is not fully realised. Hence, the effective implementation of PdM remains a vision
rather than a reality. The following research gap follows from this analysis:
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Research gap. A systematic approach for prognostics modelling under the conditions of limited
failure availability is a research gap.
The importance of a solution that addresses the aforementioned research gap is that it enables
the effective implementation of PdM, and hence realise the vision of an optimal maintenance policy
for industrial organisations. In other words, industrial organisations will be able to prevent costs due
to under-maintenance and over-maintenance of equipment and false alarms. To address the research
gap, this thesis presents a methodology for prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data
availability. More specifically, the research presented in this thesis answers the following research
questions:
1. How can equipment failure be predicted under the conditions of limited failure data availability?
This research question aims to develop a methodology that allows generating new and plausible
failure data for prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability.
2. What impact does the proposed solution have on prognostics compared to existing techniques
under the conditions of limited failure data availability? This research question aims to quantify
the impact of methodology in terms of improved prognostics performance under the conditions
of limited failure data availability compared to the state-of-the-art techniques proposed in
the literature, and produce insights into the key factors influencing the effectiveness of the
methodology.
2.2 Industrial rationale
The literature review established the academic background for this research by providing a detailed
review of existing literature related to the topic of interest. The review identified the need for a
systematic approach to develop prognostics models under the conditions of limited failure data
availability for enabling the effective implementation of PdM. Apart from the findings obtained from
an entirely theoretical point of view, it is also essential to look at the problem from a practical angle
to reinforce the academic gap in knowledge with an industrial rationale. The aim of this section is
therefore to show the necessity of the methodology for prognostics under the conditions of failure
data availability in practice.
2.2.1 Limited failure data availability for prognostics in practice
The airline, logistics, nuclear power and telecommunications industries are examples of industries
that have the problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics, and hence so far failed to
implement PdM effectively [84–86]. The motivation for PdM in the airline, logistics and nuclear
power industries is since it can increase the uptime and safety whilst maximising the value of the
equipment [84, 87]. The telecommunications industry is also motivated to adopt PdM since it is
able to ensure that the performance of the equipment used in telecommunications networks (e.g.
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core routers, edge routers and broadband lines) remains unaffected and unplanned downtime of
telecommunications services (e.g. telephony, internet, television broadcasting and radio) is prevented
whilst maximising the value of the equipment [85].
Despite the increasing motivation, the effective implementation of PdM in industries such as
airline, logistics, nuclear power and telecommunications has been unsuccessful due to highly reli-
able equipment and overprotective maintenance and replacement regimes [6, 7]. More specifically,
industrial organisations are committed and responsible for designing, manufacturing, testing and
maintaining equipment according to standards that enforce high reliability since its failures often
lead to catastrophic consequences: loss of lives due to aircraft component failures, disruptions to
medical and food supply chains due to heavy-truck component failures, collateral damage to lives,
equipment and environment due to nuclear power plant equipment failures) [84, 88, 87]. However,
highly reliable equipment and overprotective maintenance and replacement regimes pose a challenge
to prognostics modelling since the equipment is rarely allowed to run to failure once degradation has
been detected [86]. In other words, they reduce the number of degradation trajectories pertaining to
failure modes, and hence cause failure data to be limited for developing prognostics models [6, 7].
2.2.2 Industrial case studies in academic literature
In this section, a set of industrial case studies from the aforementioned industries is summarised to
show the motivation for the effective implementation of PdM in industry and how the problem of
limited failure data availability for prognostics has been the bottleneck for accomplishing it.
(I) PdM of Airbus aircraft
Airbus is a world-leading aircraft manufacturer and interested in PdM since it allows maintenance
to be performed only when necessary so that additional costs due to over-maintenance actions (i.e.
production loss due to planned downtime of aircraft and costs of spare parts, supplies and labour)
which are resulted from the time-based maintenance strategy can be prevented [84]. To this aim,
Alestra et al. [84] presented an industrial case study that involved developing a prognostics model for
a critical subsystem of Airbus aircraft. Since the target failure mode is rare (the failure mode only
occurs with a frequency of 0.2-1% compared to other failure modes of the subsystem), condition
monitoring and event data pertaining to it are limited for developing a prognostics model. Hence, the
authors developed an event prediction model to raise alarms when the condition of the equipment
deviates from the norm.
However, in order to develop a PdM model one must predict failures and not events [4]. More
specifically, PdM models need the TTF of equipment or the probability that equipment operates
without failure up to some future time as the input to estimate the optimal time to perform PdM actions
[4]. Predicting events will cause PdM policies to produce over-maintenance actions which lead to
the aforementioned additional costs. This is since event predictions are false alarms for PdM models
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which aim to estimate the optimal time to perform PdM actions in order to prevent the unexpected
consequences of failures.
(II) PdM of United States nuclear power reactor fleet
In the United States (US), a majority of nuclear power reactors (NPR) is moving to extended
operation from the initial operating license period of 40 years to an extended period of 60 years
[86]. This is since it is challenging for the current technical, manufacturing, economic and regulatory
infrastructures to support the building of replacement power generation (while continuing to build
new NPRs) if operating NPRs were to be shut down and decommissioned at the end of their initial
operating period [86]. The maintenance of safety-critical and high-value components of NPRs
operating under the extended license period is given priority since they are coming to the end of their
lifetime, which causes an increasing number of wear out failures [86]. However, since the maintenance
and replacement of these components lead to high monetary and safety costs, maintenance actions
need to be postponed until warranted [89, 86]. The PdM strategy is chosen to accomplish this as it
allows increasing the uptime and safety of NPRs whilst maximising the value of their components
[87].
Ramuhalli et al. [86] presented an industrial case study that involved assessing the feasibility of
developing prognostics models for predicting crack growth in austenitic and ferritic steels used in
reactor pressure vessels in the US NPR fleet. It is found that even though condition monitoring data
captured from degrading reactor pressure vessels are showing “trendable” patterns, the absence of a
sufficient amount of failure data is a barrier for developing effective prognostics models. The reason
for this challenge is, safety-critical and high-value components in NPRs are rarely allowed to run to
failure once degradation has been detected since their failures often lead to catastrophic consequences
(e.g. collateral damage to lives, equipment and environment) [89, 86].
(III) PdM of AT&T telecommunications network equipment
AT&T is a world-leading telecommunications service provider and its motivation for adopting
PdM is to increase the availability of telecommunications services for their customers whilst preventing
additional costs due to over-maintenance and false alarms [90]. Weiss and Hirsh [85] presented an
industrial case study which aimed at predicting electronic equipment failures in the Class-4 Electronic
Switching System (4ESS) of the AT&T telecommunications network. Since 4ESS failures are rare,
the authors formulated the problem as an event prediction problem in which the objective is to predict
events using historical alarm event data [85]. A genetic algorithm-based machine learning model is
proposed and it is capable of identifying temporal and sequential patterns in historical alarm event
data for predicting impending events. Multiple prediction patterns are identified and the best pattern
is selected by fusing multiple prediction patterns in different ways using the genetic algorithm.
However, as discussed in the aforementioned Airbus aircraft maintenance case study, predicting
events is not the same as predicting failures and it will cause PdM policies to produce over-maintenance
actions. This leads to additional costs due to planned downtime of telecommunications services and
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costs of spare parts, supplies and labour. Hence, in order to develop PdM models, one must predict
failures and not events [4].
In this section, the industrial rationale for the research presented in this thesis is provided. It is
shown that highly reliable equipment and overprotective maintenance and replacement regimes cause
failure data to be limited for developing prognostics models in practice. The diverse set of industrial
case studies summarised in this section demonstrates the motivation for the effective implementation
of PdM in industry and how the problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics has
been the bottleneck for accomplishing it. The purpose of the methodology for prognostics under
the conditions of limited failure data availability is to address this bottleneck, and hence enable the
effective implementation of PdM for industrial organisations.
2.3 Conclusion
Using the findings obtained from a systematic literature review, this chapter provided discussions
on the state-of-the-art of prognostics research field, existing techniques used to address the problem
of limited failure data availability for prognostics and reasons for them to be unsuccessful. It was
shown that a systematic approach to prognostics modelling under the conditions of limited failure
data availability is a research gap. Moreover, the findings obtained from the industry review showed
that there is an increasing motivation for addressing this research gap. In the next chapter, the solution
this thesis presents to address this research gap is provided.

Chapter 3
Methodology for prognostics under the
conditions of limited failure data
availability
This chapter presents the methodology for prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data
availability which addresses the first research question of this thesis. The chapter commences by
introducing the concept of conditional generative modelling since it is used to integrate auxiliary
information pertaining to failure mechanisms, limited amount of failure data available and noise for
estimating a generative model that is capable of generating new and plausible failure data. Further,
a method that can be used to measure the extent of limited failure data availability problem for
prognostics is introduced. The description of the methodology and its theoretical results are presented
next. Then an analysis is performed to gain deeper insights into the behaviour and working mechanism
of the methodology.
3.1 Concept of conditional generative modelling
The key components of the methodology are: (i) identification, validation and conversion of sound
engineering knowledge of failure mechanisms (i.e. auxiliary information); (ii) using the converted
auxiliary information and the available historical failure data to estimate a generative model that is
capable of generating plausible failure data samples. These two components are integrated using
the conditional generative adversarial network (CGAN). In this section, a description on how the
CGAN can be used as a platform to estimate generative models is provided using the definitions and
equations from the literature.
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Generative adversarial network
The CGAN is an extension to the GAN (commonly known as the vanilla GAN) which provides a
framework for training deep generative models in a two-player minimax game [70]. More specifically,
a generative model is trained in an adversarial training framework to generate data similar to the real
data distribution. The adversarial training framework allows a model to estimate its parameters by
competing with another model according to a value function of a two-player minimax game [69].
Then the trained generative model is used to sample new data from a distribution containing random
noise (i.e. from a standard multivariate normal distribution) [69].
The vanilla GAN consists of two ANNs: a generator G and a discriminator D. Given a dataset X
with samples {x ∈ X}, its goal is to estimate a generative model that captures the generator distribution
PG(x) that matches the real data distribution Pdata(x). The vanilla GAN estimates this generative
model by first enabling the model to sample data from PG by transforming a prior noise variable
z ∼ Pnoise(z) into a new data sample G(z). Then the discriminator network D is used to discriminate
between whether the generated sample G(z) is a real data sample (i.e. G(z) is sampled from the real
data distribution Pdata) or a fake data sample (i.e. G(z) is sampled from the generator distribution
PG). Thus, the discriminator outputs a single scaler indicating the probability of whether a given data
sample is real or fake without knowing the sample is generated by the generator. The generator G uses
this scaler as the feedback to minimise its loss function log(1−D(G(z))) whilst the discriminator
D tries to minimise the loss function log(D(x)) to improve its discriminating power. The training
of the GAN is stopped when an equilibrium for the minimax game is achieved. In the GAN, the
equilibrium is achieved when the probability D(x) = 1/2 (i.e. the discriminator is no longer able to
detect whether a given data sample is real or fake) [69]. Formally, the value function V (G,D) of the





V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata [logD(x)]+Ez∼noise[log(1−D(G(z)))] (3.1)
Conditional generative adversarial network
In the vanilla GAN, the generative model is trained without conditioning the noise being added to
the newly generated data samples [70]. Thus, the generation of plausible data is not guaranteed,
since there is no control over the modes of data being generated [70]. This issue is addressed by
extending the vanilla GAN into the CGAN [70]. In contrast to the vanilla GAN, CGAN conditions
the generator and discriminator on auxiliary information related to the prediction task [70]. This is
done by feeding a conditioning vector (i.e. vector representation of auxiliary information) into the
generator and discriminator ANNs as additional inputs.
More specifically, using auxiliary information vector Y with samples {y ∈ Y} and noise vector
Z with samples {z ∈ Z}, the generator G in CGAN is modified to generate data samples G(z | y)
compared to G(z) in the vanilla GAN. This means G generates a fake data sample G(z | y) from the
joint distribution of noise and auxiliary information Pr(Z,Y ). Similarly, the discriminator is extended
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to D(x | y) compared to D(x) in the vanilla GAN. Thus, the discriminator tries to discriminate between
real and fake data samples by detecting whether a given sample is sampled from the joint distribution
of real data and auxiliary information Pr(X ,Y ). The feedback from the discriminator at each training
iteration allows the generator to improve its performance when conditioning noise on auxiliary
information since it now needs to generate fake data samples that fool the discriminator in two cases:
(i) when discriminating against the real data distribution; (ii) when discriminating against auxiliary
information related to the prediction task. In other words, the CGAN allows achieving an equilibrium
for the minimax game with the probability D(x | y) = 1/2 [70]. Formally, the value function V (G,D)





V (G,D) = Ex∼pdata [logD(x | y)]+Ez∼pnoise [log(1−D(G(z | y)))] (3.2)
The reason for using the conditional generative modelling approach in this thesis is since it has
become popular in other domains (e.g. image recognition domain) for augmenting training datasets
used for predictive modelling [91]. Despite its success in other domains, the following challenges need
to be addressed prior to using it for generating plausible failure data: (i) systematically identifying
auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms that is useful for generating plausible failure
data; (ii) systematically converting different kinds of auxiliary information that are in complex and
different forms (e.g. aural, visual and text entries) into a form that is suitable for integrating into
the plausible failure data generation process. The solution developed by this research overcomes
these challenges, and thus enable the effective implementation of PdM under the conditions of limited
failure data availability for prognostics.
3.2 Measuring limited failure data availability
Shannon entropy can be used to measure the balance of a dataset and it calculates the average rate
at which the information is produced by a stochastic dataset [92]. Formally, for a dataset D with N
number of total data samples and K number of classes with size C1 to CK , the normalised Shannon
entropy H ′(D) is given by Eq. 3.3. This means, when H ′ gets closer to 0 the extent of the limited
failure data availability problem increases, and conversely, when it gets closer to 1 the extent of the
problem decreases. This method is used to measure the extent of limited failure data availability







3.3 Description of methodology and theoretical results
The methodology for prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability consists of
four phases (see Fig. 3.1). In this section, the prerequisite and assumption of the methodology are
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stated first. Then the four phases, theoretical results and methods for evaluating the outcome of each
phase are described.
Phase 1: Auxiliary Information Processing
Identifying and validating auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms, and 
converting it into a form for integrating into the failure data generation process.
Phase 2: Conditional Generative Model Estimation
Using the available historical failure data and converted auxiliary information to estimate 
a conditional generative model that has captured the semantic features of the failure mode 
that needs predicting.
Phase 3: Plausible Failure Data Generation
Generating plausible failure data using the estimated generative model and augmenting the 
original train set to include an increased number of failure data samples.
Phase 4: Prognostics Modelling
Using the augmented train set to estimate a prognostics model for predicting the 
time-to-failure or the probability that equipment operates without failure up to some future 
time (e.g. until the next inspection time or the end of current mission window).
Fig. 3.1 Flowchart outlining the four phases of the methodology.
3.3.1 Prerequisite and assumption
The prerequisite of the methodology is that at least one of the following three kinds of auxiliary
information needs to be available in the industrial scenario in addition to condition monitoring and
event data which are limited: (i) effect of environmental conditions on failure mechanisms; (ii) effect
of harsh use of equipment on failure mechanisms; (iii) similarity between equipment that has failed
under a single failure mode. The prerequisite is reasonable in practice since these kinds of information
are widely used for maintenance decision making and risk analysis of industrial systems, and available
through expert knowledge and historical maintenance records (i.e. inspection, service, repair and
replacement records) in prognostics and PdM domains [1, 93].
It is worth mentioning at this point that the effect of improper equipment configuration and
customer satisfaction were also considered as auxiliary information in this research. However, it was
found that these auxiliary information kinds are not suitable for the methodology as their relationship
to the failure mode that needs predicting is complex to identify and difficult to measure statistically.
The following assumption is made in the methodology: the failure mode that needs predicting
causes equipment to fail due to gradual degradation and is not a sudden failure. This is a reasonable
assumption in practice since the dominant failure modes of industrial equipment cause the hazard rate
to be increased with the equipment age [94]. By making this assumption the following is implied: (i)
data-driven prognostics using condition monitoring and/or event data is feasible since the evolution
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of fault into failure causes monotonic trends in equipment condition and performance, and hence
data-driven predictive algorithms can use these trends to estimate prognostics model parameters;
(ii) since the failure can be predicted, predicting equipment failure is useful as maintenance before
failure affects the probability that the equipment will fail in the next instance, hence the unexpected
consequences of failures (e.g. unplanned downtime and collateral damage to equipment and processes)
can be prevented [94].
3.3.2 Phase 1: Auxiliary information processing
The methodology uses sound engineering knowledge of failure mechanisms as auxiliary information
to control and direct the failure data generation process. More specifically, the sound engineering
knowledge of failure mechanisms is used to condition the noise being added to the newly generated
failure data samples by constructing a conditional generator and discriminator for the CGAN. The aim
of the auxiliary information processing phase of the methodology is to identify, validate and convert
the sound engineering knowledge of failure mechanisms available in the industrial scenario for the
failure mode that needs predicting (also see Fig. 3.2).
Step 1: Auxiliary Information Identification
Identifying what auxiliary information is available in an industrial scenario in 
addition to the condition monitoring and/or event data which are limited.
Step 2: Auxiliary Information Validation
Evaluating the suitability of identified auxiliary information for constructing 
the conditional generator and discriminator of the CGAN.
Step 3: Auxiliary Information Conversion
Converting the identified auxiliary information into a vector representation for 
constructing the conditional generator and discriminator. 
Phase 1: Auxiliary Information Processing
Fig. 3.2 Flowchart outlining the steps of auxiliary information processing phase.
Step 1: Auxiliary information identification
To reiterate, the methodology supports the following three kinds of auxiliary information: (i) effect
of environmental conditions on failure mechanisms; (ii) effect of harsh use of equipment on failure
mechanisms; (iii) similarity between equipment that has failed under a single failure mode. The
objective of this step is to identify potentially suitable pieces of auxiliary information from expert
knowledge and historical maintenance records captured during the equipment failure process shown
in Fig. 3.3.
The information on the effect of environmental conditions on failure mechanisms refers to
the information related to failure mechanisms that are initiated by the deviation from specified













Fig. 3.3 Diagram depicting an example model of the equipment failure process. A failure mode is the
effect by which the failure is observed to occur and it is associated with the function of equipment
[95]. A failure mechanism is the physical, chemical, thermodynamic or another process that generates
a failure mode [95]. A failure cause is an external process, design or environmental condition that
initiates a failure mechanism, and whose removal will prevent the failure [95]. A failure mode
eventually results in the failure of the equipment (i.e. the state of the equipment in which it is no
longer able to perform its indented function with the expected performance) [96].
environmental conditions under which the equipment has to operate. Typically, more than one natural
environmental factor (e.g. temperature, rain, salt spray and dust) and/or induced environmental
factor (e.g. mechanical and acoustic vibration, radiation and thermal shock) act on the equipment
initiating failure mechanisms such as corrosion, thermal fatigue, creep and electromigration [95]. In
the methodology, the information on the effect of environmental conditions is identified from on-site
maintenance engineers and historical maintenance records. An example of an identified auxiliary
information on the effect of environmental conditions on failure mechanisms is as follows: when the
rainfall is increasing and when the driving rain (i.e. rain propelled by a driving wind) is coming
from the east, the failure rate of broadband lines is observed to be increasing. The first case study
which is discussed later in Chapter 4 demonstrates how to use this auxiliary information kind in the
methodology for generating plausible failure data.
The harsh use of equipment is a common cause of vehicle component failures [97]. Harsh
acceleration and braking (i.e. the application of more force than normal to the brake and accelerator
systems of a vehicle) which are due to aggressive driving behaviour or “lead foot syndrome” increase
wear-and-tear of components [97]. Moreover, excessive use of exhaust brake in heavy vehicles (e.g.
heavy-trucks and buses) leads to high wear of turbocharger components since it causes frequent and
abrupt changes in turbocharger operating condition [98]. In order to identify the effect of harsh use of
equipment on failure mechanisms, the information obtained from equipment operators and on-site
maintenance engineers is used. An example of this kind of identified auxiliary information is as
follows: when engine load of a heavy truck is greater than 85% and the engine speed is between 1320
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and 2200 revolutions per minute (RPM), the turbocharger failure rate is observed to be increased.
The third case study of this thesis demonstrates how to use the effect of harsh use of equipment
auxiliary information kind in the methodology.
Equipment similarity information can range from metrics such as equipment age, type, model
and job type to calculated metrics such as health indicators and natural groupings [71]. Often, a
relationship between the similarity between equipment that has failed and degradation patterns can be
established since there is an effect of equipment characteristics on the failure process [71, 72]. The
information on the similarity between equipment that has failed under a single failure mode is obtained
by identifying natural groups of the failed equipment. To this end, cluster analysis and Silhouette
analysis (for identifying the number of clusters) are applied to historical condition monitoring and/or
event data pertaining to the failure mode that needs predicting [99]. An example of this kind of
identified auxiliary information is as follows: there are 2 groups of heavy-trucks that have failed due
to air purge valve surface crack. The second case study of this thesis demonstrates the use of this
auxiliary information kind in the methodology.
Step 2: Auxiliary information validation
The objective of this step is to validate the identified auxiliary information using the statistical
test framework (i.e. significance-based hypothesis testing). To this end, data that are suitable for
representing the identified auxiliary information is obtained since it is the data that needs to be used
as inputs to statistical tests. Table 3.1 outlines data sources and metrics used for representing the
identified auxiliary information as data for the corresponding statistical tests1.
Table 3.1 Data sources and metrics used for representing the identified auxiliary information as data
to the statistical test framework.
Auxiliary information Data sources Metrics Statistical test
Effect of environmental con-




and Met Office Data Point
[102].
The failure rate in different
thresholds of environmental fac-
tors (e.g. low, medium and high
temperature, humidity, rainfall,
snow, atmospheric air pressure
and wind speed).
Welch’s t-test
Effect of harsh use of equip-
ment on failure mechanisms
Equipment load matrix. The failure rate in different re-
gions of the load matrix.
Welch’s t-test
Similarity between equip-
ment that has failed under
a single failure mode
Natural groups of failed equip-
ment identified using cluster
analysis and Silhouette analysis.
The number of natural groups of





1Since the objective is to measure the statistical similarity between samples drawn from two distributions, Welch’s t-test
does not make any assumptions on the modality of the distributions (i.e. unimodal, bimodal and multimodal) [100].
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In order to apply the statistical test framework to validate the identified auxiliary information, a null
hypothesis or an alternative hypothesis needs to be defined. In the methodology, the null hypotheses
outlined in Table 3.2 are used and adapted to the equipment and failure mode of interest. Once the
null hypothesis is defined, the Welch’s t-test is performed to identify whether the corresponding null
hypothesis can be rejected. If the p-value (probability value) of the statistical test is greater than 0.05,
the null hypothesis is retained since there is weak evidence against it. In other words, the identified
auxiliary information is considered to be valid. If the p-value is less than or equal to 0.05, the null
hypothesis is rejected and the identified auxiliary information is considered to be invalid since there is
strong evidence against the null hypothesis.
Table 3.2 Null hypotheses used for validating the identified auxiliary information using the statistical
test framework.
Auxiliary information Null hypothesis
Effect of environmental conditions
on failure mechanisms
There is an increase in equipment failures when a certain environmental
condition is increasing or decreasing.
Effect of harsh use of equipment on
failure mechanisms
There is an increase in equipment failures when the equipment is operat-
ing in certain regions of the load matrix.
Similarity between equipment that
has failed under a single failure
mode
There is a certain number of groups of equipment that has failed under
the failure mode that needs predicting (for Welch’s t-test) or the natural
groupings of equipment have a low intra-cluster distance and a high
inter-cluster distance (for cluster analysis).
Step 3: Auxiliary information conversion
The validated auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms needs to be converted into a
form that can be integrated into the CGAN described in Sec. 3.1. More specifically, it needs to be
represented as a vector Y with samples {y ∈ Y} so that the conditional generator G(Z | Y ) which
generates plausible failure data samples from the joint distribution of noise and auxiliary information
Pr(Z,Y ), and the conditional discriminator D(X | Y ) which detects whether a given failure data
sample is sampled from the joint distribution of real failure data and auxiliary information Pr(X ,Y )
can be constructed. In the methodology, two approaches are taken to convert the validated auxiliary
information pertaining to failure mechanisms into vector representations.
(I) Constructing an auxiliary information vector from a continuous distribution
This approach is applicable to auxiliary information on the effect of environmental conditions
on failure mechanisms and the focus is on monotonic trends (i.e. trends that are either increasing
or decreasing) in data captured for natural and induced environmental factors. It involves first
representing data pertaining to a monotonic trend of an environmental factor in the statistical form
(i.e. a continuous random variable which takes on the all values in an interval of numbers). Then
representing the continuous random variable as a continuous distribution to construct a vector Y
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containing some values that are either increasing or decreasing. More specifically, Y contains some
values {y∈Y | y0 < y< y1, and y increases} or {y∈Y | y0 > y> y1, and y decreases}. This approach
is further explained using the below example which involves using expert knowledge on the effect of
environmental conditions on failure mechanisms as auxiliary information.
Imagine that there is a set of outdoor electronic equipment that has failed. Over time, maintenance
engineers have gained knowledge that the failure rate of this set of equipment increases during the
rainy season. The reason for this is, driving rain causes water ingress (i.e. failure cause) into outdoor
electronic equipment and initiates failure mechanisms such as corrosion and electrical shorts. The
identified auxiliary information is validated by performing a statistical hypothesis test using data
extracted from historical maintenance records and weather reports.
In order to convert the validated auxiliary information, it is first converted into a form in which
all the equipment-specific information is removed (hereinafter referred to as the abstract form). This
allows auxiliary information to be generalised to all the equipment that has failed under the failure
mode that needs predicting. For instance, if the rainfall in a particular location where the equipment
placed at during their degradation period is recorded as the rainfall at the location where the equipment
A,B and C placed at increased from 43 mm to 65 mm, once converted into the abstract form this
information becomes some variable X increases. Thus, specific terms such as equipment A,B and C,
rainfall and numerical thresholds are ignored. Then the abstracted information is converted into the
statistical form by representing it as some continuous variable C. The continuous variable C can be
converted into a distribution between some values y0 and y1. This distribution can be represented
as a vector Y containing some values {y ∈ Y | y0 < y < y1, and y increases} to obtain the auxiliary
information vector which will be used to construct the conditional generator and discriminator of the
CGAN.
(II) Constructing an auxiliary information vector from class labels
This approach is applicable to the effect of harsh use of equipment on failure mechanisms and
similarity between equipment that has failed under a single failure mode auxiliary information kinds.
It involves using critical regions in equipment load matrix (in the case of harsh use of equipment) or
natural groups of equipment that has failed (in the case of similarity between equipment that has failed)
to construct an auxiliary information vector. More specifically, each critical region in an equipment
load matrix (i.e. regions in which the failure rate of the equipment is high) is given the following
labels: 1 for the first region, 2 for the second region, 3 for the third region and so on. The natural
groups of equipment that has failed under a single failure mode are identified by performing cluster
analysis on condition monitoring and/or event data captured during the past degradation processes.
Then each natural group is given the following labels: 0 for the first group, 1 for the second group, 2
for the third group and so on.
After the class labels are identified, each data sample in the dataset used for prognostics modelling
is labelled using the critical region label the sample belongs to (in the case of harsh use of equipment)
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or the natural group label the equipment belongs to (in the case of similarity between equipment that
has failed). In the case of critical regions, 0 is used to label all the data samples that do not belong
to any of the critical regions. Thus, the prognostics modelling dataset now has a new label column
which will be used as the auxiliary information vector to construct the conditional generator and
discriminator of the CGAN.
3.3.3 Phase 2: Conditional generative model estimation
This phase of the methodology involves integrating the converted vector of auxiliary information
pertaining to failure mechanisms and the limited amount of real failure data samples available to the
CGAN to estimate a generative model that is capable of generating plausible failure data samples. To
this end, the steps outlined in Fig. 3.4 are performed.
Step 1: Data Preprocessing and Structur ing
Preprocessing the prognostics modelling dataset and structuring the train set into 
train failure data and train non-failure data subsets.
Step 2: Model Construction and Training
Constructing conditional generator and discriminator networks using the 
vector of auxiliary information on failure mechanisms, and CGAN training.
Step 3: Model Convergence Evaluation
Identifying whether the CGAN achieved an equilibrium and the generator is 
replicating the real failure data distribution.
Phase 2: Conditional Generative Model Estimation
Step 4: Model Over fitting Assessment
Identifying whether the estimated generative model is overfitting to training 
failure data.
Fig. 3.4 Flowchart outlining the steps of conditional generative model estimation phase.
Step 1: Data preprocessing and structuring
The objective of this step is to preprocess and structure the prognostics modelling dataset into a form
suitable for integrating into the failure data generation process. As shown in Fig. 3.5, preprocessing
starts with removing the low variance features due to their low predictive power. Then the dataset is
converted into a run-to-failure dataset by removing the parts of time series that belong to the time
after the failure and retaining a sufficient amount of data pertaining to the normal condition of the
equipment.
Splitting a dataset into train, validation and test sets without stratification is not suitable for
evaluating predictive models under the data imbalance since this will not maintain the skewness
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between class distributions across the splits [103]. This means, some splits are likely to have few or
no examples from the minority class (i.e. failure data class), and hence the model performance will be
misleading as the model needs to only predict the majority class (i.e. non-failure data class) correctly.
Whilst k-fold cross-validation is widely used for evaluating predictive models when data belonging to
all the classes are limited, it is not suitable for evaluating predictive models under the data imbalance
since it is likely the skewness between class distributions are not maintained across the folds [103].
Remove low variance 
features in the dataset.
Convert the dataset into a 
run-to-failure dataset.
Split the run-to-failure 
dataset into stratified train, 
validation and test sets.
Impute missing data in 








Fig. 3.5 Flowchart of the general steps used for data preprocessing in the methodology.
Hence in this methodology, prognostics modelling datasets are divided into stratified train, vali-
dation and test sets using stratification which allows splitting a dataset into multiple subsets whilst
preserving the skewness between class distributions [103]2. The stratified train set contains 60% of
the data and is used for training prognostics models. The stratified validation set which contains 20%
of the data is used for model hyperparameter tuning. The stratified test set contains 20% of the data
and is used to evaluate prognostics models on previously unseen data.
As shown in Fig. 3.5, if the train set contains missing data, it needs to be imputed using a suitable
missing data imputation technique (e.g. mean imputation, time interpolation and k-nearest neighbour
imputation). The most suitable technique depends on the domain and it is selected by observing the
prognostics performance obtained after employing different imputation techniques. Finally, the data
are normalised in order to transform all the features into a comparable scale. The transformation
model for normalisation is calculated using the train set and then applied to all the three sets. In
order to improve the prognostics performance obtained at the end of methodology application, data
preprocessing steps are revisited. For example, the low variance features removed at the first iteration
are used in the second iteration to identify whether they improve the predictive power of prognostics
models at least by a small margin.
After the prognostics modelling dataset is preprocessed, it needs to be structured as shown in
Fig. 3.6. More specifically, the objective of generating plausible failure data is to augment the stratified
train set A (hereinafter referred to as the original train set) so that the number of failure samples
2In this methodology, the Scikit learn Split function is used to split datasets using stratification [104].
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Prognostics modelling dataset



























Stratified validation set Stratified test setAugmented train set (H)
Generate plausible failure data
Fig. 3.6 Diagram depicting how the prognostics modelling dataset is structured in the methodology
for plausible failure data generation, prognostics model estimation and evaluation.
available for training prognostics models is increased. To this end, the original train set is further split
into failure data train subset E and non-failure data train subset F . The former is used with the vector
of auxiliary information on failure mechanisms and a noise vector to estimate a generative model
that has captured the semantic features of the failure mode that needs predicting (i.e. a generative
model that is capable of replicating the real failure data distribution). After the new dataset containing
plausible failure data samples is generated (dataset G in the figure), it is combined with subsets E and
F to obtain the augmented train set H. The stratified validation set B and stratified test set C are left
unchanged for model hyperparameter tuning, and prognostics performance evaluation and prognostics
model uncertainty quantification respectively.
Step 2: Model construction and training
In this step, the CGAN architecture presented in Fig. 3.7 is implemented and used as the platform to
integrate the vector of auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms and the train failure data
subset. Then it is used to estimate a generative model that has captured the semantic features of the
failure mode that needs predicting. The architecture is implemented using the theoretical aspects and
the value function V (G,D) of CGAN discussed in Sec. 3.1. The key difference of this architecture to
the standard CGAN architecture is the use of auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms
as the conditioning vector Y for constructing the conditional generator G(Z | Y ) and discriminator
D(X | Y ).
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Fig. 3.7 Diagram depicting the architecture of the conditional generative adversarial network imple-
mented for the methodology. The generator and discriminator are deep neural networks (DNN).
As shown in Fig. 3.7, the first step is to combine the noise vector Z with the auxiliary information
vector Y into the joint distribution Pr(Z,Y ). Z is formed from a standard multivariate normal
distribution such that Z ∼ N(0,1), where 0 is the mean and 1 is the variance. In order to accomplish
this, the approach proposed in Xu et al. [105] for developing G(Z |Y ) and D(X |Y ) using tabular data
is used. More specifically, each row in the noise vector is given a label from the auxiliary information
vector. Then the entire row which consists of noise data and a label is provided as the input data
sample (i.e. Pr(z,y)) to the generator DNN. Similarly, the data samples in the train failure data subset
X are combined with the auxiliary information vector Y into the joint distribution Pr(X ,Y ). This is
used as the input to the discriminator DNN. The objective of the generator G is to learn to fool the
discriminator D into believing that a generated failure data sample is real (i.e. the generated failure
data sample is sampled from the real failure data distribution) during each training iteration. Thus,
the generator produces a fake failure data sample G(z | y) by conditioning the noise z on auxiliary
information pertaining to failure mechanisms y. More specifically, the generator aims to minimise its
loss function log(1−D(G(z | y))) (i.e. learn to fool the discriminator the most) [70].
The objective of the discriminator D is to detect whether a given failure data sample is real. It
produces a probability D(x′ | y) indicating how much it believes the given failure data sample x′ is
sampled from the joint distribution Pr(X ,Y ). More specifically, the discriminator tries to minimise
its loss function log(D(x′ | y)) (i.e. learn to discriminate between real and fake failure data samples
better) [70]. During the training, the probability D(x′ | y) is given as the feedback to the generator to
allow it to converge the generated failure data distribution to the real failure data distribution. At the
end of the training, that is, when D(x′ | y) = 1/2, the generated failure data distribution is converged to
the real failure data distribution, and hence the generator is capable of generating plausible failure data
samples that the discriminator cannot discriminate as real or fake. In practice however, it is reasonable
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to expect D(x′ | y) to be closer to 1/2 due to the uncertainty associated with hyperparameter tuning of
generator and discriminator DNNs [69].
The CGAN is trained using the minibatch stochastic gradient descent algorithm. The loss functions
of discriminator and generator DNNs are obtained by decomposing the value function of the minimax
game in CGAN. More specifically, for the joint distribution of the real failure data and auxiliary
information pertaining to the failure mechanisms pdata(x,y), and the joint distribution of noise and
auxiliary information pertaining to the failure mechanisms pnoise(z,y), decomposing the value function




Recognise real failure data samples better︷ ︸︸ ︷
Ex∼pdata [logD(x | y)]+Ez∼pnoise [log(1−D(G(z | y)))]︸ ︷︷ ︸




V (G) = Ez∼pnoise [log(1−D(G(z | y)))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Optimise G to fool the discriminator the most
(3.5)
Using the loss function of discriminator D given in Eq. 3.4, the total loss of D for a minibatch of m








Similarly, using the loss function of generator G given in Eq. 3.5, the total loss of G for a minibatch







The loss functions are used as the objective functions of the minibatch stochastic gradient descent
algorithm (see Algorithm 1). The discriminator DNN is executed twice per training iteration before
it calculates the total loss: once for real failure data and once for generated failure data so that it
learns to discriminate between real and fake data samples (also see Eq. 3.4). The generator DNN is
executed only once per training iteration. When the discriminator and generator losses are known, the
gradients with regard to their parameters are calculated and backpropagated through the discriminator
and generator DNNs to optimise their model parameters (i.e. model weights and biases).
Step 3: Model convergence evaluation
Unlike other ANNs which typically fail to converge when the model loss does not stabilise during
training, a failure to converge in GANs refers to not finding an equilibrium between the generator and
discriminator [69]. In order to identify whether the CGAN implemented for the methodology has
converged, learning curves of generator and discriminator DNNs are analysed first. Then using the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test), the statistical similarity between generated failure data samples
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Algorithm 1: Minibatch stochastic gradient descent training of the conditional generative
adversarial network implemented for the methodology [70, 69].
for number of training iterations do
for number of steps to apply to the discriminator do
• Sample a minibatch of m examples {zy(1), ...,zy(m)} from the joint distribution of
noise and auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms pnoise(z,y).
• Sample a minibatch of m examples {xy(1), ...,xy(m)} from the joint distribution of
real failure data and auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms
pdata(x,y).










• Sample a minibatch of m examples {zy(1), ...,zy(m)} from the joint distribution of noise
and auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms pnoise(z,y).









and real failure data samples is measured to identify whether the generator is capable of replicating
the real failure data distribution. This is since at the equilibrium, the generator is expected to have
learnt the real failure data distribution.
If estimating a generative model by conditioning the generator and discriminator on auxiliary
information pertaining to failure mechanisms has been successful, the CGAN is expected to produce
learning curves similar to the ones shown in Fig. 3.8. More specifically, the learning curves are
expected to have the following properties: (i) discriminator loss on real and generated failure data
samples is expected to remain around 1/2 which indicates that the discriminator cannot discriminate
between real and generated failure data samples; (ii) generator loss is expected to stabilise as the
number of training iterations increases which indicates that the generator is consistent; (iii) variance
of generator and discriminator loss is expected to remain modest [69].
Whilst the analysis of learning curves provides a visual indication of whether the convergence is
achieved, a more robust evaluation needs to be performed from a theoretical point of view. To this
end, this methodology recommends the K-S test for statistically identifying whether the convergence
is achieved since it is widely used for GAN convergence evaluation [106]. The K-S test provides a
statistical test framework for detecting whether two samples are drawn from the same distribution.
The null hypothesis of this test is that the two distributions are statistically similar. Thus, the objective
of this evaluation is to statistically identify whether the following null hypothesis can be rejected: the
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Fig. 3.8 An example of generator (G) and discriminator (D) learning curves expected of a generative
adversarial network that achieved an equilibrium between G and D [69].
generated failure data distribution produced by the generator and the real failure data distribution are
statistically similar. If the null hypothesis can be retained, convergence is achieved. This means, the
generator has captured the semantic features of the failure mode (i.e. capable of replicating the real
failure data distribution), and hence capable of generating plausible failure data samples for predicting
the failure mode. If the null hypothesis cannot be retained, the convergence is not achieved. In this
case, one needs to retune the hyperparameters of the CGAN and may also need to increase the number
of training iterations until the convergence is achieved.
Since its ability to replicate the real failure data distribution is integral to the methodology, a
theoretical grounding for this claim is also developed in this thesis. To this end, the mathematical
proof of GAN provided in [69] is adopted and extended to include the joint probability distribution
which allows the conditioning of noise on auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms.
Using Lemma 1, the following is theorised first: the CGAN implemented for the methodology
allows estimating the optimal discriminator which can perfectly discriminate between real and
generated failure data samples for the fixed generator.
Lemma 1. Given the joint probability distribution of real failure data pdata(x,y) and generated failure
data pG(x,y), where {x ∈ X} consists of real and generated input failure data samples and {y ∈Y} is
the vector of auxiliary information on failur mechanisms, the optimal discriminator D∗G for the fixed
generator is,




Intuitively, this lemma states that when the real failure data distribution and generated failure data
distribution are given, the optimal discriminator should be able to identify the real failure data fraction.
The proof of Lemma 1 is as follows:
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Proof. Consider the value function V (G,D) of the minimax game in CGAN provided in Sec. 3.1,
V (G,D) = Ex∼pdata [logD(x | y)]+Ez∼pnoise [log(1−D(G(z | y)))]
Using the law of unconscious statistician (LOTUS) theorem,
Ez∼pnoise [log(1−D(G(z | y)))] = Ex∼pG [log(1−D(x | y))]
Therefore V (G,D) can be written as,
V (G,D) = Ex∼pdata [logD(x | y)]+Ex∼pG [log(1−D(x | y))]
For a pair of continuous random variables X and Y with a joint probability distribution Pr(x = X ,y =
Y ), the expected value E can be found using an arbitrary function of the continuous variables g(X ,Y )
such that,





p(x,y) g(x,y) dx dy











pG(x,y) log(1−D(x | y)) dx dy






pdata(x,y) logD(x | y)+ pG(x,y) log(1−D(x | y)) dx dy
For clarity, we label the above equation as follows:
h = D(x | y), a = pdata(x,y), b = pG(x,y)
Since the sample x given y is sampled over all the possible values, the integrals can be safely ignored
for the remainder of the proof. Therefore V (G,D) becomes,
f (h) = a logh+b log(1−h)
The objective is to find the best value for D(x | y) to maximise the value function V (G,D). The
maximum of V (G,D) can be found as follows: (i) differentiate V (G,D) w.r.t D(x | y) and equate
to zero to find the critical points; (ii) perform the second derivative test for local extrema (i.e. h is
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Since f ′′(h) < 0, h is the maximum. Hence, for the fixed generator G the optimal discriminator
D∗G(x | y) = h. After substituting a and b labels in h with their corresponding values, D∗G(x | y) can be
written as,
D∗G(x | y) =
pdata(x,y)
pdata(x,y)+ pG(x,y)
, concluding the proof.
Secondly, using Lemma 1 and below Theorem 1, the following is theorised: the CGAN imple-
mented for the methodology can be trained to estimate the optimal generator which can perfectly
replicate the real failure data distribution.




V (G,D) achieves a unique global minimum if
and only if the generated failure data distribution pG is equal to the real failure data distribution pdata
(i.e. pG = pdata).
Proof. Assuming pG = pdata and using Lemma 1, the optimal discriminator D∗G(x | y) is,












pdata(x,y) logD(x | y)+ pG(x,y) log(1−D(x | y)) dx dy

























) dx dy =−2log2
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This means −2log2 is a candidate for the global minimum of the training criterion C(G). However,
we still need to prove that this is the only global minimum of C(G) and it is achieved only when the
generated failure data distribution pG is equal to the real failure data distribution pdata. Hence, we
first drop the assumption pG = pdata. Again consider the integral form of the value function V (G,D)






pdata(x,y) logD(x | y)+ pG(x,y) log(1−D(x | y)) dx dy






pdata(x,y) logD∗G(x | y)+ pG(x,y) log(1−D∗G(x | y)) dx dy
For the training criterion C(G) = V (G,D∗G) and since D
∗
G(x | y) is as per the equation proved in


























Since we know −2log2 is a candidate for the global minimum, we integrate this value into C(G) by
adding and subtracting log2 and multiplying by the joint probability densities. This do not change the






(log2− log2)pdata(x,y)+ pdata(x,y) log
pdata(x,y)
pdata(x,y)+ pG(x,y)























The definition of probability densities states that integrating two probability distributions over their






pG(x,y)+ pdata(x,y) dx dy =− log2(1+1) =−2log2
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Using the Jenson-Shannon divergence (JSD),
C(G) =−2log2+2.JSD(pdata||pG)
Rearranging C(G) using calculus,
C(G)− (−2log2) = 2.JSD(pdata||pG)
JSD between two distributions is non-negative. Hence,
C(G)− (−2log2)≥ 0
Therefore, we have a unique global minimum for the training criterion C(G) when JSD is equal to 0,
C(G)min =−2log2
This means the training criterion C(G) can achieve a unique global minimum of −2log2 when the
optimal discriminator D∗G(x | y) = 1/2. Since D∗G(x | y) = 1/2 only when pG = pdata, the global
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minimum is achieved only when the generated failure data distribution pG is equal to the real failure
data distribution pdata, concluding the proof.
In order to show that the training algorithm (i.e. Algorithm 1) can be used to converge the
generated failure data distribution pG to the real-failure data distribution pdata, and hence reach the
unique global minimum provided in Theorem 1, the equilibrium point of the two-player minimax
game is considered. During the two-player minimax game, the discriminator D tries to maximise the
value function V (G,D) for a given generator G whilst G tries to minimise it for the optimal D. Thus,
the objective is to reach a saddle point as illustrated in Fig. 3.9. This saddle point is the equilibrium
point of the minimax game. Moreover, according to Theorem 1, we know that at the equilibrium
point the training criterion C(G) achieves the unique global minimum and at that point, we have the
optimal discriminator D∗G = 1/2, and a generative model that is perfectly replicating the real failure
data distribution. Hence, if we are able to show that the value function V (G,D) can reach the saddle
point through gradient descent, we have shown that Algorithm 1 converges the generated failure data
distribution to the real-failure data distribution (i.e. pG = pdata).
Saddle point







Fig. 3.9 Plot depicting the saddle point of the value function V (G,D) of minimax game. The objective
of training the proposed CGAN architecture is to reach the saddle point and hence achieve the unique





In order to reach the saddle point, gradient descent is applied to discriminator D for each fixed
point of pG to get the optimum D for pG as shown in the inner loop of Algorithm 1. Then keeping D
fixed, gradient descent is applied to generator G to get closer to the saddle point (see the outer loop
of Algorithm 1). Since partial derivatives of pG at optimum D points include the saddle point, given
enough capacity (i.e. computation power and training time) to discriminator and generator DNNs, we
will eventually reach the saddle point using the training algorithm. Thus, Algorithm 1 converges the
generated failure data distribution pG to the real failure data distribution pdata, and hence reaches the
unique global minimum provided in Theorem 1.
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Step 4: Model overfitting assessment
Even though the convergence evaluation presented in previous step has shown that the generator has
converged the generated failure data distribution to the real failure data distribution, this result can
be biased if the generator is overfitting to real failure data samples in the original train set (i.e. train
failure data samples). The maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) is proven to be a suitable technique
for assessing model overfitting in CGANs [91]. It measures the distance between distributions to
identify whether two data samples are generated from different distributions [107].
In the methodology, MMD is used to quantify the mean discrepancy between real failure data
and generated failure data. If the generator is overfitting to the train failure data samples, the MMD
between generated failure data samples and train failure data samples should be significantly lower
than generated failure data samples and real failure data samples in the test set (i.e. test failure data
samples). Thus, the objective of this evaluation is to statistically identify whether the following null
hypothesis can be rejected: the generator is not overfitting to train failure data. If the null hypothesis
can be retained, the MMD between generated failure data samples and test failure data samples is at
most as large as the MMD between generated failure data samples and train failure data samples. In
other words, the objective is to identify whether the following statement holds: generated failure data
samples do not look more similar to the train failure data samples than they do to the test failure data
samples, hence the generator is not overfitting to train failure data. If the null hypothesis cannot be
retained, the convergence evaluation is affected by generator overfitting to train failure data samples.
In this case, one needs to retune the hyperparameters of the CGAN and repeat the convergence
evaluation and overfitting assessment.
3.3.4 Phase 3: Plausible failure data generation
In this phase, the trained generator is used as the generative model to produce plausible failure data
samples, and thus augment the original train set so that an increased number of failure data samples is
available for prognostics modelling. The steps outlined in Fig. 3.10 are followed in this phase.
Step 1:  Plausible Failure Datasets Generation
Using the trained generator as the generative model to produce multiple datasets 
consist of different number of plausible failure data samples.
Step 2: Train Set Augmentation
Combining plausible failure datasets with the train set to produce augmented 
train sets (e.g. if there are 10 plausible datasets, there will be 10 augmented train 
sets with different number of plausible failure data samples).
Phase 3: Plausible Failure Data Generation
Fig. 3.10 Flowchart outlining the steps of plausible failure data generation phase.
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Step 1: Plausible failure datasets generation
As shown in Fig. 3.11, a new noise vector which is sampled from a standard multivariate normal
distribution (i.e. Z ∼ N(0,1), where 0 is the mean and 1 is the variance) and the vector of auxiliary
information on failure mechanisms are used as inputs to the generative model to produce a dataset
consists of new failure data samples. More specifically, given the joint distribution of noise and
auxiliary information Pr(z,y) as the input, the trained generator G∗(Z | Y ) produces a dataset XG
consists of plausible failure data samples.
Joint distribution of 
noise and auxiliary 
information 













Dataset consists of 
plausible failure 
data samples.
XG* = { G*(z0,y0), ... , G*(zn,yn)}
Fig. 3.11 Diagram depicting the process for producing plausible failure datasets using the estimated
generative model.
The aforementioned process for producing plausible failure datasets is employed to produce mul-
tiple datasets so that each dataset consists of more plausible failure data samples than its predecessor
(e.g. XG100 has 100 samples, XG200 200 samples, XG300 has 300 samples and so on). A new plausible
failure dataset is generated until the normalised Shannon entropy of the corresponding augmented
train set of the last generated plausible failure dataset is equal to 1, that is, until the augmented train
set is no longer imbalanced. However, this does not mean that the dataset that produces the best
prognostics performance is, for example, the dataset with normalised Shannon entropy of 1. This is
since having too much failure data could cause the prognostics model to overfit. Hence, even though
multiple plausible failure datasets are generated until the normalised Shannon entropy is equal to
1 in this step, the best dataset for prognostics modelling is identified by observing the prognostics
performance when evaluated on the test set.
Step 2: Train set augmentation
The approach used in the methodology to augment the original train set can be described using
Fig. 3.12. As discussed under the auxiliary information conversion step in Phase 1, prior to splitting
prognostics modelling dataset into the stratified train (i.e. original train set), validation and test sets,
the auxiliary information vector is added as a new feature to the dataset (multiple auxiliary information
features are added if multiple types of auxiliary information are used). Hence, the original train
set already includes auxiliary information features. The plausible failure datasets produced in the
previous step also includes the same auxiliary information features in addition to the original features.
Hence, as shown in the figure, samples from each plausible failure dataset can be added to a copy of
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the original train set to produce augmented train sets. The augmented train sets are used in the next
phase for prognostics modelling and the set that produced the best prognostics performance is chosen
for the effective implementation of PdM.
Feature 1 ... Feature N Auxilliary Info Feature 1 ... Auxilliary Info Feature N









A single augmented train set
Copies of 
original train set
Fig. 3.12 Diagram depicting an augmented train set which includes auxiliary information features
and plausible failure data samples in addition to the original features and real failure data samples.
Multiple augmented train sets are produced by combining each plausible failure dataset with a copy
of the original train set.
3.3.5 Phase 4: Prognostics modelling
The prognostics problem involves predicting the TTF of equipment or the probability that equipment
operates without failure (i.e. the reliability of equipment) up to some future time (e.g. until the
next inspection time or the end of current mission window) [1]. Even though the TTF prediction is
the widely used approach, in scenarios in which the failure is catastrophic (e.g. aircraft equipment
maintenance and nuclear power plant equipment maintenance), it would be more desirable to predict
the reliability of equipment up to some future time [1].
The methodology for prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability provides
two prognostics modelling approaches to address the prognostics problem: (i) binary classification-
based approach for predicting the reliability of equipment up to some future time; (ii) multi-class
classification-based approach for predicting the TTF of equipment. This phase involves using these
approaches to estimate prognostics models for each augmented train set produced in the last phase,
and then identifying the best model by evaluating the prognostics performance and model uncertainty
on the test set (also see Fig. 3.13).
Step 1: Prognostics modelling approach establishment
In this step, data labelling strategies and problem formulations of the aforementioned prognostics
modelling approaches are presented.
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Step 1: Prognostics Modelling Approach Establishment
Formulating the prognostics problem as a binary classification task or a multi-class 
classification task, and labelling augmented train sets, and validation and test sets.
Step 2: Prognostics Model Estimation and Evaluation
Using a suitable set of predictive algorithms to estimate prognostics models for each 
augmented train set, and identifying the best prognostics model for PdM modelling 
by evaluating prognotics performance and model uncertainty on the test set.
Phase 4: Prognostics Modelling
Fig. 3.13 Flowchart outlining the steps of prognostics modelling phase.
(I) Binary classification-based prognostics modelling
The objective of this approach is to predict the failure probability of equipment within a future
time window (i.e. prediction horizon) using a probabilistic binary classifier and then calculate the
reliability of equipment within the prediction horizon (i.e. 1 (100%) minus the failure probability).
In this approach, the data labelling strategy outlined in Fig. 3.14 is used to label the run-to-failure
data samples in augmented train sets, and validation and test sets as 0 (for samples pertain to the
normal condition of equipment) and 1 (for samples pertain to an impending failure). The length of
prediction horizon W needs to be determined by balancing maintenance objectives (e.g. the minimum
lead time required to plan and schedule maintenance tasks, deploy maintenance engineers and perform
maintenance) and the estimated length of degradation period of the equipment for the failure mode




A data sample recorded at a time step for 
an equipment
Time of failure (Tf)
Impending failure samples
Label = 1Label = 0
Fig. 3.14 Diagram depicting the data labelling strategy used for binary classification-based prognostics
modelling.
Once the data are labelled, a probabilistic binary classifier is trained separately on each labelled
augmented train sets. This produces multiple trained classifiers which are then separately applied to
the labelled validation and test sets for hyperparameter tuning and testing respectively. The classifiers
should now be able to identify new data samples related to the equipment condition as samples pertain
to the normal condition or samples pertain to an impending failure over the next W units of time.
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More specifically, the classifiers produce two probabilities indicating how much they believe a sample
belongs to label 0 (i.e. label of samples pertain to the normal condition of equipment) and label 1
(i.e. label of samples pertain to an impending failure). If the optimal label (i.e. the label with highest
classification probability) is 1, its classification probability is considered as the probability of failure
of the equipment over the next W units of time. Thus, the reliability of equipment over the next W
units of time is, 1(100%)− probability of failure.
Formally, the objective of binary classification-based prognostics modelling is to first estimate
a probabilistic binary classifier using historical run-to-failure data in an augmented train set x ∈ X ,
which is already labelled using the finite set y ∈Y, where Y = {0,1}. Then use the classifier to assign
conditional probabilities to all the class labels in Y for a given sample x′ related to the current condition
of the equipment, such that all the probabilities sum to one. Finally, identify the optimal label y∗
which is the label with highest Pr(Y | X) for x′. That is, y∗ = argmaxy Pr(Y = y | x′). If y∗ is label 1,
Pr(Y = y | x′) is the probability of failure occurring before time t (denoted F(t)). The reliability of
the equipment until t is therefore the probability of failure occurring after t, that is, 1(100%)−F(t).
(II) Multi-class classification-based prognostics modelling
Multi-class classification involves using a classification algorithm (e.g. random forest, kNN
and SVM) to classify samples into three or more classes [108]. Even though it does not consider
temporal patterns in condition monitoring data compared to the regression approach, it has been highly
successful for TTF prediction in the prognostics domain, especially when the temporal patterns are
difficult to extract [109, 110]. The objective of multi-class classification-based prognostics modelling
approach is to predict the TTF of equipment by employing multi-class classification, and thus answer
the following question: “what is the probability that equipment will fail in the next nL units of time,
where n is the number of pre-failure time windows with a fixed length L?”.
In this approach, run-to-failure data in augmented train sets, and validation and test sets are
labelled using the strategy shown in Fig. 3.15. For each run-to-failure trajectory in a dataset, the time
series segment pertains to an impending failure is further segmented into n number of pre-failure time
windows with a fixed length L. For example, if the number of time windows is 5 and each of them has
a fixed length of 1 day, the segments are 1 day before the failure, 2 days before the failure, 3 days
before the failure, 4 days before the failure and 5 days before the failure. Then all the data samples are
labelled with the corresponding pre-failure time window identify. For example, data samples belong
to 1 day before the failure segment is labelled with 1, data samples belong to 2 days before the failure
segment is labelled with 2, data samples belong to 3 days before the failure segment is labelled with
3 and so on. The normal segment of time series, which includes data samples pertain to the normal
condition of the equipment is labelled with the reserved label 0. It must be noted that the labels do not
need to form ordinal classes. One can also use nominal classes for labelling: data samples belong to 1
day before the failure segment is labelled with B, data samples belong to 2 days before the failure
segment is labelled with A, data samples belong to 3 days before the failure segment is labelled with
C and so on.
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Normal samples
Time (t)
A data sample recorded at a time step for 
an equipment
Time of failure (Tf)
n Number of pre-failure time windows.
Label = L
Impending failure samples
Label = 2L.........Label = nL
L Length of a pre-failure time window.
Label = 0
Prediction horizon (W)
Fig. 3.15 Diagram depicting the data labelling strategy used for multi-class classification-based
prognostics modelling.
A probabilistic multi-class classifier is trained separately on each labelled augmented train sets.
Similar to the previous approach, this produces multiple trained classifiers which are then separately
applied to the labelled validation and test sets for hyperparameter tuning and testing respectively. The
classifiers should now be able to identify new data samples related to the equipment condition as
samples pertain to the normal condition or samples pertain to one of the pre-failure time windows.
More specifically, the classifiers produce a set of probabilities indicating how much it believes a
sample belongs to the normal label (i.e. label 0) and pre-failure time window labels (i.e. labels 1 to
n). If the optimal label (i.e. the label with the highest classification probability) is a pre-failure time
window label, then its identity is the TTF failure of the equipment.
Formally, the objective of multi-class classification-based prognostics modelling is to first estimate
a probabilistic multi-class classifier using historical run-to-failure data in an augmented train set x ∈ X ,
which is already labelled using the finite set y∈Y, where Y = {0,1 to n pre-failure time window labels}.
Then use the classifier to assign conditional probabilities to all the class labels in Y for a given sample
x′ related to the current condition of the equipment, such that all the probabilities sum to one. The
optimal label y∗ is the label with the highest Pr(Y | X) for x′. That is, y∗ = argmaxy Pr(Y = y | x′). If
y∗ is one of the pre-failure time window labels, the identity of y∗ is the TTF of the equipment. Since
the TTF prediction already predicts the failure, F(t) is given by Pr(y∗ | x′).
Step 2: Prognostics model estimation and evaluation
Once a prognostics modelling approach is established, predictive algorithms that are suitable for
the approach need to be employed to estimate prognostics models. To this end, this methodology
recommends the following algorithms since they have been widely used in the prognostics domain for
binary classification and multi-class classification-based prognostics: random forest (RF), decision
tree (DT), k-nearest neighbour (kNN), support vector machine (SVM), adaptive boosting (AdaBoost),
gradient boosting machine (GBM), multilayer perceptron (MLP) and Naive Bayes (NB) (see Sec. 2.1.2
in the literature review chapter and [56]). The objective of this step is to estimate prognostics models
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for each augmented train set produced in Phase 3 using predictive algorithms, and then identify the
best model by evaluating prognostics performance and model uncertainty.
For each augmented train set, estimate 
prognostics models using a suitable 
set of predictive algorithms.
Tune hyperparameters of each 
prognostics model using the 
validation set.
Identify the best prognostics model by 
calculating precision, recall and 
Kappa statistic of each model on the 
test set.
Reduce dimensionality of each 
augmented train set.
Fig. 3.16 Diagram depicting the process followed for estimating prognostics models and identifying
the best prognostics model.
As shown in Fig. 3.16, for each augmented train set, a set of prognostics models are estimated and
their hyperparameters are tuned using the validation set. The prognostics performance is measured on
the test set using precision and recall. The standard evaluation metrics such as correlation coefficient,
accuracy and error rate are not suitable for evaluating prognostics models when failure data are limited
since they will be biased to the majority class (i.e. non-failure data class) regardless of the minority
class (i.e. failure data class) leads to the poor performance [111]. Precision and recall, however, are
not affected by the majority class hence suitable for measuring predictive performance when the data
are limited [111]. Precision is the fraction of correctly predicted failures among all the predicted
instances that include actual failures and false alarms. Recall is the fraction of correctly predicted
failures among all the actual failures. This means higher the precision lower the number of false
alarms and higher the recall lower the number of undetected failures. Formally, the precision and
recall are given by Eq. 3.7 and Eq. 3.8 respectively.
Precision =
Number of predicted failures
Number of predicted failures+Number of false alarms
(3.7)
Recall =
Number of predicted failures
Number of predicted failures+Number of undetected failures
(3.8)
Similar to any other predictive model, the prognostics performance of a prognostics model can be
affected by statistical fluke (i.e. random chance) [112]. Hence, it is important to evaluate the model
uncertainty of prognostics models in addition to evaluating their prognostics performance. Kappa
statistic can be used as a statistical method for identifying whether a classification-based predictive
model simply guesses at random, and thus quantify model uncertainty [112]. It is always less than
or equal to 1, and values of 0 or less indicate a poor model that guesses at random and conversely, 1
indicates a model that does not guess at random. A widely accepted schema for the Kappa statistic is
shown in Table 3.3 [113]. In this methodology, when evaluating prognostics models, the value of the
Kappa statistic is observed to identify whether the prognostics performance is affected by statistical
fluke. If the prognostics performance is not affected by statistical fluke (i.e. Kappa statistic is in
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substantial or almost perfect agreement with the null hypothesis in Table 3.3), the precision and recall
of the model are used to quantify the prognostics performance.
Table 3.3 Schema for the Cohen’s Kappa statistic [113].
Kappa statistic range Strength of agreement with H0a
Less than 0 Poor (i.e. due to random chance)
0 to 0.2 Slight
0.21 to 0.4 Fair
0.41 to 0.6 Moderate
0.61 to 0.8 Substantial
0.81 to 1 Almost perfect
aThe null hypothesis (H0) is, the classifier performance is not due to random chance.
Once the prognostics performance and model uncertainty for all the prognostics models are
quantified, the model that produced the highest prognostics performance (i.e. highest precision
and recall) and the lowest model uncertainty (i.e. highest Kappa statistic) is selected for producing
prognostics predictions under the conditions of limited failure data availability.
3.4 Analysis of methodology
The theoretical results provided in Sec. 3.3.3 proved that the conditional generative model estimation
using auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms can produce a generative model that
is capable of replicating the real failure data distribution of the failure mode that needs predicting.
More specifically, Lemma 1 proved that when the real failure data distribution and generated failure
data distribution are given as the input to the CGAN implemented for the methodology, the optimal
discriminator is able to identify the real failure data fraction. Then Theorem 1 proved that the CGAN
can be trained (in a two-player minimax game with the optimal discriminator) to estimate the optimal
generator which can replicate the real failure data distribution. Nevertheless, it is necessary to further
understand the behaviour and working mechanism of conditional generative model estimation from a
theoretical perspective since it is the integral part of the methodology.
The objective of this section is to conduct a theoretical experiment using sensitivity analysis to
quantitatively identify how the behaviour and working mechanism of the model used for conditional
generative model estimation using auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms (i.e. the
CGAN model given in Eq. 3.9) changes depending on its three input parameters: real failure data X ,





V (G,D) = Ex∼pdata(X ,Y ) [logD(x | y)]+Ez∼pnoise(Z,Y ) [log(1−D(G(z | y)))] (3.9)
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3.4.1 Theoretical models of system and failure
In this experiment, Matlab and Simulink are used to model and simulate a system that has developed
a fault. MathWork’s physics-based theoretical model of the vehicle transmission system with a gear
tooth fault (i.e. worn and dented gear tooth) is used to represent the system [114]. Using a theoretical
model of a system in this experiment prevents the results and analysis to be contaminated due to the
high stochasticity and complexity of the real-world degradation process and uncertainty associated














Fig. 3.17 Diagram depicting an idealised real-world system representation of the theoretical model of
vehicle transmission system used in the experiment. Adapted from [115].
As shown in Fig. 3.17, the transmission system model consists of a 13-tooth pinion meshing with
a 35-tooth gear. The pinion and the gear are connected to the input and output shafts respectively. The
shafts are supported by roller bearings on the transmission system casing. An accelerometer is placed
on the casing for measuring casing vibration which is caused by pinion and gear tooth meshing. Since
the casing is modelled as a mass-spring-damper system, it translates the shaft angular displacement to
a linear displacement on the casing. This allows the vibration generated by gear tooth meshing during
shaft rotation to be measured from the casing.
The gear tooth fault is modelled by injecting a disturbance force at a fixed position (around 0
radians) in the rotation of the input shaft. The magnitude of the disturbance force, that is, the severity
of gear tooth fault is controlled by a model variable (denoted Fµ ). Fµ = 0 implies the absence of
gear tooth fault, and Fµ > 0 implies the presence of gear tooth fault. When the fault is present, a
2kHz × Fµ vibration is triggered to simulate the resulting change of vibration caused by the impact of
meshing between the pinion and faulty gear tooth. The rationale behind this is that when there is a
faulty gear tooth in a real-world transmission system (see Fig. 3.18), the fault (i.e. wear and dent) on
the tooth surface causes high-frequency oscillations over the duration of meshing between the pinion
and faulty gear tooth.




Fig. 3.18 Diagram depicting the meshing of a pinion and a gear that has a faulty tooth (i.e. worn and
dented tooth). Adapted from [115].
The high-frequency oscillations will cause vibration signals to have a different signature to the
vibration signals generated during the meshing between a pinion and a gear that do have the gear
tooth fault. This allows developing a data-driven prognostics model that is capable of extracting the
gear tooth fault signature from vibration data, and hence predicting the failure of transmission system
due to gear tooth wear or dent.
3.4.2 Simulation of condition monitoring data and auxiliary information
The methodology uses sound engineering knowledge of failure mechanisms as auxiliary information
to control and direct the failure data generation process. Hence, in order to perform sensitivity analysis
on the CGAN model, it is necessary to have auxiliary information pertaining to the transmission
system failure in addition to condition monitoring data.
It can be noticed from the theoretical model of vehicle transmission system discussed in the
previous section, the change in magnitude of the disturbance force Fµ has a direct effect on the
vibration signal measured from the casing since the system is modelled as a mass-spring-damper
system. This relationship between the change in Fµ and the change in vibration signal can be used to
perform a simulation that considers the impact of gear tooth fault severity (i.e. the change in Fµ ) on
the transmission system failure. More specifically, in order to have auxiliary information pertaining to
failure mechanisms in this theoretical setting, the simulation of the transmission system and its failure
can be performed to simulate condition monitoring data considering how different levels of gear tooth
fault severity impact differently on the transmission system failure. This allows using the following
auxiliary information for conditional generative model estimation:
Auxiliary information. Different levels of gear tooth fault severity impact differently on the
transmission system failure.
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Using the Simulink environment, the transmission system and gear tooth fault models are inte-
grated into a simulation that simulates vibration data pertaining to the normal and failure conditions.
700 simulation runs are executed to simulate 700 run-to-failure data trajectories and each trajectory is
a time series consists of 200 time steps. The gear tooth fault model is triggered at the half point of
each time series to simulate the failure condition. This means, the first 100 steps of each time series
consists of data pertaining to the normal condition, and the last 100 steps consists of data pertaining
to the failure condition.
More importantly, the gear tooth fault model increases the magnitude of disturbance force Fµ
every ≈ 100/3 time steps starting from the 101st time step using the ranges outlined in Table 3.4.
Thus, the impact of gear tooth fault severity on the transmission system failure is increased as the
time steps increases. This means, the failure condition data are simulated considering how different
levels of gear tooth fault severity impact differently on the transmission system failure.
Table 3.4 Different ranges of the disturbance force magnitude Fµ used to simulate the impact of
different gear tooth fault severities on the transmission system failure.
Range of Fµ Simulated time steps Effect generated by simulation
0.5-1.5 101 to 134 Impact of low severity gear tooth fault on failure
2.5-3.6 135 to 167 Impact of medium severity gear tooth fault on failure
4.5-5.5 168 to 200 Impact of high severity gear tooth fault on failure
Once condition monitoring data are simulated, vibration signals are transformed into a feature set
that is calculated using the statistical and spectral properties of the signals (see Table 3.5). Thus, a
condition monitoring dataset with 18 features that represent data pertaining to the normal and failure
condition (at different levels of gear tooth fault severity) of the transmission system is obtained at the
end of the simulation.
Table 3.5 Statistical and spectral features of vibration signals used in the condition monitoring dataset.
Statistical features Spectral features
Signal mean Peak frequency of the time synchronous average
Signal median High frequency power







Signal minimum absolute difference (MAD)
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3.4.3 Scenarios and evaluation method for analysis
Since the condition monitoring dataset consists of 70000 normal data samples and 70000 failure data
samples, it is not an imbalanced dataset for prognostics modelling. In order to simulate the problem of
limited failure data availability, time series segments pertaining to the failure condition are randomly
removed from the dataset until the extent of limited failure data availability problem is high. The
resulting dataset contains 70000 normal data samples and 1000 failure data samples, meaning the
failure data class only covers 1.4% of the entire dataset.
Using the Shannon entropy-based method introduced in Sec. 3.2, the severity of the problem of
limited failure data availability can be measured as follows: the number of positive samples C1 and
negative samples C2 are 1000 and 70000 respectively. The number of classes K is 2. The normalised
Shannon entropy H ′ of the dataset is therefore 0.1, which indicates a highly imbalanced dataset. Thus,
the extent of the problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics modelling is high.
Now that an imbalanced condition monitoring dataset is available, sensitivity analysis can be
performed on the real failure data input parameter X , auxiliary information pertaining to the failure
mechanism input parameter Y and the noise input parameter Z to gain deeper insights into the
behaviour and working mechanism of the CGAN model.
The conditional generative model estimation using auxiliary information pertaining to failure
mechanisms aims to estimate a generative model that is capable of replicating the real failure data
distribution. In order for the CGAN to estimate this generative model, it needs achieve convergence,
that is, find an equilibrium for the two-player minimax game between the conditional generator
G(Z | Y ) and conditional discriminator D(X | Y ). As discussed in Sec. 3.3.3, the convergence can
be evaluated by measuring the statistical similarity between generated failure data samples and real
failure data samples since at the equilibrium, the generator is expected to have learnt the real failure
data distribution. The objective of sensitivity analysis is to evaluate the convergence of CGAN
model under varying input parameters X ,Y and Z, and thus identify how its behaviour and working
mechanism changes depending on the input parameters.
Table 3.6 Description of the scenarios considered in sensitivity analysis.
Scenario name Parameters Variation
Base scenario X is all the real failure data,
Y is auxiliary information and is given,
Z ∼ N(0,1)
Scenario 1 X → X/2 (half of real failure data)
Scenario 2 X → X/4 (quarter of real failure data)
Scenario 3 X → random noise with dimension equals to X
Scenario 4 Y is given → Y is not given (not conditioned)
Scenario 5 Y is auxiliary → Y is arbitrary
Scenario 6 Z is noise → Z is normal condition data
Scenario 7 Z is noise → Z is real failure data in X
Scenario 8 Z is noise → Z is real failure data not in X
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Sensitivity analysis is performed on variations of input parameters to measure how the ability of
CGAN model to achieve the convergence changes. To this end, scenarios outlined in Table. 3.6 are
used. The base scenario uses all the 1000 failure data samples in the condition monitoring dataset
for the X input, a vector that encodes the auxiliary information stated in Sec. 3.4.2 for the Y input,
and a vector sampled from a standard multivariate normal distribution for the Z input. Scenario 1,
2 and 3 apply variations to the X input parameter for measuring how the quantity and availability
of real failure data samples affect the convergence. Scenario 4 and 5 apply variations to the Y input
parameter to measure how the availability and meaningfulness of auxiliary information pertaining
to failure mechanisms affect the convergence. Scenarios 6, 7 and 8 apply variations to the Z input
parameter to measure how the meaningfulness of latent space provided to the CGAN model affects
the convergence (latent space in the base scenario is not meaningful since Z is noise).
The convergence of the CGAN model in each scenario is evaluated quantitatively using the K-S
test and MMD and then compared to the convergence obtained for the base scenario. In order to
use the K-S test and MMD, the features that are of the highest importance for the transmission
system prognostics is identified using the random forest algorithm [116]. Fig. 3.19 shows the feature
importance obtained for the features in the condition monitoring dataset used in this experiment. It
can be observed that the signal approximate entropy and peak frequency (i.e. peak frequency of the
time synchronous average) are the features with the highest importance, hence the convergence is
evaluated using these two features.




















Fig. 3.19 Plot depicting the importance of features for transmission system prognostics.
3.4.4 Estimation of conditional generative model for failure data generation
Prior to executing the conditional generative model estimation for experiment scenarios, the aux-
iliary information needs to be converted into the vector form first. As discussed in Sec. 3.3.2, the
methodology presents two approaches for the auxiliary information conversion: (i) constructing an
auxiliary information vector from a continuous distribution; (ii) constructing an auxiliary information
vector from class labels. The latter approach is used in this theoretical experiment to convert the
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auxiliary information on how the different levels of gear tooth fault severity impact differently on the
transmission system failure.
For each run-to-failure trajectory in the condition monitoring dataset, the time series segment
pertains to the failure condition is further segmented and labelled with the corresponding identity
of the disturbance force magnitude Fµ range. For example, the time series segment simulated when
Fµ is between 0.5 and 1.5 is labelled with 1, the time series segment simulated when Fµ is between
2.5 and 3.5 is labelled with 2, and the time series segment simulated when Fµ is between 4.5 and
5.5 is labelled with 3. Then this label column is added to the condition monitoring dataset as shown
in Fig. 3.20. This means, the dataset now stores data that encode the auxiliary information. This
column is also a vector representation of the auxiliary information: class labels that represent different
ranges of Fµ which represent different levels of gear tooth fault severity in the simulation with natural
numbers 1,2 and 3 are collectively is a vector of natural numbers Y = {y ∈ N|1 ≤ y ≤ 3}.
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Fig. 3.20 Diagram depicting the dataset with the converted vector of auxiliary information.
The objective of executing the conditional generative model estimation in this experiment is to
use the real failure data input parameter X , the vector of auxiliary information input parameter Y , and
the vector of noise input parameter Z according to the scenarios outlined in Table. 3.6 as inputs to the
CGAN to estimate a generative model that is capable of generating plausible transmission system
failure data samples. To this end, the conditional generator G(Z | Y ) and the conditional discriminator
D(X |Y ) needs to be constructed first. Then G needs to be trained in a two-player minimax game with
the value function V (G,D) (see Eq. 3.2) until D is unable to identify whether a given data sample x′
is a real failure data sample or a generated failure data sample (i.e. until D(x′ | y) = 1/2).
For Scenario 4 however, the generator and discriminator remain in the forms of G(Z) and D(X)
respectively since the failure data generation process is not conditioned on auxiliary information in
this scenario. For all the other scenarios, including the base scenario, the joint distributions Pr(Z,Y )
and Pr(X ,Y ) are given as inputs to G(Z | Y ) and D(X | Y ) respectively. Since Pr(Z,Y ) is the input of
G, it learns to produce data samples G(z | y) which are conditioned on auxiliary information pertaining
to the transmission system failure. Similarly, since Pr(X ,Y ) is used as the input to D, it produces a
probability D(x′ | y) indicating how much it believes the given data sample x′ is sampled from the real
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failure data distribution that is conditioned on auxiliary information pertaining to the transmission
system failure.
Table 3.7 Hyperparameters used to train a CGAN model for each experiment scenario (denoted S).
Hyperparameter Value
Base S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8
Optimiser Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam
Learning rate 2e−4 3e−4 2e−4 2e−4 1e−4 2e−4 2e−4 2e−4 2e−4
Weight decay 1e−6 3e−6 1e−6 1e−6 1e−6 1e−6 1e−6 1e−6 1e−6
Exponential decay rate for
first moment estimate
0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4
Exponential decay rate for
second moment estimate
0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.9
Number of batches 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32
Number of epochs 50 45 43 60 65 45 50 50 50
Number of training
iterations
1560 700 450 1870 2030 1410 1560 1560 1560
Adam=Adaptive Moment Estimation
Number of training iterations=number of batches per epoch × number of epochs, where the number of batches per epoch is,
number of samples in X / number of batches
Once the generators and discriminators are constructed according to the variations of X ,Y, and Z
model parameters defined in the experiment scenarios, a CGAN model is trained for each scenario
separately using the minibatch stochastic gradient descent algorithm presented in Algorithm 1. The
hyperparameters used to train a CGAN model for each scenario in this experiment are outlined in
Table. 3.7.
To reiterate, the convergence evaluation of the methodology aims to statistically identify whether
the following null hypothesis can be rejected: the generated failure data distribution and real failure
data distribution are statistically similar. If this null hypothesis can be retained (i.e. p-value of the
K-S test is higher than 0.05), the CGAN has achieved the convergence.
However, the convergence evaluation can be biased if the model is overfitting to the real failure
data samples in X . Hence, the MMD evaluation is performed to identify whether the following null
hypothesis can be rejected: the model is not overfitting to the real failure data samples in X . If this
hypothesis can be retained (i.e. p-value of the MMD test is higher than 0.05), the CGAN is not
overfitting to the real failure data samples in X . Hence, the convergence evaluation is not affected by
overfitting.
The results obtained for convergence and overfitting evaluations performed for all the CGAN
models trained in the previous section are summarised in Table 3.8. In the remainder of this section,
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Table 3.8 Results of convergence and overfitting evaluations, that is, p-values of the K-S and MMD
tests which range from 0 (no agreement with the null hypothesis) to 1 (absolute agreement with the
null hypothesis) obtained for all the experiment scenarios.
Scenario name Convergence Overfitting
Signal approx.
entropy
Peak frequency Signal approx.
entropy
Peak frequency
Base scenario 9.2×10−1 9.3×10−1 7.5×10−1 7.3×10−1
Scenario 1 4.4×10−1 3.8×10−1 7.4×10−1 7.3×10−1
Scenario 2 3.9×10−3 1.0×10−3 7.3×10−1 7.3×10−1
Scenario 3 3.0×10−7 4.0×10−8 9.3×10−1 9.1×10−1
Scenario 4 5.0×10−7 3.0×10−7 7.1×10−1 7.3×10−1
Scenario 5 7.0×10−8 1.0×10−9 7.9×10−1 7.4×10−1
Scenario 6 8.8×10−1 9.1×10−1 4.6×10−1 4.3×10−1
Scenario 7 9.8×10−1 9.7×10−1 3.0×10−6 4.0×10−6
Scenario 8 9.5×10−1 9.7×10−1 1.0×10−6 2.0×10−6
these results are compared to the base scenario to provide an analysis on how the input parameters
X ,Y and Z impact the ability of the CGAN of the methodology to achieve the convergence.
3.4.5 Sensitivity analysis on real failure data samples input parameter
The real failure data input parameter X provides condition monitoring data and/or event data pertaining
to the failure mode to CGAN model. This is to allow the discriminator D in CGAN to learn to recognise
real failure data samples better and thus provide useful feedback to the generator G to learn to generate
fake failure data samples better. Formally, during the two-player minimax game with the value
function V (G,D), the X input parameter allows D to optimise the first part of its loss function shown
in Eq. 3.10. Hence, the ability of D to recognise real failure data samples affects the ability of CGAN




Recognise real failure data samples better︷ ︸︸ ︷
Ex∼pdata(X ,Y ) [logD(x | y)]+Ez∼pnoise(Z,Y ) [log(1−D(G(z | y)))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Recognise generated failure data samples better
(3.10)
As shown in Table 3.6, in order to perform sensitivity analysis on the X input parameter, variations
considering the quantity and availability of real failure data samples are applied to the conditional
generative model estimation. In Scenario 1 and 2, the quantity of X is halved and quartered respectively
to measure the effect of the decreasing number of real failure data samples on the CGAN convergence.
Then in Scenario 3, the extreme case in which there are no real failure data samples is considered.
The results obtained for Scenario 1,2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 3.21. The results show the change in
convergence and overfitting performance obtained by these scenarios compared to the base scenario. It
can be observed from the results obtained for Scenario 1 and 2, the amount of real failure data samples
in the X input has a noticeable effect on the convergence of CGAN model. More specifically, when the















































































Fig. 3.21 Plots depicting the change in performance obtained for variations of the real failure data X
input parameter compared to the base scenario.
amount of real failure data samples is reduced, the convergence performance is also reduced. Since
the overfitting performance remains around 0.73 p-value for both features in Scenario 1 and 2 (see
Table. 3.8), the convergence evaluations performed in the scenarios are not impacted by the CGAN
model overfitting to real failure data in X . In Scenario 4, the overfitting performance is improved
compared to the base scenario, and scenarios 1 and 2. The reason for this is that the use of random
noise in X does not expose any real failure data to the CGAN model. Hence, the only information
about the failure provided to the model is the auxiliary information pertaining to the failure in the
Y input. However, similar to Scenario 2, this scenario has a low convergence performance (i.e. less
than 0.05 p-value) compared to the base scenario. This also shows that the availability of a sufficient
amount of real failure data samples is necessary for the CGAN to achieve the convergence. In other
words, the following insight can be gained from this analysis:
Insight. When the extent of limited failure data availability problem is approximately equal to or
less than 0.1 normalised Shannon entropy, the convergence performance of the CGAN model starts to
decrease.
3.4.6 Sensitivity analysis on auxiliary information input parameter
The auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms input parameter Y provides sound en-
gineering knowledge of failure mechanisms to the CGAN model to control and direct the failure
generation process. More specifically, Y allows constructing the conditional generator G(Z | Y ) and
discriminator D(X | Y ) of the CGAN model, and thus enables the model to condition the noise being
added to the newly generated failure data samples. Formally, in the conditional generative model
estimation, the loss function of D shown in Eq. 3.10 and the loss function of G shown in Eq. 3.11 are
constructed by conditioning G and D on Y .
min
G
V (G) = Ez∼pnoise(Z,Y ) [log(1−D(G(z | y)))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Optimise G to fool the discriminator the most
(3.11)
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Scenario 4 and 5 shown in Table 3.6 apply variations considering the availability and meaningful-
ness of the auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms to perform sensitivity analysis on
the Y input parameter. In Scenario 4, the generative model estimation is executed using the uncondi-
tioned generator G(Z) and unconditioned discriminator D(X). The effect of the meaningfulness of
Y input is measured in Scenario 5 by providing an arbitrary vector of information (i.e. information
not pertaining to the failure mode that needs predicting) as the Y input the CGAN model. More












































































Fig. 3.22 Plots depicting the change in performance obtained for variations of the auxiliary information
Y input parameter compared to the base scenario.
The convergence and overfitting results obtained by Scenario 4 and 5 are shown in Fig. 3.22. It can
be observed that the variations applied to the Y input parameter do not have a noticeable effect on the
overfitting performance. Moreover, since this performance in both scenarios is high (i.e. around 0.71
p-value as shown in Table 3.8), the convergence evaluations are not impacted by overfitting. From
the convergence results, it can be observed that the both scenarios have achieved a poor convergence.
The reason for this in Scenario 4 is that not conditioning the generator and discriminator on auxiliary
information makes it difficult for the generator to learn the real failure data distribution [70]. This
causes the model to not converge since an equilibrium for the two-player minimax game is difficult to
be found. Since Scenario 5 has obtained a poor convergence performance, the relationship between
auxiliary information and the failure mode is also important for the CGAN model convergence. The
following insight follows from this analysis:
Insight. The integration of auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms into the
conditional generative model estimation process is crucial to estimate a generative model that is
capable of generating plausible failure data samples.
3.4.7 Sensitivity analysis on noise input parameter
The noise input parameter Z provides the latent space (i.e. set of data samples) required for the CGAN
to sample data that will be converted into plausible failure data samples G(z,y) by the generator G in
order to fool the discriminator. As shown in Table 3.6, to perform sensitivity analysis on the Z input
parameter, variations considering the meaningfulness of the latent space are applied to the conditional
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generative model estimation. In Scenario 6, 7 and 8 the latent space is changed to normal condition
data, failure data in X and failure data not in X respectively to vary its meaningfulness compared to
the base scenario in which the latent space is not meaningful (since Z is noise sampled from a standard
multivariate normal distribution). In other words, data samples in the latent space of Scenario 6,7 and















































































Fig. 3.23 Plots depicting the change in performance obtained for variations of the noise Z input
parameter compared to the base scenario.
The results obtained for Scenario 6,7 and 8 are shown in Fig. 3.23. It can be observed from all the
scenarios, the overfitting performance has degraded compared to the base scenario, particularly in
Scenario 7 and 8. This means the CGAN model is overfitting to the real failure data samples in X when
the latent space is meaningful. The considerable loss in overfitting performance in Scenario 7 and 8
compared to the base scenario and Scenario 6 is since the latent space now contains data pertaining to
the failure. The convergence results in all the scenarios are close to the performance obtained by the
base scenario. However, the convergence evaluation in Scenario 7 and 8 are affected by overfitting,
hence in these scenarios, the CGAN model is not capable of producing a generative model capable
generating plausible failure data sample that maximise the prognostics and PdM performance.
Even though the overfitting performance in Scenario 6 is lower than the base scenario, the CGAN
model still produced an overfitting performances of 0.46 and 0.43 p-value for both features as outlined
in Table 3.8. The reason for this is that the theoretical models of the system and failure studied in
this experiment provide a well-defined separation between the data pertaining to normal and failure
conditions of the system. Thus, the normal condition data provided by the Z input to the CGAN
are not contaminated with the failure condition data. In practice however, a well-defined separation
between the normal condition and failure condition data of the equipment is rarely found due to the
stochasticity and complexity of real-world degradation processes [2, 12]. The following insight can
be gained from the analysis of Z input parameter of the CGAN model:
Insight. When the noise input parameter has random samples, the CGAN is able to achieve the
convergence without overfitting to the real failure data.
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3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the first research question of this thesis was addressed by presenting a methodology
for developing prognostics models when failure data are limited. A detailed description of the
methodology and theoretical results of its integral parts are provided. The theoretical analysis
performed in this chapter generated insights into the behaviour and working mechanisms of the
methodology. In the next chapter, case studies are provided to demonstrate how the methodology can




This chapter presents three case studies to show how the methodology can be implemented in
practice using the three kinds of auxiliary information: effect of environmental conditions on failure
mechanisms, effect of harsh use of equipment on failure mechanisms and similarity between equipment
that has failed under a single failure mode. The case studies are developed using real-world industrial
scenarios involving British Telecom (BT) residential broadband line prognostics and Scania heavy-
truck air processing system and turbocharger prognostics (also see Table 4.1). In order to address
the second research question of this thesis, this chapter provides analyses to quantify the impact of
methodology on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability compared to
the existing techniques, and to provide insights into the key factors influencing the effectiveness of
methodology.
Table 4.1 Outline of case studies used in this thesis.
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4.1 Case study 1: Effect of environmental conditions as auxiliary
information
The information on the effect of environmental conditions on failure mechanisms refers to the infor-
mation related to failure mechanisms that are initiated by the deviation from specified environmental
conditions under which the equipment has to operate. In the methodology, this auxiliary information
kind is used to condition the plausible failure data generation process on monotonic trends in data
captured for natural and induced environmental factors.
In this section, a case study of the methodology using the effect of environmental conditions
on failure mechanisms auxiliary information kind is provided. More specifically, the case study
uses the effect of increasing rainfall on the corrosion and electrical shorts failure mechanisms of
electronic components used in BT residential broadband lines as auxiliary information. This auxiliary
information is used to generate plausible broadband line failure data to address the limited failure data
availability for prognostics problem to enable the effective implementation of PdM for BT residential
broadband lines operating in areas in the UK that do not have a dense population of broadband service
users.
4.1.1 BT residential broadband line prognostics under the conditions of limited
failure data availability
BT is the largest provider of telecommunications services in the UK. Its motivation for the effective
implementation of PdM is to increase the uptime of telecommunications services for its customers
whilst preventing additional costs due to over maintenance and false alarms. In the following, a
description of BT residential broadband lines and their failure, and an introduction to the prognostics
modelling dataset are provided. Then the problem statement for BT residential broadband line
prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability is stated.
Description of the system
Broadband lines provide a signalling method for transporting multiple signals through coaxial ca-
bles, twisted pair and optical fibre transmission mediums. One of their main applications in the
telecommunications industry is the high-speed broadband internet [117]. Broadband lines provide the
broadband internet service in two forms: Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) and Very High
Bitrate Digital Subscriber Line (VDSL) [118]. BT ADSLs and VDSLs provide broadband service to
approximately 20 million residential and 6 million business customers in the UK [119].
Although the number of customers who use broadband service delivered entirely over optical
fibre is increasing, many residential broadband lines continue to be served in part by metallic paths
(i.e. paired wires) [117]. As shown in Fig. 4.1, broadband lines start as large optical cables from the
multi-service edge routers. Then they connect to one of the 5000 BT exchanges in the UK in which
the large optical cables connect to paired wires [119]. Paired wires pass through underground and
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Fig. 4.1 Diagram depicting a schematic of a BT residential broadband line.
overhead electrical junctions and joints, and typically end at distribution points (DP). DPs are boxes
consist of electronic circuits and located at the top of telegraph poles. They subsequently connect
broadband service to one or more residential customer broadband routers using drop wires. The part
of the broadband lines that uses paired wires is the system studied in this case study. More specifically,
the electronic system of electrical junctions, joints and DPs.
System description. The electronic system of electrical junctions, joints and DPs in BT residential
ADSLs and VDSLs.
Description of failure
Water ingress triggered by the driving rain (i.e. rain propelled by prevailing winds) is one of the
main causes of failures in electronic components inside electrical junctions, joints and DPs in
broadband lines [120]. It initiates the corrosion and electrical shorts failure mechanisms in these
electronic components (also see Fig. 4.2) [120, 121]. These failure mechanisms degrade the electrical
capability of broadband lines which consequently leads to the degradation of broadband service
[120]. Historically, water ingress into electronic components inside electrical junctions, joints and
DPs affected the broadband service performance, in terms of attenuation (i.e. degradation of signal),
crosstalk (i.e. undesired coupling between signal paths) and noise (i.e. electromagnetic interference)
[119]. For the residential broadband customer, this results in dropping connection or the complete
disconnection of broadband service [121]. Thus, the failure of BT residential broadband lines is
defined as follows:
Failure definition. Water ingress (failure cause) initiates corrosion and electrical shorts (failure
mechanisms) in electronic components inside electrical junctions, joints and DPs in BT residential
broadband lines. Corrosion and electrical shorts degrade the electrical capability of broadband lines
which consequently leads to the broadband connection drops and broadband service disconnection
(failure modes). This results in poor broadband service for the customer (failure). Hereinafter, this
failure definition is referred to as the broadband line failure.
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Fig. 4.2 Image depicting a broadband line electronic component that is affected by corrosion and
electrical shorts due to water ingress. Water ingress causes these electronic components to become
virtual galvanic cells with two metals forming the anode and cathode within the electrolyte. This
combined with the effect of oxidisation leads to rapid corrosion of aluminium parts of electronic
components and leads to electrical shorts [119]. This image is provided by BT.
Prognostics modelling dataset
The dataset used for BT residential broadband line prognostics modelling contains condition moni-
toring data collected from 475 ADSLs and 2150 VDSLs operating in Plymouth. The data are time
series measured from June to September 2019 and have a sampling interval of 2 hours. Table 4.2
outlines the dataset features and their relevance for developing a prognostics model to predict the
broadband line failure. Table 4.3 provides a descriptive analysis of these features. In Sec. 4.1.2, a
detailed description of how these features are used to generate plausible failure data is provided.
In addition to the condition monitoring data, historical failure records which contain information
recorded for the broadband connection drops and broadband service disconnection failure modes
are used for prognostics modelling. Each failure record contains the timestamp of the broadband
line failure and the issue discovered by the maintenance engineers: connection drop or service
disconnection.
Limited failure data availability for BT residential broadband line prognostics
The Office of Communications (Ofcom) requires BT to provide the same quality of broadband
service to customers throughout the UK including in the areas that do not have a dense population
of broadband service users (e.g. Devon and Cumbria) [122]. However, this poses a challenge to the
effective implementation of PdM for residential broadband lines in the UK since the low number
of users leads to the limited broadband line failure data availability. The availability of a sufficient
amount of failure data for each area in the UK is crucial for predicting the failure studied in this case
study since the age, type and length of paired wires and the effect of weather conditions on broadband
lines are different for different areas in the UK [119, 121]. Since limited failure data availability
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Table 4.2 Features in the BT residential broadband line prognostics modelling dataset.
Feature Description Relevance for prognostics modelling
Attenuation Degradation of signal over the distance
between customer router and exchange.
Caused by degradation of electrical ca-
pability of lines due to water ingress.
Rate Number of data packets transferred over
a fixed amount of time (throughput).
Affected by broadband connection drops
and broadband service disconnection.
Power Electrical power transmitted from the
exchange to the customer router.
Represents the performance of electrical
joints, junctions and DPs in lines.
Signal-to-noise ratio Relationship between signal and noise
strength (electromagnetic interference).
Caused by the noise produced by degrad-
ing electronic components.
Reboots Number of times the customer router has
rebooted itself.
Represents the number of times the
router was unable to connect to or re-
ceive the broadband service.
Receive and transmit
blocks
Number of successfully received and
transmitted data blocks.
Affected by broadband connection drops
and broadband service disconnection.
Cyclic redundancy
checks
Errors occur when part of a data packet
is corrupt and requires retransmission.
Represents the impact of broadband con-
nection drops on attenuation and rate.
Forward error correc-
tions
Number of errors corrected. Represents the stability and robustness
of broadband service.
Header error corrections Number of errors discarded. Represents the stability and robustness
of broadband service.
Loss of framing Number of events occur when four con-
secutive frames do not contain a valid
frame word.
Represents the stability and robustness
of broadband service.
Cell-delineation errors Number of events occurs when seven
consecutive cells are invalid.
Represents the stability and robustness
of broadband service.
Link retrains Number of times exchange tried to estab-
lish a connection with customer router.
Caused by broadband service disconnec-
tions.
Error seconds Percentage of time the customer router
output errors.
Represents the severity of broadband
connection drops and broadband service
disconnections.
Uptime Percentage of time broadband service is
available to the customer.
Represents the uptime of broadband ser-
vice provided from exchange.
Showtime Percentage of time service is available
yet the customer is not able to connect.
Represents the downtime of broadband
service to the customer.
causes prognostics predictions to be associated with high uncertainty, a PdM policy that incorporates
these predictions is ineffective (i.e. introduces costs due to under maintenance and over maintenance
of residential broadband lines and false alarms) for BT.
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Table 4.3 Descriptive analysis of BT residential broadband line dataset features.
Feature Min Max Mean Standard deviation
ADSL VDSL ADSL VDSL ADSL VDSL ADSL VDSL
Attenuation 0 4.4 64.4 55.3 32.43 18.41 14.58 6.28
Rate 0 0 73978 80000 11331.08 50430.87 18203.91 20859.82
Power 0 0 213 145 149.34 61.81 67.29 49.97
Signal-to-noise ra-
tio
0 1.4 38.9 35.2 6.46 7.56 3.72 3.99
Reboots 0 0 1 1 0.003 0.003 0.046 0.052
Receive and trans-
mit blocks
0 0 18900743 0 3200886.6 0 39511010 0
Cyclic redundancy
checks
0 0 100000 100000 738.69 35.93 6834.14 1505.85
Forward error cor-
rections
0 0 100000 100000 26988.53 14316.27 39957.63 31966.98
Header error correc-
tions
0 0 100000 100000 1689.94 36.85 10325.13 1610.65
Loss of framing 0 0 167 41 0.028 0.0093 1.31 0.57
Cell-delineation er-
rors
0 0 863 33 0.71 0.132 9.62 1.29
Link retrains 0 0 100 22 0.077 0.032 1.14 0.55
Error seconds 0 0 8289 5892 116.63 1.6 276.38 58.88
Uptime 70 98 15766598 25744925 608042.52 767382.1 908592.68 1296576.55
Showtime 0 27 10929089 12659270 464271.53 584645.66 592692.42 869803.47
Due to technical limitations around data acquisition, the prognostics modelling dataset available
for this case study is collected from Plymouth which has a dense population of residential broadband
service users. Nevertheless, the following reasons make this dataset suitable for evaluating the
methodology: (i) the dataset provides a good representation of residential ADSLs and VDSLs that
are affected by water ingress, hence it can be used to evaluate the methodology using the effect of
environmental conditions on failure mechanisms auxiliary information kind and to model the failure
studied in this case study; (ii) more importantly, the limited failure data availability problem can be
induced by removing failure data from the dataset as shown in Fig. 4.3. This allows evaluating the
methodology when applied to areas that have a limited amount of failure data samples for residential
broadband line prognostics. The following problem statement of BT residential broadband line
prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability follows from this analysis and
aligns with the two research questions of this thesis:
Problem statement. Address the problem of limited failure data availability for BT residential
broadband line prognostics, and quantify the impact of methodology on BT residential broadband
line prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability compared to the existing
techniques.














































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 4.3 Plot depicting how the limited failure data availability problem is induced for BT residential
broadband line prognostics. The failure data are incrementally removed from the ADSL and VDSL
datasets until the normalised Shannon entropy is below 0.1. The resulting datasets that have a high
extent of limited failure data availability problem (denoted ADSL1 to ADSL6 and VDSL1 to VDSL6)
are selected for applying and evaluating the methodology. The data imbalance ratio between positive
and negative samples is depicted in green color.
4.1.2 Methodology application and results
In this section, a description of how the methodology is implemented using the effect of environmental
conditions on failure mechanisms auxiliary information kind to generate plausible broadband line
failure data, and thus address the problem of limited failure data availability for BT residential
broadband line prognostics is provided. The ADSL1 and VDSL1 datasets which has a high and
the expected extent of limited failure data availability problem in areas with a low density of BT
residential broadband service users are used for methodology application. In the analysis performed
at the end of this case study, which involves quantifying the impact of methodology compared to the
existing techniques and identifying the key factors influencing the effectiveness of methodology, all
the datasets denoted in Fig. 4.3 are used.
The BT residential broadband line prognostics problem satisfies the prerequisite of the method-
ology due to the following: the effect of increasing rainfall on the broadband line failure can be
used as auxiliary information since water ingress initiates the corrosion and electrical shorts failure
mechanisms of electronic components inside electrical junctions, joints and DPs, and thus degrades
the electrical capability of broadband lines [120, 121]. The problem satisfies the assumption due to
the following: the failure mechanisms that need predicting are corrosion and electrical shorts and they
cause equipment to fail under degradation, hence the failure is not random [93].
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In the remainder of this section, the description of the methodology provided in the previous
chapter is used to form a discussion on how to implement the methodology using the effect of
environmental conditions on failure mechanisms auxiliary information kind.
Phase 1: Auxiliary information processing
In this phase, suitable pieces of auxiliary information pertaining to the effect of increasing rainfall on
the broadband line failure is identified, validated and converted into the vector form which allows
constructing the conditional generator and discriminator of the CGAN.
(I) Auxiliary information identification
In order to identify potentially suitable auxiliary information, a model of the broadband line
failure process initiated by the water ingress failure cause is constructed (see Fig. 4.4). Then expert
knowledge pertaining to different stages in the broadband line failure process is obtained from
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Fig. 4.4 Diagram depicting a model of the broadband line failure process which is based on the
broadband line failure definition.
The following effects of rainfall on the broadband line failure are identified as potentially suitable
auxiliary information from the expert knowledge: historically, residential broadband line failures
in the south-west of the UK, for example in Plymouth, is observed to be increasing as the rainfall
increases; historically, an increase in residential broadband line failures is observed in the south-west
of the UK when the driving rain is easterly. The rationale for this auxiliary information is the following
observations and experiences of BT maintenance engineers and applied research scientists:
• As shown in Fig. 4.5, UK rain is usually coming from the west from the Atlantic Ocean. Since
Plymouth is in the south-west of the UK, it gets rain for the majority of the year. Whilst the
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number of broadband line failures remains low during the clear and clouds rainfall levels, when
the rainfall increases to light rain and heavy rain, water ingress is observed to be taking place
since there is an increase in broadband line failures.
• Anecdotally, engineering practice favoured placing overhead junctions, joints and DPs on the
east side of telegraph poles to get cover from the poles when there is driving rain. This is since
prevailing winds and consequently, driving rain is usually westerly or south-westerly. However,
when the direction of rain changes due to change in wind direction caused by phenomenon such
as storms and sudden change in atmospheric pressure, water ingress is observed to be taking








Fig. 4.5 Digram depicting rain and wind patterns in Plymouth which is located in the south-west of
the UK. Plymouth usually gets rain from the west from the Atlantic Ocean. However, the change in
wind direction due to phenomenon such as storms and sudden change in atmospheric pressure can
cause the rain to come from the east.
(II) Auxiliary information validation
A preliminary analysis is first performed to compare different rainfall levels to the number of
broadband lines failures occurred for ADSLs and VDSLs in the prognostics modelling dataset. To
this end, historical failure records provided by BT and historical weather reports obtained from the
OpenWeatherMap API are used [101]. The former provides the date and time of failures and the latter
provides rainfall levels and direction of the wind when it was raining.
Fig. 4.6 summarises the number of failures for different rainfall levels. It can be observed that the
number of broadband line failures in Plymouth increases as the rainfall increases. Fig. 4.7 summarises
the number of broadband line failures for different wind directions when it was raining. It can be
observed that the south and south-west wind directions have a higher number of failures compared to
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the other wind directions. This is since the UK rain is usually westerly or south-westerly. However,
there is no evidence to suggest that when the driving rain is easterly, the number of broadband line






























(b) Percentage of failures under different rainfall
levels.
Fig. 4.6 Plots summarising the impact of rainfall levels on broadband line failures in Plymouth from








































































(b) Percentage of failures under different wind
directions whilst raining.
Fig. 4.7 Plots summarising the impact of prevailing winds whilst raining on broadband line failures in
Plymouth from June to September 2019.
In order to conduct a more robust experiment, the auxiliary information is validated using Welch’s
t-test. To this end, the following two null hypotheses are constructed: (i) the failure rate of residential
broadband lines is increasing when the rainfall is increasing; (ii) the failure rate of residential
broadband lines is increasing when it is raining and when prevailing winds are easterly. The rationale
for these hypotheses are as follows: according to the auxiliary information identified from expert
knowledge, the majority of failed broadband lines in the prognostics modelling dataset must have
failed when the rainfall was increased and/or when the driving rain was easterly.
The objective of Welch’s t-test is to identify whether the corresponding null hypothesis can be
rejected. For the first hypothesis, p-values of 0.81 and 0.78 are obtained for ADSLs and VDSLs
respectively. This means, there is weak evidence against the null hypothesis, thus it is retained. For
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the second test, p-values of 0.03 and 0.02 are obtained respectively for ADSLs and VDSLs. This
means, there is strong evidence against the null hypothesis, thus it needs to be rejected. Therefore,
the increase in residential broadband line failure rate when the rainfall is increasing is identified as a
valid piece of auxiliary information. However, there is no strong evidence to support the increase in
residential broadband line failure rate when the driving rain is easterly. Hence, the following piece of
auxiliary information which is based on the effect of increasing rainfall on the corrosion and electrical
shorts failure mechanisms of electronic components inside electrical junctions, joints and DPs can be
used in the methodology for generating plausible broadband line failure data:
Auxiliary information. When the rainfall increases, the failure rate of BT residential broadband
lines in Plymouth increases.
(III) Auxiliary information conversion
Constructing an auxiliary information vector from a continuous distribution approach is used
in this case study to convert the aforementioned validated auxiliary information. As discussed in
Sec. 3.3.2, this approach focuses on monotonic trends (i.e. trends that are either increasing or
decreasing) in data captured for natural and induced environmental factors.
In order to convert the validated auxiliary information, it is converted into the following abstract
form first: some variable X increases. Then the abstracted information is converted into the statistical
form by representing it as some continuous variable C. The continuous variable C is a distribution
between some values y0 and y1. This distribution is represented as a vector Y containing some
values {y ∈ Y | y0 < y < y1, and y increases}. Finally, Y is added as a new column to the prognostics
modelling dataset as shown in Fig. 4.8. Hence, the dataset now stores data that encodes the validated
auxiliary information in addition to the broadband line condition monitoring data.
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Fig. 4.8 Diagram depicting the BT residential broadband line prognostics modelling dataset with
the converted vector of auxiliary information pertaining to the effect of environmental conditions on
failure mechanisms.
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Phase 2: Conditional generative model estimation
In this phase, the vector of auxiliary information and the limited amount of broadband line failure
data samples available are integrated to the CGAN to estimate a generative model that is capable of
generating plausible broadband line failure data samples.
(I) Data preprocessing and structuring
The ADSL1 and VDSL1 datasets are preprocessed using the process outlined in Fig. 3.5 discussed
in Sec. 3.3.3. The resulting ADSL train and test sets and VDSL train and test sets are then structured
according to Fig. 3.6 to produce the below datasets. These are used in the remainder of this section to
estimate and evaluate a generative model that is capable of generating plausible broadband line failure
data samples.
(a) Stratified ADSL and VDSL train sets: the stratified ADSL train set and stratified VDSL train set
which also include the vector of auxiliary information encoding the effect of increasing rainfall
on the broadband line failure in addition to condition monitoring data.
(b) Stratified ADSL and VDSL validation sets: the stratified ADSL validation set and stratified
VDSL validation set which also include the vector of auxiliary information encoding the effect
of increasing rainfall on the broadband line failure.
(c) Stratified ADSL and VDSL test sets: the stratified ADSL test set and stratified VDSL test set
which also include the vector of auxiliary information encoding the effect of increasing rainfall
on the broadband line failure.
(d) ADSL and VDSL train failure data subsets: an ADSL subset and a VDSL subset that only
contain failure data samples in ADSL train set and VDSL train set respectively.
(e) ADSL and VDSL train normal data subsets: an ADSL subset and a VDSL subset that only
contain normal data samples in ADSL train set and VDSL train set respectively.
(II) Model construction and training
In order to estimate a generative model that is capable of generating plausible broadband line
failure data, the methodology requires using noise Z, the real failure data samples X , and a vector of
auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms Y as the input to the CGAN model. In this case
study, Z is noise sampled from a standard multivariate normal distribution, X is the train failure data
subset, and Y is the vector of auxiliary information that encodes the effect of increasing rainfall on
corrosion and electrical shorts failure mechanisms of electronic components inside electrical junctions,
joints and DPs in BT residential broadband lines. Conditioning the generator and discriminator on
auxiliary information pertaining to the broadband line failure allows controlling and directing the
failure data generation process. Thus, the estimated generative model is able to generate new and
plausible broadband line failure data samples that conform to the following condition: newly generated
broadband line failure data samples should collectively have the monotonic trend represented by the
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vector of auxiliary information which encodes the effect of increasing rainfall on the broadband line
failure.
The conditional generator and discriminator of the CGAN are constructed using X ,Y and Z for
ADSL and VDSL datasets as per the description provided in Sec. 3.3.3. Then the ADSL and VDSL
CGANs are trained using Algorithm 1. The hyperparameters used to train the CGANs are outlined in
Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 Hyperparameters used to train ADSL and VDSL CGANs for estimating the two generative




Learning rate 2e−4 2e−4
Weight decay 1e−6 1e−5
Exponential decay rate for first moment estimate 0.3 0.3
Exponential decay rate for second moment estimate 0.9 0.9
Number of batches 32 32
Number of epochs 150 72
Number of training iterations 1430 3120
(III) Model convergence evaluation
As shown in Fig. 4.9, the learning curves of ADSL and VDSL CGANs trained in the previous
step provide a visual indication of whether the CGANs have achieved the convergence. The following
can be observed from the learning curves: (i) discriminator loss on real and generated broadband line
failure data samples is stable around 1/2 which indicates that the discriminator cannot discriminate
between real and generated broadband line failure data samples; (ii) generator loss has become
stable as the number of training iterations increases which indicates the generator is consistent; (iii)
variance of generator and discriminator loss is modest. As discussed in Sec. 3.3.3, these properties are
expected from learning curves of a CGAN that has achieved an equilibrium between its generator and
discriminator, that is, the convergence of CGAN.



















Fig. 4.9 Generator (G) and discriminator (D) learning curves of ADSL and VDSL CGANs. D loss
on real samples, D loss on generated samples, G loss are depicted with blue, orange, green curves
respectively.
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Since the analysis of learning curves is only a qualitative evaluation, the K-S test is performed to
conduct a more robust and quantitative evaluation. Table 4.5 outlines the K-S test results obtained
for a set of features in the prognostics modelling dataset. It can be observed that all the p-values
produced by the K-S test are above 0.05 which indicates weak evidence against the null hypothesis.
Thus, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and therefore the CGAN has achieved the convergence.
More specifically, the trained generative models, G∗ADSL(Z | Y ) and G∗VDSL(Z | Y ) can replicate the
real broadband line failure data distribution, and hence capable of generating plausible broadband line
failure data samples for ADSL and VDSL prognostics modelling.
Table 4.5 K-S test results obtained for a set of features when statistically comparing the real broadband
line failure data distribution to the generated broadband line failure data distribution.
Feature K-S test p-value
ADSL VDSL
Downstream attenuation 0.84 0.88
Upstream attenuation 0.83 0.89
Downstream noise 0.79 0.71
Upstream noise 0.81 0.87
Downstream rate 0.83 0.88
Upstream rate 0.81 0.83
Downstream power 0.54 0.67
Upstream power 0.67 0.74
Error seconds 0.78 0.89
(IV) Model overfitting assessment
The MMD test outlined in Sec. 3.3.3 is employed to evaluate whether the generator is overfitting.
The p-values observed for this statistical test are 0.32 (ADSL) and 0.42 (VDSL), which show that
there is weak evidence against the null hypothesis. This means the null hypothesis cannot be rejected,
thus the generative models, G∗ADSL(Z | Y ) and G∗VDSL(Z | Y ) are not overfitting to train failure data.
Hence, the convergence performance of the estimated generative models is not affected by overfitting.
Phase 3: Plausible failure data generation
In this phase, the generative models which are estimated by conditioning the failure data generation
process on the effect of increasing rainfall on the broadband line failure are used to generate plausible
ADSL and VDSL failure data samples. These data samples are then used to augment the ADSL
and VDSL train sets produced in the data preprocessing and structuring step in Phase 2, so that an
increased number of broadband line failure data samples is available for prognostics modelling.
(I) Plausible failure datasets generation
As per the process outlined in Fig. 3.11, a new noise vector which is sampled from a standard
multivariate normal distribution and the vector of auxiliary information which encodes the effect of
increasing rainfall on the broadband line failure are used as inputs to the generative models to produce
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datasets consist of plausible ADSL and VDSL failure data samples. More specifically, given the joint
distribution of noise and auxiliary information Pr(Z,Y ) as the input, the trained ADSL generator
G∗ADSL(Z | Y ) and VDSL generator G∗VDSL(Z | Y ) produce datasets XADSLG∗ and XVDSLG∗ consist of
plausible ADSL and VDSL failure data samples.
Multiple datasets are produced so that each dataset consists of more plausible ADSL and VDSL




has 300 samples and so on). A new plausible failure dataset is generated until the normalised Shannon
entropy of the corresponding augmented train set of the last generated plausible failure dataset is
equal to 1, that is, until the augmented train set is no longer imbalanced.
(II) Train set augmentation
In order to produce augmented train sets, samples from each plausible broadband line failure
dataset generated in the previous step are added to a copy of the original train set (also see Fig. 3.12).
The augmented train sets are used in the next phase for broadband line prognostics modelling, and
the set that produced the best prognostics performance is selected for quantifying the impact of
methodology on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability compared to the
existing techniques.
Phase 4: Prognostics modelling
In this phase, ADSL and VDSL prognostics models for BT residential broadband line failure prediction
are estimated using the augmented train sets and evaluated on the original ADSL and VDSL test sets.
(I) Prognostics modelling approach establishment
The multi-class classification-based prognostics approach introduced in Sec. 3.3.5 is selected
for this case study for prognostics modelling. This is due to the following: (i) prognostics modelling
dataset contains time series data, hence predicting the TTF using this approach is feasible; (ii) since
the failure of broadband lines is not catastrophic compared to, for example the failure of aircraft
and nuclear power plant equipment, the TTF prediction is more desirable than the prediction of the
reliability of equipment up to some future time.
The ADSL and VDSL datasets are labelled using the data labelling strategy of the multi-class
classification-based prognostics modelling approach (see Fig. 3.15). Thus, the datasets now include a
new label column indicating to which pre-failure time window (i.e. 1,2,3,4 or 5 days before failure)
each data sample belongs to. The normal segment of time series, which includes data samples pertain
to the normal condition of the broadband lines is labelled with the reserved label 0.
(II) Prognostics model estimation and evaluation
In the previous phase, multiple augmented train sets are produced and each of these has a
different number of plausible failure data samples. These augmented train sets, and the unchanged
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validation and test sets are used in the process recommended by the methodology (see Fig. 3.16) to
estimate prognostics models for ADSLs and VDSLs. The augmented train sets that produced the
best prognostics performance are the sets with 4250 (ADSL) and 6000 plausible failure data samples
(VDSL). In the following, prognostics performance obtained when trained on the augmented train sets
and increase in prognostics performance provided by the methodology compared to the performance
on original dataset are discussed:
(a) Prognostics performance on augmented dataset
Table 4.6 outlines the Kappa statistic values obtained for ADSL and VDSL prognostics using the
algorithms discussed in Sec. 3.3.5. It can be observed that the RF-based prognostics models have
obtained the highest Kappa statistic for both ADSL and VDSL. Moreover, these models produce
prognostics predictions associated with minimal uncertainty since their Kappa statistic values are in
substantial or almost perfect agreement with the null hypothesis of the Kappa statistic (see Table 3.3).
Table 4.6 Kappa statistic values obtained by ADSL and VDSL prognostics models when trained on











The prognostics performance obtained by RF-based ADSL and VDSL prognostics models is
shown in Fig. 4.10 and their confusion matrixes are shown in Fig. 4.11. It can be observed that the
prognostics models have obtained a high recall (i.e. low number of undetected failures) and a high
precision (i.e. low number of false alarms) for BT residential broadband line prognostics under the
conditions of limited failure data availability.
(b) Prognostics performance compared to original dataset
In this evaluation, the prognostics performance provided by the methodology is compared to the
prognostics performance obtained when the models are trained on the following: (i) original dataset
which has the limited failure data availability problem (i.e. the dataset with 30% of real failure data
shown in Fig. 4.3); (ii) original dataset which do not have the limited failure data availability problem
(i.e. the dataset with 100% of real failure data shown in Fig. 4.3). In this case study, the latter dataset is
available for comparative evaluation since Plymouth has a dense population of residential broadband
service users, and the limited failure data availability problem is induced to represent an area in the
UK that do not have a dense population of broadband service users as discussed in Sec. 4.1.1.

























































(b) Recall (higher the recall lower the number of
undetected failures)
Fig. 4.10 Prognostics performance obtained by the RF-based ADSL and VDSL prognostics models
when trained on the augmented train sets and evaluated on the original test set. The failure data classes
represent the pre-failure time windows: 1 day before failure (1d), 2 days before failure (2d) and so on.
The normal class contains data pertain to the normal condition of BT residential broadband lines.














0.74 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.23
0.03 0.76 0.07 0.00 0.01 0.13
0.01 0.03 0.77 0.04 0.01 0.15
0.03 0.01 0.02 0.73 0.05 0.17
0.02 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.66 0.25
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.98
Prognostics model: RF-based model
Kappa statistic: 0.79
(a) ADSL














0.79 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18
0.03 0.82 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.12
0.01 0.01 0.80 0.04 0.00 0.14
0.00 0.00 0.03 0.85 0.02 0.10
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.81 0.16
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.99
Prognostics model: RF-based model
Kappa statistic: 0.86
(b) VDSL
Fig. 4.11 Confusion matrixes obtained by the RF-based ADSL and VDSL prognostics models when
trained on the augmented train sets and evaluated on the original test set. The normal class is denoted
with N.
Fig. 4.12 provides a comparison of the uncertainty associated with prognostics predictions when
models are trained the aforementioned datasets. It can be observed that the methodology provides a
44% reduction in uncertainty (i.e. 44% increase in Kappa statistic) for ADSL and 34% reduction in
uncertainty for VDSL (i.e. 34% increase in Kappa statistic) compared to the original ADSL and VDSL
datasets with the limited failure data availability problem. The reason for this is that the augmented
train sets contain plausible failure data samples (in addition to the real failure data samples) which
are generated by the methodology by conditioning failure data generation on the effect of increasing
rainfall on the broadband line failure. When compared to the original train sets that do not have the
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(b) Kappa of VDSL RF-based model
Fig. 4.12 Comparison of uncertainty associated with prognostics predictions when the models are
trained on augmented ADSL and VDSL train sets and the original ADSL and VDSL train sets. The
original ADSL and VDSL test sets are used to evaluate prognostics models.
Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14 show the prognostics performance provided by the methodology compared
to the original train set. It can be observed that the augmented train sets outperform the original
ADSL and VDSL train sets with the limited failure data availability problem by a large margin. More
specifically, the increase in recall (i.e. the decrease in undetected failures) and the increase in precision
(i.e. the decrease in false alarms) outlined in Table 4.7 are provided by the methodology. Fig. 4.13
and Fig. 4.14 show that compared to the original train set which do not have the limited failure data
availability problem, the prognostics performance provided by the methodology is as expected is low,
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(b) Recall (higher the recall lower the number of
undetected failures)
Fig. 4.13 Comparison of prognostics performance obtained by the RF-based ADSL prognostics model
when trained on the augmented ADSL train set and the original ADSL train set. The original ADSL
test set is used to evaluate prognostics models.
Validation of prognostics performance
As stated previously, all the results discussed in this thesis are obtained using test sets that are not
previously seen by the prognostics models. Nevertheless, it is worth further validating the prognostics
model performance and its consistency by collecting another test set from the industrial scenario. To
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(b) Recall (higher the recall lower the number of
undetected failures)
Fig. 4.14 Comparison of prognostics performance obtained by the RF-based VDSL prognostics model
when trained on the augmented VDSL train set and the original VDSL train set. The original VDSL
test set is used to evaluate prognostics models.
Table 4.7 Increase in prognostics performance provided by methodology compared to original dataset.
Higher the precision lower the number of false alarms, and higher the recall lower the number of
undetected failures.
Increase in precision Increase in recall
1d 2d 3d 4d 5d 1d 2d 3d 4d 5d
ADSL 90% 55% 62% 53% 46% 43% 112% 18% 33% 76%
VDSL 41% 34% 22% 54% 49% 36% 43% 51% 47% 51%
this end, after the models were developed and evaluated on the original test set, another test set is
collected from BT ADSLs and VDSLs operating in Plymouth.
Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16 provide a comparison of prognostics performance obtained for the original
and newly collected test sets. It can be observed that the prognostics performance remains consistent
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Fig. 4.15 Comparison of prognostics performance obtained by the RF-based ADSL prognostics model
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Fig. 4.16 Comparison of prognostics performance obtained by the RF-based VDSL prognostics model
when evaluated on the original test set and new test set.
Summary of methodology application using the effect of environmental conditions
The problem statement of this case study stated in Sec. 4.1.1, which aligns with the two research ques-
tions of this thesis involves addressing the problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics
and quantifying the impact of methodology on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data
availability compared to the existing techniques.
In this case study, the methodology which addresses the first research question of this thesis is
applied to generate plausible failure data samples using the effect of environmental conditions on
failure mechanisms auxiliary information kind, and thus address the problem of limited failure data
availability for prognostics in practice. It is shown that the methodology is capable of addressing
this problem by producing a prognostics model that is capable of estimating accurate prognostics
predictions with minimal uncertainty. Thus, this case study has shown that the application of the
methodology using the effect of environmental conditions on failure mechanisms auxiliary information
kind addresses the problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics in practice.
4.1.3 Analysis of prognostics impact and key factors influencing effectiveness
As discussed in the literature review chapter, the existing techniques used to address the problem
of limited failure data availability for prognostics include random oversampling (ROS), synthetic
minority oversampling (SMOTE), adaptive synthesis (ADASYN), random undersampling (RUS) and
nearest neighbour undersampling (NearMiss). In this section, insights are produced using the BT
residential broadband line prognostics case study to achieve the following: to quantify the impact
of methodology on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability compared
to the existing techniques when it is applied using the effect of environmental conditions on failure
mechanisms auxiliary information kind; to identify the key factors influencing the effectiveness of
methodology when it is applied using the effect of environmental conditions on failure mechanisms
auxiliary information kind.
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Impact on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability
In the following, the prognostics performance provided by the methodology when applied using the
effect of environmental conditions on failure mechanisms auxiliary information kind is compared to
the prognostics performance provided by the existing techniques. The same prognostics algorithm
(i.e. in this case, the RF algorithm as it produced the best prognostics performance), train and test sets
are used across all the techniques including the methodology to allow a comparative evaluation.
Fig. 4.17 provides a comparison of the uncertainty associated with prognostics predictions
produced by the methodology and existing techniques. It can be observed that the methodology
provides a significant reduction in uncertainty compared to the existing techniques. Moreover, whilst
the methodology provides a significant reduction in uncertainty compared to the original dataset which
has the limited failure data availability problem, the reduction in uncertainty provided by existing
techniques is marginal compared to the original dataset. Hence, the methodology outperforms existing
techniques by a large margin in reducing the uncertainty associated with prognostics predictions.
More specifically, the uncertainty reductions outlined in Table 4.8 are provided by the methodology





























Fig. 4.17 Comparison of uncertainty associated with prognostics predictions produced by the method-
ology and existing techniques. The uncertainty produced on the original dataset is denoted as Original.
Table 4.8 Reduction in uncertainty (i.e. increase in Kappa statistic) provided by the methodology
compared to the existing techniques.
Reduction in uncertainty
ROS SMOTE ADASYN RUS NearMiss
ADSL 30% 27% 30% 30% 32%
VDSL 18% 30% 34% 19% 25%
In Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19, the prognostics performance provided by the methodology is compared
to the existing techniques. It can be observed that the methodology allows predicting a higher number
of failures (i.e. has a higher recall) and causes a lower number of false alarms (i.e. has a higher
precision) compared to all the existing techniques. More specifically, the increase in prognostics
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(b) Recall (higher the recall lower the number of
undetected failures)
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(b) Recall (higher the recall lower the number of
undetected failures)
Fig. 4.19 Comparison of VDSL prognostics performance produced by the methodology and existing
techniques.
Table 4.9 Decrease in the number of false alarms (i.e. increase in precision) and decrease in the number
of undetected failures (i.e. increase in recall) provided by the methodology for ADSL prognostics
compared to the existing techniques.
Increase in precision Increase in recall
1d 2d 3d 4d 5d 1d 2d 3d 4d 5d
ROS 24% 47% 8% 56% 62% 61% 21% 31% 20% 35%
SMOTE 28% 57% 65% 31% 41% 40% 29% 35% 14% -1%
ADASYN 56% 60% 65% 40% 27% 40% 52% 54% 18% 8%
RUS 42% 55% 16% 69% 90% 25% 27% 40% 6% -4%
NearMiss 50% 44% 62% 88% 81% 17% 31% 38% 20% 8%
The reason for the significant increase in prognostics performance is since the methodology is
capable of addressing the problem of limited failure data availability by generating new and plausible
failure data samples. In contrast, as discussed in the literature review chapter, the existing techniques
either duplicate existing failure data or randomly generate data (oversampling techniques) or do
not increase the number of failure data samples available for prognostics modelling (undersampling
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Table 4.10 Decrease in the number of false alarms (i.e. increase in precision) and decrease in the
number of undetected failures (i.e. increase in recall) provided by the methodology for VDSL
prognostics compared to the existing techniques.
Increase in precision Increase in recall
1d 2d 3d 4d 5d 1d 2d 3d 4d 5d
ROS 25% 23% 15% 41% 33% 8% 11% 29% 35% 16%
SMOTE 55% 70% 67% 56% 42% 7% 19% 19% 25% 11%
ADASYN 73% 70% 96% 62% 33% 13% 8% 21% 16% 14%
RUS 25% 43% 48% 30% 44% 11% 8% 18% 15% 14%
NearMiss 41% 27% 58% 39% 63% 4% 14% 11% 13% 13%
techniques). Hence, they do not address the fundamental problem of limited failure data availability
for prognostics. The following insight can be gained from this analysis:
Insight. When the methodology is applied using the effect of environmental conditions on failure
mechanisms auxiliary information kind for prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data
availability, it produces effective prognostics predictions and outperforms existing techniques used in
the literature by a large margin.
Key factors influencing the effectiveness of methodology
The analysis performed from a theoretical perspective in Chapter 3 showed that the availability of a
sufficient amount of real failure data samples and the availability of auxiliary information pertaining
to failure mechanisms are the key factors influencing the convergence performance of the CGAN
developed for estimating the plausible failure data generation model. In this section, an analysis is
performed from a practical perspective to identify the influence of these factors on the effectiveness of
methodology in practice (i.e. the influence on the prognostics performance) when it is applied using
the effect of environmental conditions on failure mechanisms auxiliary information kind.
The analysis uses the BT residential broadband line prognostics case study and scenarios under
consideration are outlined in Table 4.11. The base scenario contains real failure data X , auxiliary
information Y and noise Z used for impact analysis in the previous section. Scenarios 1 to 5 apply
variations to the availability of real failure data so that the extent of the limited broadband line failure
data availability problem is increased as shown in Fig. 4.3. Scenario 6 and 7 apply variations to the
availability of auxiliary information pertaining to the effect of environmental conditions on failure
mechanisms. The noise Z remains fixed since it is always available in practice. The scenarios are
applied separately for ADSL and VDSL prognostics modelling.
(I) Effect of real failure data availability on prognostics performance
The effect on prognostics performance when scenarios 1 to 5 are applied to ADSL and VDSL
prognostics modelling is shown in Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21. It can be observed that the amount of
real failure data samples has a noticeable effect on the prognostics performance produced by the
methodology when the normalised Shannon entropy is approximately equal to or less than 0.1 (see
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Table 4.11 Description of scenarios considered in the analysis.
Scenario name Parameters Variation
Base scenario X is failure data in ADSL1 or VDSL1,
Y is the vector encoding the effect of increas-
ing rainfall on corrosion and electrical shorts
failure mechanisms and is given,
Z ∼ N(0,1) and is fixed
Scenario 1 X → failure data in ADSL2 or VDSL2
Scenario 2 X → failure data in ADSL3 or VDSL3
Scenario 3 X → failure data in ADSL4 or VDSL4
Scenario 4 X → failure data in ADSL5 or VDSL5
Scenario 5 X → failure data in ADSL6 or VDSL6
Scenario 6 Y is given → Y is not given (not conditioned)
Scenario 7 Y is auxiliary → Y is arbitrary
Scenario 4 and 5). The reason for this can be observed from the convergence performance which
shows that the convergence of the CGAN model degrades when the extent of limited failure data
availability is approximately equal to or less than 0.1 normalised Shannon entropy, which is also
observed in the theoretical analysis performed in Sec. 3.4.5.
Fig. 4.22 and Fig. 4.23 show the effect of real failure data availability on the prognostics
performance produced by the methodology compared to the prognostics performance produced by the
existing techniques. It can be observed that whilst the methodology outperforms existing techniques
in achieving a low uncertainty for prognostics predictions in all the scenarios, its precision and recall
starts to degrade when the extent of limited failure data availability is approximately equal to or less
than 0.1 normalised Shannon entropy. The following insight can be gained from this analysis:
Insight. In practice, when the availability of real failure data samples is approximately equal
to or less than 0.1 normalised Shannon entropy, the prognostics performance of the methodology
starts to become less effective and eventually becomes comparable to the existing techniques as the
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Fig. 4.20 ADSL prognostics and convergence performances produced by the methodology for scenar-
ios (denoted S) 1 to 5 compared to the base scenario. The x-axis shows the scenario and corresponding
extent of limited failure data availability (i.e. the normalised Shannon entropy).
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Fig. 4.21 VDSL prognostics and convergence performances produced by the methodology for scenar-
ios 1 to 5 compared to the base scenario.
(a) Uncertainty (b) Precision
(c) Recall
Fig. 4.22 Comparison of ADSL prognostics performance for scenarios 1 to 5 between the methodology
and existing techniques. Higher the precision lower the number of false alarms, and higher the recall
lower the number of undetected failures.
(II) Effect of auxiliary information availability on prognostics performance
In the theoretical analysis, it is shown that the availability of auxiliary information pertaining to
failure mechanisms is crucial for the methodology to estimate a generative model that is capable of
generating plausible failure data samples (see Sec. 3.4.6). This can also be observed from a practical
perspective as shown in Fig. 4.24 and Fig. 4.25. It can be observed that the prognostics performance
produced by the methodology significantly reduces when auxiliary information pertaining to failure
mechanisms is not integrated for controlling and directing the plausible failure data generation process.
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(a) Uncertainty (b) Precision
(c) Recall
Fig. 4.23 Comparison of VDSL prognostics performance for scenarios 1 to 5 between the methodology
and existing techniques. Higher the precision lower the number of false alarms, and higher the recall
lower the number of undetected failures.
The effect of auxiliary information availability on prognostics performance produced by the
methodology compared to the existing techniques can be observed from Fig. 4.26 and Fig. 4.27. It
can be observed that the prognostics performance produced by the methodology for Scenario 6 and
7 is significantly low compared to the base scenario and all the existing techniques. The following
insight can be gained from this analysis:
Insight. The integration of auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms which allows
controlling and directing the plausible failure data generation process is crucial to the methodology
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Fig. 4.24 ADSL prognostics and convergence performances produced by the methodology for scenar-
ios 6 and 7 compared to the base scenario.
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Fig. 4.25 VDSL prognostics and convergence performances produced by the methodology for scenar-




























Kappa Statistic Average Precision Average Recall
Fig. 4.26 ADSL prognostics performance produced by the methodology for scenarios 6 and 7






























Kappa Statistic Average Precision Average Recall
Fig. 4.27 VDSL prognostics performance produced by the methodology for scenarios 6 and 7
compared to the base scenario and existing techniques.
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4.2 Case study 2: Similarity between failed equipment as auxiliary
information
A relationship between the similarity between equipment that has failed and degradation patterns
can often be established since there is an effect of equipment characteristics (e.g. equipment age,
type, model, function and calculated metrics such as health indicators and natural groupings) on
the failure process [71, 72]. The case study discussed in this section shows how to implement the
methodology using the similarity between equipment that has failed under a single failure mode
auxiliary information kind.
More specifically, this case study uses the similarity between Scania heavy-trucks that have failed
due to the air processing system (APS) failure as auxiliary information. This auxiliary information is
used to generate plausible APS failure data to address the limited failure data availability problem,
which is caused by the rarity of the occurrence of APS failure to enable the effective implementation
of PdM for Scania heavy-trucks.
4.2.1 Scania heavy-truck air processing system prognostics under the conditions of
limited failure data availability
Scania has become one of the world’s leading manufacturers of heavy-trucks and its motivation for
the effective implementation of PdM is to increase the uptime of heavy-trucks whilst minimising
maintenance costs for the organisation and customers by postponing maintenance until only when
necessary (also see Fig. 4.28). In the following, a description of Scania heavy-truck APS and its failure,
and an introduction to the prognostics modelling dataset are provided. Then the problem statement for

















Dow ntime and cor rective maintenance costs
Dow ntime and PdM costs
Dow ntime and planned maintenance costs
Fig. 4.28 PdM vision of Scania for heavy-truck maintenance. Scania aims to reduce downtime and
corrective and planned maintenance costs by effectively implementing PdM. Thus, reduce the loss
of production due to downtime and Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for the customer and after-sales
maintenance contract costs for Scania. Adapted from material provided by Scania CV.
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Description of the system
APS in a heavy-truck controls air pressure in the truck’s pneumatic system and thus provides com-
pressed air to the critical components such as air brakes, air suspension and gearbox. It contains an
air dryer (see Fig. 4.29a) which removes water vapour from compressed air to prevent moisture and
condensation from interfering with the critical components.
The air-drying process involves a charge cycle and a purge cycle. During the charge cycle, the
compressed air enters from the supply port (see Fig. 4.29b) and travels through the desiccant cartridge
whilst changing the direction of flow several times to reduce the temperature and deposit contaminants
(e.g. water molecules, oil and solid contaminants) into the bottom of the cover sump. Then the purge
cycle begins and expels contaminants deposited at the bottom of the cover sump. This is done using
the air purge valve which is attached to the end cover assembly of the air dryer. At the end of each
charge cycle, the APS opens the air purge valve to expel water, oil and solid contaminants from the
system. Finally, the dry compressed air is served to the pneumatic system through the discharge port.
Air Purge Valve End Cover Assembly
(a) Scania air dryer with an air purge valve












End Cover Assembly 
and Sump
(b) Cut-away view of the Scania air dryer.
Fig. 4.29 Diagrams depicting Scania air dryer and its components. Adapted from material provided by
Scania CV.
Description of failure
APS in a heavy-truck can fail due to air purge valve surface crack which causes compressed air to be
leaked from the APS [123] (also see Fig. 4.30). This often results in the complete immobilisation
of the truck since there is an insufficient amount of compressed air in the truck for performing its
critical functions (i.e. air braking, air suspension and transmission) [88, 123]. Thus, the failure of
heavy-truck APS is defined as follows:
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Failure definition. Thermal shock and dust contamination (failure causes) initiate crack (failure
mechanism) in the air purge valve surface. The surface crack eventually leads to the leakage of
compressed air from the APS (failure mode) causing the truck to contain an insufficient amount of
compressed air for performing its critical functions (failure). Hereinafter, this failure definition is
referred to as the APS failure.
Cracked surface Cracked surface
Cracked surface
Fig. 4.30 Images depicting an air purge valve with a cracked surface. Adapted from material provided
by Scania CV.
Prognostics modelling dataset
The dataset used for prognostics modelling is the Scania heavy-truck APS prognostics modelling
dataset which was introduced in the 2016 Intelligent Data Analysis Challenge [124]. The dataset
contains condition monitoring data collected from 76000 Scania heavy-trucks that perform logistics
operations in 5 European markets [88]. The dataset is anonymised due to proprietary reasons,
nevertheless, in their publication, the authors of the dataset mentioned that it contains data captured
from sensors that measure, for example, air pressure, air consumption, air dryer generation time, air
dryer heating time, outside ambient temperature, speed, mileage and engine load of the trucks [88].
Once the data are collected from the onboard condition monitoring system of a truck, they are
converted into histogram variables. For example, in the case of outside ambient temperature (T ), it
is measured for a particular truck as time series data first. Then all the time series data samples for
that truck are binned into 4 bins as follows: bin 1 contains data samples for T <−20, bin 2 contains
data samples for −20 ≤ T < 0, bin 3 contains data samples for 0 ≤ T < 20, and bin 4 contains data
samples for T > 20. Thus, each feature in the dataset represents how often a sensor is measured
within different intervals [88]. Fig. 4.31 shows the structure of APS prognostics modelling dataset.
The label 1 in the Label column represents the trucks that have failed due to the APS failure.
Limited failure data availability for Scania air processing system prognostics
The effective implementation of PdM for Scania heavy-truck APS is challenging since the APS
failure is rare [125, 126]. More specifically, Scania is committed and responsible for designing,
manufacturing, testing and maintaining APS components according to standards that enforce high
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Fig. 4.31 Diagram depicting the Scania heavy-truck APS prognostics modelling dataset structure.
reliability since their failures often lead to catastrophic consequences [127]. For example, air brakes
and air suspensio failures often lead to accidents and trucks to be stopped on road-sides disrupting
vital supply chains such as medical and food supply chains [88, 127]. However, the high reliability
of APS components and overprotective maintenance and replacement regimes pose a challenge to
prognostics modelling since these components are rarely allowed to run to failure once degradation has
been detected [86, 125]. In other words, these reasons reduce the number of degradation trajectories
pertaining to APS failure modes, and hence cause failure data to be limited for developing prognostics
models [6, 7]. Since limited failure data availability causes prognostics predictions to be associated
with high uncertainty, a PdM policy that incorporates these predictions is ineffective (i.e. introduces
costs due to under maintenance and over maintenance of APS components and false alarms) for
Scania.
The Scania APS prognostics modelling dataset represents the limited failure data availability
problem which is caused by the rarity of the occurrence of APS failure [125, 88]. The dataset is
published in two parts: train set which contains 60000 data samples and test set which contains 16000
data samples [88]. Out of the 60000 train samples, only 1000 belong to the positive class (i.e. data
samples pertaining to the APS failure). This imbalance ratio of 1000:59000 between positive and
negative classes means that the positive class only covers 1.6% of the entire train set, whereas the
negative class covers 98.4%. Thus, the APS prognostics modelling dataset is considered as a highly
imbalanced dataset in the literature [125].
Using the Shannon entropy-based method introduced in Sec. 3.2, the extent of limited failure data
availability problem for Scania APS prognostics is measured. The number of positive samples C1 and
negative samples C2 are 1000 and 59000 respectively. The number of classes K is 2. The normalised
Shannon entropy H ′ of the dataset is therefore 0.12, which indicates a highly imbalanced dataset.
Thus, the extent of the problem of limited failure data availability for APS prognostics is high. The
following problem statement of the Scania APS prognostics under the conditions of limited failure
data availability problem follows from this analysis and aligns with the two research questions of this
thesis:
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Problem statement. Address the problem of limited failure data availability for Scania heavy-truck
APS prognostics, and quantify the impact of methodology on Scania heavy-truck APS prognostics
under the conditions of limited failure data availability compared to the existing techniques.
4.2.2 Methodology application and results
The Scania heavy-truck APS prognostics problem satisfies the prerequisite due to the following:
similarity between trucks can be used as auxiliary information since the types of trucks and their
purpose (e.g. transportation of goods, construction work and garbage collection) have an effect
on degradation patterns of the APS failure [88]. The problem satisfies the assumption due to the
following: the failure mechanism that needs predicting is crack and it causes equipment to fail under
degradation, hence the failure is not random [2].
In the remainder of this section, a description of how the methodology is implemented using the
similarity between equipment that has failed under a single failure mode auxiliary information kind to
generate plausible APS failure data, and thus address the problem of limited failure data availability
for Scania heavy-truck APS prognostics is provided.
Phase 1: Auxiliary information processing
In this phase, suitable pieces of auxiliary information pertaining to the similarity between heavy-
trucks that have failed under the compressed air leakage failure mode which is generated by the air
purge valve surface crack is identified, validated and converted into the vector form which allows
constructing the conditional generator and discriminator of the CGAN.
(I) Auxiliary information identification
A model of the APS failure process is constructed to identify potentially suitable auxiliary
information (see Fig. 4.32). Then expert knowledge pertaining to different stages in the APS failure
process is obtained from APS component designers and maintenance engineers at Scania. The
following auxiliary information is identified from this expert knowledge: historically, the majority of
heavy-trucks that have failed due to air purge valve surface crack perform short-distance haulage or
long-distance haulage; historically, the type of haulage operation a truck performs affects the crack
growth of its air purge valve surface differently. The latter is due to the following two reasons:
• The impact of rapid change in temperature of air purge valve surface material which leads to
the thermal shock failure cause is observed to be different for short-distance and long-distance
haulage trucks - long-distance haulage trucks are affected more by the thermal shock than short-
distance haulage trucks since the former perform haulage operations across multiple geographical
regions in Europe, and therefore operate under frequently changing weather conditions.
• The impact of dust contamination failure cause on air purge valve surface crack is observed to
be different for short-distance and long-distance haulage trucks - short-distance haulage trucks
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are affected more by dust contamination than long-distance haulage trucks since the former
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Fig. 4.32 Diagram depicting a model of APS failure process which is based on APS failure definition.
(II) Auxiliary information validation
Cluster analysis is used in this case study to validate the identified auxiliary information since
degradation patterns in condition monitoring data should represent how the two types of haulage
operations affect differently on the air purge valve surface crack. More specifically, according to the
auxiliary information identified from expert knowledge, thermal shock and dust contamination failure
causes are observed to impact differently on the air purge valve surface crack depending on the type
of haulage operation a truck performs. Hence, condition monitoring data in the APS prognostics
modelling dataset are expected to represent two clusters for the trucks that have failed due to the APS
failure.
In order to validate the identified auxiliary information, a subset that only contains failure data
samples in the APS prognostics modelling dataset is created first. Then clustering algorithms are
used to identify the natural groupings in the newly created subset. The performance of clustering
algorithms is evaluated using the Silhouette analysis, which allows studying the separation distance
between the clusters produced by a clustering algorithm using a metric called the average silhouette
score [99]. The worst value of the average silhouette score is -1, and the best value is 1. The negative
values indicate that the samples are assigned to a wrong cluster, and positive values indicate the
samples are properly clustered.
Table 4.12 summarises the average silhouette scores obtained by the clustering algorithms for a
different number of clusters. Given the stochasticity in the real-world dataset, it is reasonable not to
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expect the values obtained for this metric to be closer to 1 [88]. It can be observed from the table that
all the algorithms have obtained a highest average silhouette score when the number of clusters is 2
and as the number of clusters increases, the clustering performance of all the algorithms decreases.
Moreover, the k-means algorithm has obtained the highest average silhouette score among all the
algorithms. The average silhouette scores obtained by this algorithm are also depicted in Fig. 4.33.
The 2 clusters of failed trucks detected by the algorithm can be observed visually from Fig. 4.34.
It can be concluded from the above analysis, in the APS prognostics modelling dataset, there
are two groups of trucks that have failed due to the APS failure, and thus the auxiliary information
identified from expert knowledge provided by the APS component designers and maintenance
engineers is valid. This means, the following abstract piece of auxiliary information which is based
on the similarity between Scania heavy-trucks that have failed under the compressed air leakage
failure mode, which is generated by air purge valve surface crack can be used in the methodology for
generating plausible APS failure data:
Auxiliary information. A Scania heavy-truck that has failed due to the APS failure belongs to
one of two groups.
Table 4.12 Clustering performance of different clustering algorithms used for identifying the natural
groupings of Scania heavy-trucks that have failed due to the APS failure.

















(III) Auxiliary information conversion
Constructing an vector of auxiliary information from class labels approach is used in this case
study to convert the validated auxiliary information. As discussed in Sec. 3.3.2, this approach allows
using the natural grouping in equipment that has failed to construct an auxiliary information vector.
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Fig. 4.33 Silhouette plots of natural groupings identified by the k-means algorithm for the failed
trucks. The average silhouette score is depicted by the red dotted line.


















































































































3 natural groupings of trucks with air purge valve failures
Fig. 4.34 t-SNE (t-distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding) projections of the clusters of failed
trucks identified by the k-means algorithm. t-SNE algorithm is a tool for visualising high dimensional
data in a 2-dimensional space [128]. In the figures, each sample in the failure data subset (i.e. each
failed truck) is first projected into a 2-dimensional space as individual data points using the t-SNE
algorithm. Then each data point is coloured based on its cluster which is detected by the k-means
clustering algorithm.
In order to convert the validated auxiliary information, each failed truck in the APS prognostics
modelling dataset is labelled using the cluster label predicted by the k-means clustering algorithm.
Then a new label column is added to the APS prognostics modelling dataset as shown in Fig. 4.35.
This means, the dataset now stores data that encode the validated auxiliary information. This column
is also a vector representation of the auxiliary information: class labels that represent the two
groups of failed trucks with natural numbers 0 and 1 are collectively is a vector of natural numbers
Y = {y ∈ N|0 ≤ y ≤ 1}.
Phase 2: Conditional generative model estimation
In this phase, the vector of auxiliary information and the limited amount of APS failure data samples
available are integrated to the CGAN to estimate a generative model that is capable of generating
plausible APS failure data samples.
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Fig. 4.35 Diagram depicting the Scania heavy-truck APS prognostics modelling dataset with the
converted vector of auxiliary information pertaining to the similarity between equipment that has
failed under a single failure mode.
(I) Data preprocessing and structuring
Before using it to estimate the generative model, the APS prognostics modelling dataset is
preprocessed as per the process shown in Fig. 3.5 discussed in Sec. 3.3.3. The Soft-Impute algorithm
is used to impute missing data in the train set since it has been highly successful in the literature for
imputing missing data in the APS prognostics modelling dataset [125]. Then the dataset is structured
according to Fig. 3.6. At the end of this step, below five datasets are produced. These will be used
in the remainder of this phase for estimating and evaluating a generative model that is capable of
generating plausible APS failure data samples.
(a) Stratified train set: the stratified train split of the APS prognostics modelling dataset which also
includes the vector of auxiliary information which encodes the similarity between heavy-trucks
that have failed due to the APS failure.
(b) Stratified validation set: the stratified validation split of the APS prognostics modelling dataset
which also includes the vector of auxiliary information which encodes the similarity between
heavy-trucks that have failed due to the APS failure.
(c) Stratified test set: the stratified test split of the APS prognostics modelling dataset which also
includes the vector of auxiliary information which encodes the similarity between heavy-trucks
that have failed due to the APS failure.
(d) Train failure data subset: a subset of stratified train set that only contains APS failure data
samples in the stratified train set.
(e) Train non-failure data subset: a subset of stratified train set that only contains non-failure data
samples in the stratified train set.
(II) Model construction and training
As discussed in Sec. 3.3.3, the methodology integrates noise Z, the real failure data samples X ,
and a vector of auxiliary information pertaining to the failure mechanism Y to estimate generative
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models for plausible failure data generation. In this case study, Z is noise sampled from a vector of
standard multivariate normal distribution, X is the train failure data subset, and Y is the vector of
auxiliary information that encodes the similarity between Scania heavy-trucks that have failed due to
the compressed air leakage failure mode generated by air purge valve surface crack. Conditioning the
generator and discriminator on auxiliary information pertaining to the APS failure allows controlling
and directing the APS failure data generation process. Thus, the estimated generative model is
able to generate new APS failure data samples that conform to the following condition: a newly
generated APS failure data sample should belong to one of two groups. Note that since the dataset
contains histogram data, each data sample represents a heavy-truck as shown in Fig. 4.35. Hence,
each generated failure data sample also represents a plausible failed truck.
The conditional generator and discriminator of the CGAN are constructed using X ,Y and Z as
per the description provided in Sec. 3.3.3. Then the CGAN is trained using the minibatch stochastic
gradient descent algorithm presented in Algorithm 1. The hyperparameters used to train the CGAN in
this case study are outlined in Table. 4.13.
Table 4.13 Hyperparameters used to train the CGAN for estimating a generative model that is capable





Exponential decay rate for first moment estimate 0.3
Exponential decay rate for second moment estimate 0.9
Number of batches 32
Number of epochs 45
Number of training iterations 1400
(III) Model convergence evaluation
As shown in Fig. 4.36, the learning curves of CGAN trained in the previous step provide a visual
indication of whether the convergence is achieved. The following can be observed from these learning
curves: (i) discriminator loss on real and generated APS failure data samples is stable around 1/2
which indicates that the discriminator cannot discriminate between real and generated APS failure
data samples; (ii) generator loss has become stable as the number of training iterations increases
which indicates the generator is consistent; (iii) variance of generator and discriminator loss is modest.
As discussed in Sec. 3.3.3, these properties are expected from learning curves of a CGAN that has
achieved an equilibrium between its generator and discriminator.
Since the analysis of learning curves is only a qualitative evaluation, the K-S test is performed to
conduct a more robust and quantitative evaluation. Table 4.14 outlines the K-S test results obtained
for a set of features in the APS prognostics modelling dataset. It can be observed that all the p-values
produced by the K-S test are above 0.05 which indicates weak evidence against the null hypothesis.
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Fig. 4.36 The generator (G) and discriminator (D) learning curves of the CGAN trained for heavy-truck
APS failure data generation.
Thus, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and therefore the CGAN has achieved the convergence.
More specifically, the generative model trained in the CGAN, G∗(Z | Y ) can replicate the real APS
failure data distribution, and hence capable of generating plausible APS failure data samples.
Table 4.14 K-S test results obtained for a set of features when statistically comparing the real APS
failure data distribution to the generated APS failure data distribution.





















(IV) Model overfitting assessment
The MMD test outlined in Sec. 3.3.3 is employed to evaluate whether the generator is overfitting.
The p-value observed for this statistical test is 0.39 (> 0.05) which indicates weak evidence against
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the null hypothesis. This means the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, thus the generative model,
G∗(Z | Y ) is not overfitting to train APS failure data. The convergence performance of the estimated
generative model is therefore not affected by overfitting.
Phase 3: Plausible failure data generation
The generative model estimated by conditioning the failure data generation process on the similarity
between Scania heavy-trucks that have failed due to the APS failure is used to generate plausible APS
failure data samples in this phase. These data samples are then used to augment the original train set
produced in the data preprocessing and structuring step in the previous section, so that an increased
number of APS failure data samples is available for prognostics modelling.
(I) Plausible failure datasets generation
As per the process outlined in Fig. 3.11, a new noise vector and the vector of auxiliary information
pertaining to the APS failure are used as inputs to the generative model to produce a dataset consists
of plausible APS failure data samples. More specifically, given the joint distribution of noise and
auxiliary information Pr(Z,Y ) as the input, the trained generator G∗(Z | Y ) produces a dataset XG∗
consists of plausible APS failure data samples.
Multiple datasets are produced so that each dataset consists of more plausible APS failure data
samples than its predecessor (e.g. XG∗100 has 100 samples, XG∗200 200 samples, XG∗300 has 300 samples
and so on). A new plausible APS failure dataset is generated until the normalised Shannon entropy of
the corresponding augmented train set of the last generated plausible APS failure dataset is equal to 1,
that is, until the augmented train set is no longer imbalanced.
(II) Train set augmentation
In order to produce augmented train sets, samples from each plausible APS failure dataset
generated in the previous step are added to a copy of the original train set (also see Fig. 3.12). The
augmented train sets are used in the next phase for APS prognostics modelling, and the set that
produced the best prognostics performance is selected for quantifying the impact of methodology
on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability compared to the existing
techniques.
Phase 4: Prognostics modelling
In this phase, a suitable prognostics model for APS failure prediction is estimated using the augmented
train sets and evaluated on the original test set.
(I) Prognostics modelling approach establishment
The binary classification-based approach introduced in Sec. 3.3.5 is selected for this case study
for prognostics modelling. The reason for this is the prognostics modelling dataset is structured and
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labelled for the binary classification problem by Scania since the challenge is to predict whether a
data sample captured from the onboard condition monitoring system of a heavy-truck is pertaining to
an imminent APS failure (i.e. APS failure within next 1 day) or not [88]. The objective of Scania
heavy-truck APS prognostics modelling is therefore to predict the APS failure probability within a
prediction horizon of 1 day for the trucks in the test set using a probabilistic binary classifier, and then
calculate the reliability of these trucks within the prediction horizon.
(II) Prognostics model estimation and evaluation
In the previous phase, multiple augmented train sets are produced and each of these has a different
number of plausible failure data samples. These augmented train sets, and the unchanged validation
and test sets are used in the process recommended by the methodology (see Fig. 3.16) to estimate a
prognostics model for APS prognostics. The augmented train set that produced the best prognostics
performance is the set containing 4000 plausible APS failure data samples. In other words, when the
data imbalance ratio is 5000:59000 compared to 1000:59000 in the original train set. More formally,
the normalised Shannon entropy of the augmented train set with 4000 plausible APS failure data
samples and 1000 real APS failure data samples is 0.4 compared to the 0.12 in the original train set.
Thus, the 4000 plausible APS failure data samples generated by the methodology reduced the extent
of limited APS failure data availability problem.
In the following, prognostics performance obtained when trained on the augmented train set and
the increase in prognostics performance provided by the methodology compared to the performance
on original train set are discussed:
(a) Prognostics performance on augmented train set
Table 4.15 summarises the prognostics performance obtained by different prognostics models
when trained on the augmented train set and evaluated on the test set. It can be observed that the
GBM, RF and SVM-based prognostics models obtained a Kappa statistic higher than 0.81 which
means, their prognostics predictions are associated with minimal uncertainty (also see Table 3.3).
Table 4.15 Prognostics performance obtained by models when trained on the augmented train set and
evaluated on the test set.









GBM 0.8814 0.947 0.9977 0.96 0.9965
RF 0.8637 0.9142 0.9958 0.824 0.9981
SVM 0.8612 0.9088 0.9956 0.824 0.998
AdaBoost 0.7476 0.7031 0.9961 0.84 0.9915
DT 0.7171 0.7448 0.9943 0.7627 0.9937
kNN 0.7077 0.8577 0.9907 0.6107 0.9976
MLP 0.6572 0.8565 0.9891 0.5413 0.9978
NB 0.3434 0.2278 0.9989 0.96 0.9219
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Table 4.15 also outlines the precision and recall obtained by the prognostics models. All the
models have obtained a high precision and recall for the non-failure data class since there is a large
number of non-failure data samples available in the train set (i.e. 59000 data samples). The GBM-
based prognostics model has obtained the highest precision and recall for the failure data class. This
means it produces the lowest number of false alarms and undetected failures with minimal uncertainty.
This can also be observed from the precision-recall curves of GBM, RF and SVM-based prognostics
models shown in Fig. 4.37. The GBM-based model has the highest area under the curve, hence the
highest precision and recall.
Fig. 4.37 Plots depicting precision-recall (PR) curves and the area under the curve (PR-AUC) of GBM,
RF and SVM-based prognostics models.
(b) Prognostics performance compared to original train set
The impact of the methodology on Scania heavy-truck APS prognostics can be observed from
Fig. 4.38. The figure compares the Kappa statistic, precision and recall obtained by GBM, RF and
SVM-based prognostics models when trained on the augmented train set and original train set.
Compared to when trained on the original train set, the Kappa statistic and precision and recall
of the failure data class are significantly higher when trained on the augmented train set. More
specifically, the best model (i.e. GBM-based prognostics model) has obtained a 9% increase in
Kappa statistic (i.e. reduced the uncertainty associated with prognostics predictions), 18% increase in
precision and 32% increase in recall on the failure data class when trained on the augmented train set.
This is since, in addition to the real failure data samples, the augmented train set includes plausible
failure data samples which are generated by conditioning the failure data generation process on the
similarity between equipment that has failed under a single failure mode auxiliary information kind.
The reliability-based confusion matrixes of the GBM-based prognostics model are shown in
Fig. 4.39. It can be observed that when trained on the augmented train set, the model produces 33%
more failure detections (i.e. true positives) and 67% less false alarms (i.e. false positives) compared
to when trained on the original train set.
Validation of prognostics performance
In this section, the methodology is evaluated against the existing techniques proposed in the literature
for Scania APS prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability. Since the IDA
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Fig. 4.38 Plots comparing prognostics performance obtained by GBM, RF and SVM-based prognostics
models when trained on the augmented train set and original train set. The prognostics performance is
evaluated on the test set.








































276 instances 99 instances
60 instances 15565 instances
360 instances 15 instances
20 instances 15605 instances
GBM model trained on the augmented 
train set and evaluated on the test set
GBM model trained on the original 
train set and evaluated on the test set
Fig. 4.39 Reliability-based confusion matrixes comparing the prognostics performance of GBM-based
prognostics model when trained on the augmented train set and original train set. The prognostics
performance is evaluated on the test set.
scenario) is used in this evaluation, this evaluation also serves the purpose of further validating the
prognostics model performance and its consistency using extra data collected from the industrial
scenario.
There are a few techniques proposed in the literature for addressing the problem of Scania APS
prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability. Table 4.16 outlines the results
obtained by the top three existing techniques. In the remainder of this section, the performance of the
methodology is evaluated against these techniques.
When comparing the prognostics performance on Scania heavy-truck APS prognostics modelling
dataset against the existing techniques proposed in the literature, the evaluation method provided in
2016 Intelligent Data Analysis challenge is commonly used [88, 124]. The prognostics problem is
modelled as a binary classification task in which the challenge is to predict whether a truck faces an
imminent APS failure (i.e. APS failure within next 1 day) [88]. The anonymised cost of an undetected
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Table 4.16 Prognostics performance (TCost discussed below) obtained by the top three existing
techniques for Scania heavy-truck APS prognostics [124, 88]. These results are the performance











1 9920 9 542 [125] [88, 124]
2 10900 12 490 [129] [88, 124]
3 11430 12 543 [88] [88, 124]
APS failure is e500 (denoted CFN), and the anonymised cost of a false alarm is e10 (denoted CFP)
[88]. CFN is due to the cost of an undetected APS failure that causes a breakdown of a truck. CFP is
due to the unnecessary checks that need to be done by a mechanic at the workshop due to false alarms.
Let m be the number of undetected APS failures and n be the number of false alarms, the total cost of
breakdowns and false alarms (denoted TCost) is given by the following:
TCost = mCFN +nCFP
The correct prediction of APS failures is given priority over false alarms since undetected failure
results in a larger penalty (i.e. e500 compared to e10) [88]. Hence, as shown in Eq. 4.1, the APS
prognostics problem is formulated as an optimisation problem [88]. Therefore in this evaluation,
the objective of Scania heavy-truck APS prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data
availability is to minimise TCost whilst optimising a binary classifier f to predict the optimal value
pair for m and n with minimal uncertainty.
minimise
f
TCost = mCFN +nCFP,





As discussed in Sec. 2.1.3 in the literature review chapter, cost-sensitive learning is a technique
that allows taking the cost of prediction errors into account when developing prognostics models [81].
This technique is employed to integrate the optimisation problem in Eq. 4.1 into the GBM-based
prognostics model. More specifically, instead of each data sample being either correctly or incorrectly
classified, failure data and non-failure data classes are given the misclassifications costs of e500 and
e10 respectively. Thus, instead of trying to optimise precision and recall, the GBM-based prognostics
model now optimises precision and recall to minimise the total misclassification cost TCost.
The prognostics model is trained on the augmented train set that includes 4000 plausible APS
failure data samples and evaluated on the test set. Fig. 4.40 shows the reliability-based confusion
matrixes produced by the methodology and the best technique previously proposed in the literature (i.e.
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the technique with TCost ofe9920 in Table. 4.16). It can be observed that the methodology outperforms
the best technique proposed in the previous literature by a large margin. More specifically, the TCost
achieved by the methodology is e5550, and compared to the performance of the best technique in the
existing literature, this is a 44% reduction of costs due to breakdowns and false alarms for Scania.








































366 instances 9 instances? 4500 loss
542 instances
? 5420 loss 15083 instances
369 instances 6 instances? 3000 loss
255 instances
? 2550 loss 15370 instances
Methodology Best solution proposed in the literature
Fig. 4.40 Reliability-based confusion matrixes summarising the prognostics performance obtained
by the methodology compared to the best technique previously proposed in the literature. The
methodology produced a Kappa statistic of 0.87, hence this performance is also associated with
minimal uncertainty.
Summary of methodology application using the similarity between failed equipment
The problem statement of this case study stated in Sec. 4.2.1, which aligns with the two research ques-
tions of this thesis involves addressing the problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics
and quantifying the impact of methodology on prognostics under the conditions f limited failure data
availability compared to the existing techniques.
In this case study, the methodology which addresses the first research question of this thesis is
applied to generate plausible failure data samples using the similarity between equipment that has
failed under a single failure mode auxiliary information kind, and thus address the problem of limited
failure data availability for prognostics in practice. It is shown that the methodology is capable of
addressing this problem by producing a prognostics model that is capable of estimating accurate
prognostics predictions with minimal uncertainty. Moreover, the methodology has outperformed
existing techniques used in the literature for addressing the problem of Scania APS prognostics
under the conditions of limited failure data availability by a large margin. Thus, this case study has
shown that the application of the methodology using the similarity between equipment that has failed
under a single failure mode auxiliary information kind addresses the problem of limited failure data
availability for prognostics in practice.
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4.2.3 Analysis of prognostics impact and key factors influencing effectiveness
In this section, insights are produced using the Scania heavy-truck APS prognostics case study to
quantify the impact of methodology on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data
availability compared to the existing techniques, and to identify the key factors influencing the
effectiveness of methodology when applied using the similarity between equipment that has failed
under a single failure mode auxiliary information kind.
Impact on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability
The GBM algorithm is used to model prognostics as it produced the best prognostics performance.
Fig. 4.41 provides a comparison of the uncertainty associated with prognostics predictions produced
by the methodology and existing techniques. It can be observed that the methodology provides
a significant reduction in uncertainty compared to the existing techniques. Moreover, whilst the
methodology reduces the uncertainty compared to the original dataset which has the limited failure
data availability problem, existing techniques have increased the uncertainty compared to the original
dataset. Hence, the methodology is successful in reducing the uncertainty associated with prognostics
predictions compared to the existing techniques. More specifically, the uncertainty reductions outlined

























Fig. 4.41 Comparison of uncertainty associated with prognostics predictions produced by the method-
ology and existing techniques. The uncertainty produced on the original dataset is denoted as Original.
Table 4.17 Reduction in uncertainty (i.e. increase in Kappa statistic) provided by the methodology for
APS prognostics compared to the existing techniques.
Reduction in uncertainty
ROS SMOTE ADASYN RUS NearMiss
19% 17% 28% 38% 40%
In Fig. 4.42, the prognostics performance provided by the methodology is compared to the existing
techniques. It can be observed that the methodology allows predicting a higher number of failures (i.e.
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has a higher recall on failure data class) and causes a lower number of false alarms (i.e. has a higher
precision on failure data class) compared to all the existing techniques. More specifically, the increase
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(b) Recall (higher the recall lower the number of
undetected failures)
Fig. 4.42 Comparison of prognostics performance produced by the methodology and existing tech-
niques.
Table 4.18 Decrease in the number of false alarms (i.e. increase in precision) and decrease in
the number of undetected failures (i.e. increase in recall) provided by the methodology for APS








The reason for the significant increase in prognostics performance is since the methodology is
capable of addressing the problem of limited failure data availability by generating new and plausible
failure data samples. In contrast, as discussed in the literature review chapter, the existing techniques
either duplicate existing failure data or randomly generate data (oversampling techniques) or do
not increase the number of failure data samples available for prognostics modelling (undersampling
techniques). Hence, they do not address the fundamental problem of limited failure data availability
for prognostics. The following insight can be gained from this analysis:
Insight. When the methodology is applied using the similarity between equipment that has
failed under a single failure mode auxiliary information kind for prognostics under the conditions of
limited failure data availability, it produces effective prognostics predictions and outperforms existing
techniques used in the literature by a large margin.
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Key factors influencing the effectiveness of methodology
In this section, an analysis is performed from a practical perspective to identify the influence of
real failure data availability and auxiliary information availability factors on the effectiveness of
methodology in practice (i.e. the influence on the prognostics performance) when it is applied using
the similarity between equipment that has failed under a single failure mode auxiliary information
kind. The scenarios used in this analysis are similar to the ones used in the previous case study and
are described in Table 4.19.
Table 4.19 Description of scenarios considered in the analysis.
Scenario name Parameters Variation
Base scenario X is failure data in APS1 (see Fig. 4.43),
Y is the vector encoding the similarity be-
tween trucks that have failed due to APV
surface crack and is given,
Z ∼ N(0,1) and is fixed
Scenario 1 X → failure data in APS2
Scenario 2 X → failure data in APS3
Scenario 3 X → failure data in APS4
Scenario 4 X → failure data in APS5
Scenario 5 X → failure data in APS6
Scenario 6 Y is given → Y is not given (not conditioned)
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Fig. 4.43 Plot depicting how the extent of limited failure data availability problem is increased for
analysing the effect of real failure data availability. The failure data are incrementally removed from
the APS dataset and the resulting datasets are denoted APS1, APS2, APS3 and so on.
(I) Effect of real failure data availability on prognostics performance
The effect on prognostics performance when scenarios 1 to 5 are applied to APS prognostics
modelling is shown in Fig. 4.44. It can be observed that the amount of real failure data samples has
a noticeable effect on prognostics performance produced by the methodology when the normalised
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Shannon entropy is less than 0.1 (see Scenario 4 and 5). The reason for this can be observed from the
convergence performance which shows that the convergence of the CGAN model degrades when the
extent of limited failure data availability is less than 0.1 normalised Shannon entropy, which is also
observed in the theoretical analysis performed in Sec. 3.4.5.
Fig. 4.45 shows the effect of real failure data availability on the prognostics performance produced
by the methodology compared to the existing techniques. It can be observed that whilst the method-
ology outperforms existing techniques in achieving a low uncertainty for prognostics predictions
in all the scenarios, its precision and recall starts to degrade when the extent of limited failure data
availability is less than 0.1 normalised Shannon entropy. The following insight which is also produced
in the previous case study can be gained from this analysis:
Insight. In practice, when the availability of real failure data samples is approximately equal
to or less than 0.1 normalised Shannon entropy, the prognostics performance of the methodology
starts to become less effective and eventually becomes comparable to the existing techniques as the
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Fig. 4.44 APS convergence and prognostics performances produced by the methodology for scenarios
(denoted S) 1 to 5 compared to the base scenario. The x-axis shows the scenario and corresponding
extent of limited failure data availability (i.e. the normalised Shannon entropy).
(II) Effect of auxiliary information availability on prognostics performance
It can be observed from Fig. 4.46, the prognostics performance produced by the methodology
significantly reduces when auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms is not integrated
for controlling and directing the plausible failure data generation process. The effect of auxiliary
information availability on prognostics performance compared to the existing techniques is shown
in Fig. 4.47. It can be observed that the prognostics performance produced by the methodology for
Scenario 6 and 7 is significantly low compared to the base scenario and all the existing techniques.
The following insight which is also produced in the previous case study and theoretical analysis can
be gained from this analysis:
Insight. The integration of auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms which allows
controlling and directing the plausible failure data generation process is crucial to the methodology
for producing effective prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability.
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(a) Uncertainty (b) Precision
(c) Recall
Fig. 4.45 APS prognostics performance comparison for scenarios 1 to 5. Higher the precision lower
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Fig. 4.46 APS convergence and prognostics performances produced by the methodology for scenarios
6 and 7 compared to the base scenario.
4.3 Case study 3: Effect of harsh use of equipment as auxiliary
information
The harsh use of equipment, for example, the harsh acceleration and braking in vehicles due to
aggressive driving behaviour and lead foot syndrome increase the wear-and-tear of equipment [97].
The methodology supports using the effect of harsh use of equipment on failure mechanisms as
auxiliary information to condition the plausible failure data generation process.
The example discussed in this section uses the effect of harsh acceleration and braking on the low
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Fig. 4.47 APS prognostics performance produced by the methodology for scenarios 6 and 7 compared
to the base scenario and existing techniques.
More specifically, the case study uses critical regions in the engine load matrix (i.e. a matrix
comparing engine load and engine speed) which are caused by harsh acceleration and braking as
auxiliary information to generate plausible failure data samples for the turbochargers used in Scania
6-cylinder diesel engines. Thus, the methodology addresses the limited turbocharger failure data
availability problem for prognostics which is due to the following reasons to enable the effective
implementation of PdM for Scania heavy-trucks: the rarity of Scania heavy-trucks being operated
in the critical regions of the engine load matrix; and the high reliability of turbocharger components
used in Scania heavy-trucks.
4.3.1 Scania heavy-truck turbocharger prognostics under the conditions of limited
failure data availability
In this section, a description of the turbocharger used in Scania heavy-trucks and its failure, and an
introduction to the prognostics modelling dataset are provided. Then the problem statement for Scania
heavy-truck turbocharger prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability is stated.
Description of the system
The function of a turbocharger is to provide extra compressed air into the internal combustion engine
for increasing the power output and provide overall improvements in weight saving and fuel economy.
Fig. 4.48a shows the Scania turbocharger compound attached to the 6-cylinder diesel engines in
Scania heavy-trucks.
The two key sections of a turbocharger are the turbine and the compressor. The turbine provides
the mechanical energy to drive the compressor by converting engine exhaust gas into mechanical
energy (also see Fig. 4.48b). As the turbine turns the compressor wheel, the high-velocity spinning
draws in air and compresses it. The compressor then converts the high-velocity, low-pressure air
stream into a high-pressure, low-velocity air stream through the diffusion process. The compressed
air is then pushed into the combustion chamber of the engine, allowing the engine to burn more fuel
and thus produce more power.
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Tur bochar ger
(a) Scania 6-cylinder diesel engine with
the turbocharger compound.
Com pr essor  
Wheel
Tur bine
Com pr essed 
Ai r
(b) Cut-away view of the Scania turbocharger.
Fig. 4.48 Diagrams depicting Scania turbocharger and its components. Adapted from material provided
by Scania CV.
Description of failure
The harsh acceleration and braking cause frequent and abrupt changes in the operating condition
of turbocharger components [98]. For the compressor wheel, this causes material fatigue and thus
reduces the number of speed cycles it can withstand. In other words, the compressor wheel can fail due
to LCF as shown in Fig. 4.49. The LCF failure of compressor wheel causes the compressor to draw
less amount of air and hence the turbocharger provide an insufficient amount of compressed air to the
combustion chamber of the engine. This leads to the complete immobilisation of heavy-trucks since
the failure of turbocharger causes the engine to produce a much lower power output than required
[130]. Thus, the failure of heavy-truck turbocharger is defined as follows:
Fig. 4.49 Image depicting a compressor wheel that has failed due to the low-cycle fatigue. The
frequent and abrupt changes in turbocharger operating condition have weakened the material in the
back face of the compressor wheel across several blades causing the material to separate from the
wheel. The separated material has also caused significant damage to various other areas. Thus, the
compressor wheel has failed well before its fatigue limit. This image is provided by Scania CV.
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Failure definition. Frequent and abrupt changes in turbocharger operating condition (failure
cause) initiate compressor wheel LCF (failure mechanism). The compressor wheel LCF eventually
leads to an insufficient amount of compressed air to be produced by the turbocharger (failure mode)
causing the internal combustion engine to produce a much lower power output than required (failure).
Hereinafter, this failure definition is referred to as the turbocharger failure.
Prognostics modelling dataset
Scania heavy-truck turbocharger prognostics modelling dataset consists of condition monitoring data
captured from 14440 Scania trucks currently operating in Europe. Similar to the APS dataset discussed
in the previous case study, the turbocharger dataset also contains histogram variables. These variables
are created by binning data captured from sensors that measure engine load, engine revolutions per
minute (RPM), turbocharger thrust load, turbocharger turbine speed, atmospheric air pressure, boost
air pressure and ambient temperature inside the turbocharger. Table 4.20 provides a description of
these features and their relevance for modelling the turbocharger failure.
Limited failure data availability for Scania turbocharger predictive maintenance
The turbocharger failure in Scania heavy-trucks is rare due to two major reasons: (i) Scania heavy-
trucks rarely operate in the critical regions of the engine load matrix as shown in Fig. 4.50. Hence,
the operating condition of turbocharger components remains at optimal levels for the majority of the
operational time; (ii) Scania turbocharger compressor wheels are highly reliable and thoroughly cycle
tested prior to production release since its failure often leads to the complete immobilisation of heavy-
trucks disrupting logistics and transportation missions. However, the rarity of Scania turbocharger
failure reduces the number of degradation trajectories pertaining to the compressor wheel LCF, and
hence causes failure data to be limited for developing prognostics models. Since limited failure data
availability causes prognostics predictions to be associated with high uncertainty, a PdM policy that
incorporates these predictions is ineffective (i.e. introduces costs due to under maintenance and over
maintenance of turbocharger and false alarms) for Scania.
The limited turbocharger failure data availability problem is also evident in the prognostics
modelling dataset used in this case study since the ratio between the number of failure data samples
and normal data samples in the train set is 1500:110000, which means the failure data class only
covers 1.36% of the entire set. The extent of the limited failure data availability problem for Scania
turbocharger prognostics can be measured using the Shannon entropy-based method introduced
in Sec. 3.2. The number of positive samples C1 and negative samples C2 are 1500 and 110000
respectively. The number of classes K is 2 (i.e. failure data class and normal data class). The
normalised Shannon entropy H ′ of the dataset is therefore 0.1, which indicates a highly imbalanced
dataset. Thus, the extent of the problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics is high. The
following problem statement of the Scania turbocharger prognostics under the conditions of limited
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Table 4.20 Features in Scania heavy-truck turbocharger prognostics modelling dataset.
Feature Description Relevance for prognostics modelling
Engine load Torque or brake horsepower produced
by the engine.
Affected by the turbocharger failure and
is a proxy for measuring the impact of
turbocharger failure on the engine power
output.
Engine RPM Number of full rotations the crankshaft
of the engine is making very minute.
Abrupt changes in RPM cause abrupt
changes in turbocharger turbine rota-
tional speed, which leads to high cen-
trifugal stress in the turbocharger compo-
nents at high temperature as well as high
component temperatures in general.
Turbocharger thrust load Pressure acting on compressor wheel
and turbine wheel of the turbocharger.
Affected by frequent and abrupt changes
in engine RPM.
Turbocharger turbine speed The rotational speed of the turbocharger
turbine wheel.
Affected by the compressor wheel LCF
and is a proxy for measuring the com-
pressor wheel speed.
Boost air pressure Pressure of compressed air pushed by
the turbocharger to the combustion
chamber of the engine.
Affected by compressor wheel LCF as
lower the number of compressor wheel
speed cycles lower the performance of
air intake and air compression.
Atmospheric air pressure The pressure within the atmosphere of
Earth.
Allows measuring the quality of com-
pressed air produced by the turbocharger
compared to the atmospheric air pres-
sure at different altitudes.
Ambient temperature The temperature of the air surrounding
turbocharger components.
Abrupt changes in engine RPM and over-
all raise in temperature of components
inside the turbocharger leads to compres-
sor wheel material degradation, which
causes compressor wheel LCF.
failure data availability problem follows from this analysis and aligns with the two research questions
of this thesis:
Problem statement. Address the problem of limited failure data availability for Scania heavy-
truck turbocharger prognostics, and quantify the impact of methodology on Scania heavy-truck
turbocharger prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability compared to the
existing techniques.
4.3.2 Methodology application and results
The Scania heavy-truck turbocharger prognostics problem satisfies the prerequisite of the methodology
due to the following: the effect of harsh acceleration and braking on the compressor wheel LCF failure
















Revolutions per minute (RPM )
Fig. 4.50 Engine load matrix with the percentage time a Scania heavy-truck operating in the critical
regions related to the compressor wheel LCF failure (marked with red and identified by Scania). It can
be observed that the truck operates only 2.65% of the operational time in the critical regions which
causes the compressor wheel LCF failure to be rare.
operating condition of turbocharger components, and thus affect the compressor wheel LCF [130].
The problem satisfies the assumption of the methodology due to the following: the failure mechanism
that needs predicting is LCF and it causes equipment to fail under degradation, hence the failure is not
random [130].
In the remainder of this section, a description of how the methodology is implemented using
the effect of harsh use of equipment on failure mechanisms auxiliary information kind to generate
plausible turbocharger failure data, and thus address the problem of limited failure data availability
for Scania heavy-truck turbocharger prognostics is provided.
Phase 1: Auxiliary information processing
In this phase, suitable pieces of auxiliary information pertaining to the effect of harsh acceleration and
braking on the LCF failure mechanism of turbocharger compressor wheel is identified, validated and
converted into the vector form which allows constructing the conditional generator and discriminator
of the CGAN.
(I) Auxiliary information identification
The model constructed for the turbocharger failure process is shown in Fig. 4.51. Using this
model, expert knowledge pertaining to different stages in the turbocharger failure process is obtained
from turbocharger component designers and maintenance engineers at Scania. The following auxiliary
information is identified from this expert knowledge: historically, majority of the Scania heavy-trucks
that have failed due to the turbocharger compressor wheel LCF have spent more operational time in
certain regions (i.e. critical regions shown in Fig. 4.50) of the engine load matrix compared to the
trucks that have not failed due to the turbocharger compressor wheel LCF.
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Fig. 4.51 Diagram depicting a model of the turbocharger failure process which is based on the
turbocharger failure definition.
(II) Auxiliary information validation
In order to validate the auxiliary information, the average operational time a failed in the
prognostics modelling dataset spent in critical regions of the engine load matrix is compared to the
average operational time a healthy truck spent in the critical regions. It was identified that a failed
truck spent 2.8% of the operational time in the critical regions whereas a healthy truck spent only
0.3% of the operational time in the critical regions.
In order to conduct a more robust experiment, the Welch’s t-test is performed on the following
null hypothesis: the operational time a failed truck spent in critical regions of the engine load matrix
is significantly higher than the operational time a healthy truck spent in the critical regions. The
rationale for this hypothesis is as follows: according to the auxiliary information identified from
expert knowledge, Scania heavy-trucks that have failed due to the turbocharger failure have spent
more operational time in critical regions of the engine load matrix than healthy trucks. The objective
of Welch’s t-test is to identify whether the corresponding null hypothesis can be rejected. The p-value
obtained for the test is 0.67, which means there is weak evidence against the null hypothesis thus it
is retained. Therefore, the following piece of auxiliary information which is based on the effect of
harsh acceleration and braking on the compressor wheel LCF failure mechanism can be used in the
methodology for generating plausible turbocharger failure data:
Auxiliary information. Scania heavy-trucks that have failed due to the turbocharger compressor
wheel LCF have spent significantly more operational time in the critical regions of the engine load
matrix than healthy trucks.
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(III) Auxiliary information conversion
Constructing a vector of auxiliary information from class labels approach introduced in Sec. 3.3.2
is used in this case study to convert the validated auxiliary information. First, all the failed trucks are
grouped into three risk groups depending on the operational time they spent in critical regions of the
engine load matrix. More specifically, failed trucks operated between 0% to 1% of their operational
time is given label 1, 1.1% to 2% is given label 2, and 2.1% to 3% is given label 3. The healthy trucks
are given the reserved label 0 which refers to no-risk group. Then a new label column indicating to
which risk group each truck belongs to is added to the Scania turbocharger prognostics modelling
dataset as shown in Fig. 4.52. This means, the dataset now stores data that encode the validated
auxiliary information. This column is also a vector representation of the auxiliary information: class
labels that represent the no-risk group and the three risk groups for each heavy-truck with natural
numbers 0,1,2 and 3 are collectively is a vector of natural numbers Y = {y ∈ N|0 ≤ y ≤ 3}.
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Fig. 4.52 Diagram depicting the Scania heavy-truck turbocharger prognostics modelling dataset with
the converted vector of auxiliary information pertaining to the effect of harsh use of equipment on
failure mechanisms. The Label column corresponds to the healthy trucks (i.e. label 0) and failed
trucks (i.e. label 1).
Phase 2: Conditional generative model estimation
In this phase, the vector of auxiliary information and the limited amount of turbocharger failure data
samples available are integrated into the CGAN to estimate a generative model that is capable of
generating plausible turbocharger failure data samples. The same approach used in the previous case
study is followed to preprocess and structure the prognostics modelling dataset. Thus, the following
five datasets are produced:
1. Stratified train set: the stratified train split of the turbocharger prognostics modelling dataset
which also includes the vector of auxiliary information which encodes the effect of harsh
acceleration and braking on the compressor wheel LCF.
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2. Stratified validation set: the stratified validation split of the turbocharger prognostics modelling
dataset which also includes the vector of auxiliary information which encodes the effect of
harsh acceleration and braking on the compressor wheel LCF.
3. Stratified test set: the stratified test split of the turbocharger prognostics modelling dataset which
also includes the vector of auxiliary information which encodes the effect of harsh acceleration
and braking on the compressor wheel LCF.
4. Train failure data subset: a subset of stratified train set that only contains turbocharger failure
data samples in the stratified train set.
5. Train non-failure data subset: a subset of stratified train set that only contains normal data
samples in the stratified train set.
The conditional generative model estimation is similar to the previous case study apart from the
following: the failure data samples input X is the aforementioned train failure data subset and the
auxiliary information input Y is the vector of auxiliary information that encodes the effect of harsh
acceleration and braking on the turbocharger compressor wheel LCF failure mechanism. Conditioning
the generator and discriminator on auxiliary information pertaining to the turbocharger failure allows
controlling and directing the plausible failure data generation process. Thus, the estimated generative
model is able to generate new turbocharger failure data samples that conform to the following
condition: a newly generated turbocharger failure data sample should belongs to one of four risk
groups.
The CGAN is trained using the minibatch stochastic gradient descent algorithm presented in
Algorithm 1. The hyperparameters used to train the CGAN in this case study are outlined in
Table. 4.21.
Table 4.21 Hyperparameters used to train the CGAN for estimating a generative model that is capable





Exponential decay rate for first moment estimate 0.2
Exponential decay rate for second moment estimate 0.8
Number of batches 32
Number of epochs 60
Number of training iterations 2800
Fig. 4.53 shows the learning curves of CGAN which provide a visual indication of whether the
convergence is achieved. The following can be observed from these learning curves: (i) discriminator
loss on real and generated turbocharger failure data samples is stable around 1/2 which indicates that
the discriminator cannot discriminate between real and generated turbocharger failure data samples;
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(ii) generator loss has become stable as the number of training iterations increases which indicates
the generator is consistent; (iii) variance of generator and discriminator loss is modest. As discussed
in Sec. 3.3.3, these properties are expected from learning curves of a CGAN that has achieved an
equilibrium between its generator and discriminator.












Fig. 4.53 The generator (G) and discriminator (D) learning curves of the CGAN trained for Scania
heavy-truck turbocharger failure data generation.
Since the analysis of learning curves is only a qualitative evaluation, the K-S test is performed to
conduct a more robust and quantitative evaluation. Table 4.22 outlines the K-S test results obtained
for a set of features in the turbocharger prognostics modelling dataset. It can be observed that all
the p-values produced by the K-S test are above 0.05 which indicates weak evidence against the null
hypothesis. Thus, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected and therefore the CGAN has achieved the
convergence. More specifically, the generative model trained in the CGAN, G∗(Z | Y ) can replicate
the real turbocharger failure data distribution, and hence capable of generating plausible turbocharger
failure data samples.
Table 4.22 K-S test results obtained for the set of features when statistically comparing the real
turbocharger failure data distribution to the generated turbocharger failure data distribution.
Feature K-S test p-value
Engine Load 0.92
Engine RPM 0.93
Turbocharger thrust load 0.87
Turbocharger turbine speed 0.91
Boost air pressure 0.78
Atmospheric air pressure 0.77
Ambient temperature 0.59
The MMD test outlined in Sec. 3.3.3 is employed to evaluate whether the convergence performance
is affected by generator overfitting to real failure data samples in the train failure data subset. The
p-value observed for this statistical test is 0.43 (> 0.05), which indicates weak evidence against
the null hypothesis of the MMD test. This means the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, thus the
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generative model, G∗(Z | Y ) is not overfitting to real failure data. The convergence performance of
the estimated generative model is therefore not affected by overfitting.
Phase 3: Plausible failure data generation
The generative model estimated by conditioning the failure data generation process on the effect
of harsh acceleration and braking on the turbocharger compressor wheel LCF failure mechanism is
used to generate plausible turbocharger failure data samples in this phase. The process followed for
generating plausible failure data is similar to the one discussed in the previous example, however,
uses the following input parameters: X is train failure data subset, Y is vector of auxiliary information
that encodes the effect of harsh acceleration and braking on the turbocharger compressor wheel LCF
failure mechanism, and Z is a noise vector.
In order to produce augmented train sets, samples from each plausible turbocharger failure dataset
generated are added to a copy of the original train set (also see Fig. 3.12). The augmented train sets
are used in the next phase for turbocharger prognostics modelling, and the set that produced the best
prognostics performance is selected for developing a PdM model for Scania heavy-truck turbocharger
maintenance under the conditions of limited failure data availability.
Phase 4: Prognostics modelling
In this phase, a suitable prognostics model for Scania heavy-truck turbocharger failure prediction is
estimated using the augmented train sets and evaluated on the original test set.
(I) Prognostics modelling approach establishment
The binary classification-based approach is used in this case study to develop a prognostics
model. The reason for this is that the prognostics modelling dataset is structured and labelled for the
binary classification problem by Scania as their prognostics objective is to predict whether a data
sample captured from the onboard condition monitoring system of a heavy-truck is pertaining to an
imminent turbocharger failure (i.e. turbocharger failure within next 15 days) or not. The objective of
Scania heavy-truck turbocharger prognostics modelling is therefore to predict the turbocharger failure
probability within a prediction horizon of 15 days for the trucks in the test set using a probabilistic
binary classifier, and then calculate the reliability of these trucks within the prediction horizon.
(II) Prognostics model estimation and evaluation
In the previous phase, multiple augmented train sets are produced and each of these has a different
number of plausible failure data samples. These augmented train sets, and the unchanged validation
and test sets are used in the process recommended by the methodology (see Fig. 3.16) to estimate a
prognostics model for Scania turbocharger prognostics. The augmented train set that produced the
best prognostics performance is the set containing 33000 plausible turbocharger failure data samples.
In other words, when the data imbalance ratio is 34500:110000 compared to 1500:110000 in the
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original train set. More formally, the normalised Shannon entropy of the augmented train set with
33000 plausible turbocharger failure data samples and 1500 real turbocharger failure data samples
is 0.8 compared to the 0.1 in the original train set. Thus, the 33000 plausible turbocharger failure
data samples generated by the methodology reduced the extent of limited turbocharger failure data
availability problem.
In the following, prognostics performance obtained when trained on the augmented train set and
increase in prognostics performance provided by the methodology compared to the performance on
original dataset are discussed:
(a) Prognostics performance on augmented train set
Table 4.23 summarises the prognostics performance obtained by different prognostics models
when trained on the augmented train set and evaluated on the test set. It can be observed that the
GBM and RF-based prognostics models obtained a Kappa statistic higher than 0.61, which means
their prognostics predictions are associated with minimal uncertainty (also see Table 3.3).
Table 4.23 Prognostics performance obtained by models when trained on the augmented train set and
evaluated on the test set.









GBM 0.72 0.9976 0.9959 0.5603 0.9999
RF 0.71 0.9999 0.9959 0.5509 0.9999
DT 0.57 0.5269 0.9966 0.63 0.9948
MLP 0.42 0.9266 0.9933 0.2707 0.9998
kNN 0.35 0.7383 0.993 0.2346 0.9993
SVM 0.12 0.9999 0.9915 0.0643 0.9999
AdaBoost 0.05 0.2857 0.9912 0.0294 0.9993
NB 0.01 0.0119 0.9994 0.9839 0.252
Table 4.23 also outlines the precision and recall obtained by the prognostics models. Apart from
the NB-based model, all the other models have obtained a high precision and recall for the normal
data class since there is a large number of data samples pertaining to the normal condition of the
turbocharger (i.e. 110000 data samples). The precision-recall curves of all the prognostics models are
shown in Fig. 4.54a. The GBM-based prognostics model has obtained the best overall performance
since it has the highest Kappa statistic (i.e. prognostics predictions are associated with minimal
uncertainty), comparable precision to the RF-based model and more importantly, a higher recall for
the failure data class which means this model causes the lowest number of undetected failures. The
confusion matrix obtained by the GBM-based prognostics model is shown in Fig. 4.54b.
(b) Prognostics performance compared to original train set
The impact of the methodology on Scania heavy-truck turbocharger prognostics can be observed
from Fig. 4.55, Fig. 4.56, Fig. 4.57. The figures compare Kappa statistic, precision and recall obtained
by the prognostics models when trained on the original and augmented train sets.
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Precision-Recall curves for engine_type_vehicle 1778 dataset.
Prediction horizon: 45 days.
GBM PR curve (APR=0.84)
RF PR curve (APR=0.82)
DT PR curve (APR=0.34)
kNN PR curve (APR=0.43)
SVM PR curve (APR=0.47)
MLP PR curve (APR=0.53)
AdaBoost PR curve (APR=0.14)
NB PR curve (APR=0.02)
























(b) GBM confusion matrix.
Fig. 4.54 Prognostics performance obtained by all the prognostics models and the confusion matrix
obtained by the best model (i.e. GBM-based model). The Average Precision-Recall (APR) is used as
the metric to quantify the prognostics performance shown in the precision-recall curves.
Compared to when trained on the original train set, the Kappa statistic and the recall of failure
data class are significantly higher when trained on the augmented train set. More specifically, the
model has obtained a 60% increase in Kappa statistic (i.e. reduced the uncertainty associated with
prognostics predictions) and 93% increase in recall on the failure data class (i.e. reduced the number
of undetected failures) when trained on the augmented train set. This is since, in addition to the
real failure data samples, the augmented train set includes plausible failure data samples which are
generated by conditioning the failure data generation process on the effect of harsh use of equipment
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Fig. 4.55 Kappa statistic obtained by prognostics models when trained on the original and augmented
train sets. The models are evaluated on the original test set.
The confusion matrixes of the GBM-based prognostics model are shown in Fig. 4.58. It can
be observed that when trained on the augmented train set, the model produces 93% more failure
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ber of undetected failures)
Fig. 4.56 Prognostics performance obtained by the GBM-based prognostics model when trained on
the original and augmented train sets. The models are evaluated on the original test set.












Precision-Recall curves for engine_type_vehicle 1778 dataset.
Prediction horizon: 45 days.
GBM PR curve (APR=0.70)
RF PR curve (APR=0.69)
DT PR curve (APR=0.19)
kNN PR curve (APR=0.30)
SVM PR curve (APR=0.42)
MLP PR curve (APR=0.52)
AdaBoost PR curve (APR=0.14)
NB PR curve (APR=0.02)
(a) Original train set












Precision-Recall curves for engine_type_vehicle 1778 dataset.
Prediction horizon: 45 days.
GBM PR curve (APR=0.84)
RF PR curve (APR=0.82)
DT PR curve (APR=0.34)
kNN PR curve (APR=0.43)
SVM PR curve (APR=0.47)
MLP PR curve (APR=0.53)
AdaBoost PR curve (APR=0.14)
NB PR curve (APR=0.02)
(b) Augmented train set
Fig. 4.57 Precision-recall curves obtained by the prognostics models when trained on the original and
















































(b) Augmented train set
Fig. 4.58 Confusion matrixes obtained by the GBM-based prognostics model when trained on the
original and augmented train sets. The models are evaluated on the original test set.
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Validation of prognostics performance
Similar to the previous two case studies, the results discussed in this case study are also obtained
using a test set that is not previously seen by the prognostics models. Nevertheless, in this case
study also it is worth further validating the prognostics model performance and its consistency by
collecting another test set from the industrial scenario. To this end, after the models were developed
and evaluated on the original test set, another test set is collected from the Scania heavy-trucks studied
in this case study.
Fig. 4.59 provides a comparison of prognostics performance obtained for the original and newly
collected test sets. It can be observed that the prognostics performance remains consistent across both
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Fig. 4.59 Comparison of prognostics performance obtained by the GBM-based Scania turbocharger
prognostics model when evaluated on the original test set and new test set.
Summary of methodology application using the effect of harsh use of equipment
The problem statement of this case study stated in Sec. 4.3.1, which aligns with the two research ques-
tions of this thesis involves addressing the problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics
and quantifying the impact of methodology on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data
availability compared to the existing techniques.
In this case study, the methodology which addresses the first research question of this thesis
is applied to generate plausible failure data samples using the effect of harsh use of equipment on
failure mechanisms auxiliary information kind, and thus address the problem of limited failure data
availability for prognostics in practice. It is shown that the methodology is capable of addressing
this problem by producing a prognostics model that is capable of estimating accurate prognostics
predictions with minimal uncertainty. Thus, this case study has shown that the application of the
methodology using the effect of harsh use of equipment on failure mechanisms auxiliary information
kind addresses the problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics in practice.
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4.3.3 Analysis of prognostics impact and key factors influencing effectiveness
In this section, insights are produced using the Scania heavy-truck turbocharger prognostics case
study to quantify the impact of methodology on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure
data availability compared to the existing techniques, and to identify the key factors influencing the
effectiveness of methodology when applied using the effect of harsh use of equipment on failure
mechanisms auxiliary information kind.
Impact on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability
The GBM algorithm is used to model prognostics as it produced the best prognostics performance.
Fig. 4.60 provides a comparison of the uncertainty associated with prognostics predictions produced
by the methodology and existing techniques. Similar to the analyses performed in previous case
studies, it can be observed that the methodology provides a significant reduction in uncertainty
compared to the existing techniques when applied using the effect of harsh use of equipment on
failure mechanisms auxiliary information kind. More specifically, the uncertainty reductions outlined

























Fig. 4.60 Comparison of uncertainty associated with prognostics predictions produced by the method-
ology and existing techniques. The uncertainty produced on the original dataset is denoted as Original.
Table 4.24 Reduction in uncertainty (i.e. increase in Kappa statistic) provided by the methodology
compared to the existing techniques.
Reduction in uncertainty
ROS SMOTE ADASYN RUS NearMiss
31% 18% 18% 620% 620%
In Fig. 4.61, the prognostics performance produced by the methodology is compared to the
existing techniques (also see Table 4.25). It can be observed that the methodology allows predicting a
higher number of failures (i.e. has a higher recall on failure data class) and causes a lower number of
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false alarms (i.e. has a higher precision on failure data class) compared to the oversampling techniques
(i.e. ROS, SMOTE and ADASYN). The undersampling techniques (i.e. RUS and NearMiss) have
obtained a higher recall on the failure data class since they caused the prognostics model to overfit to
the failure data class after undersampling. This is evident from the poor performance obtained by
these techniques for the precision on the failure data class (see Fig. 4.61a). This means undersampling
techniques caused the prognostics model to predict samples pertaining to the normal and failure
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(b) Recall (higher the recall lower the number of
undetected failures)
Fig. 4.61 Comparison of prognostics performance produced by methodology and existing techniques.
Table 4.25 Decrease in the number of false alarms (i.e. increase in precision) and decrease in the
number of undetected failures (i.e. increase in recall) provided by the methodology for turbocharger








As discussed in the analyses performed in previous case studies, the reason for the significant
increase in prognostics performance is since the methodology is capable of addressing the problem of
limited failure data availability by generating new and plausible failure data samples. In contrast, as
discussed in the literature review chapter, the existing techniques either duplicate existing failure data
or randomly generate data (oversampling techniques) or do not increase the number of failure data
samples available for prognostics modelling (undersampling techniques). Hence, they do not address
the fundamental problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics. The following insight can
be gained from this analysis:
Insight. When the methodology is applied using the effect of harsh use of equipment on failure
mechanisms auxiliary information kind for prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data
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availability, it produces effective prognostics predictions and outperforms existing techniques used in
the literature by a large margin.
Key factors influencing the effectiveness of methodology
In this section, an analysis is performed from a practical perspective to identify the influence of
real failure data availability and auxiliary information availability factors on the effectiveness of
methodology in practice (i.e. the influence on the prognostics performance) when it is applied using
the effect of harsh use of equipment on failure mechanisms auxiliary information kind. The scenarios
used in this analysis are similar to the ones used in the previous case studies and are described in
Table 4.26.
Table 4.26 Description of scenarios considered in the analysis.
Scenario name Parameters Variation
Base scenario X is failure data in Turbo1 (see Fig. 4.62),
Y is the vector encoding the effect of harsh
acceleration and braking on compressor
wheel LCF and is given,
Z ∼ N(0,1) and is fixed
Scenario 1 X → failure data in Turbo2
Scenario 2 X → failure data in Turbo3
Scenario 3 X → failure data in Turbo4
Scenario 4 X → failure data in Turbo5
Scenario 5 X → failure data in Turbo6
Scenario 6 Y is given → Y is not given (not conditioned)
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Fig. 4.62 Plot depicting how the extent of limited failure data availability problem is increased for
analysing the effect of real failure data samples. The failure data are incrementally removed from the
turbocharger dataset and resulting datasets are denoted Turbo1, Turbo2, Turbo3 and so on.
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(I) Effect of real failure data availability on prognostics performance
The extent of the limited failure data availability problem in the turbocharger prognostics mod-
elling dataset is high (i.e. has a normalised Shannon entropy of 0.1). As shown in the previous analysis,
the methodology produced effective prognostics predictions using this dataset and outperformed the
existing techniques. In this analysis, the extent of the problem is further increased to identify the
effect of real failure data availability on the prognostics performance provided by the methodology.
The effect on prognostics performance when scenarios 1 to 5 are applied to turbocharger prognos-
tics modelling is shown in Fig. 4.63. It can be observed that the amount of real failure data samples
has an effect on prognostics performance produced by the methodology and when the real failure data
availability is getting reduced, the prognostics performance starts to degrade rapidly (see scenarios 3
to 5). The reason for this can be observed from the convergence performance which shows that the
convergence of the CGAN model starts to degrade rapidly for scenarios 3 to 5.
Fig. 4.64 shows the effect of real failure data availability on prognostics performance produced by
the methodology compared to the existing techniques. It can be observed that whilst the methodology
outperforms existing techniques in achieving a low uncertainty and a lower number of undetected
failures for scenarios 1 to 3, its Kappa statistic value and recall starts to degrade rapidly for scenarios
4 and 5. The following insight which is also produced in the previous case studies can be gained from
this analysis:
Insight. In practice, when the availability of real failure data samples is approximately equal
to or less than 0.1 normalised Shannon entropy, the prognostics performance of the methodology
starts to become less effective and eventually becomes comparable to the existing techniques as the
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Fig. 4.63 Turbocharger convergence and prognostics performances produced by the methodology
for scenarios (denoted S) 1 to 5 compared to the base scenario. The x-axis shows the scenario and
corresponding extent of limited failure data availability (i.e. the normalised Shannon entropy).
(II) Effect of auxiliary information availability on prognostics performance
It can be observed from Fig. 4.65, the prognostics performance produced by the methodology
significantly reduces when auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms is not integrated
for controlling and directing the plausible failure data generation process. The effect of auxiliary
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(a) Uncertainty (b) Recall
Fig. 4.64 Turbocharger prognostics performance comparison for scenarios 1 to 5. Higher the precision
lower the number of false alarms, and higher the recall lower the number of undetected failures.
information availability on prognostics performance compared to the existing techniques is shown
in Fig. 4.66. It can be observed that the prognostics performance produced by the methodology
for Scenario 6 and 7 is significantly low compared to the base scenario and existing oversampling
techniques. The following insight which is also produced in the previous case studies and theoretical
analysis can be gained from this analysis:
Insight. The integration of auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms which allows
controlling and directing the plausible failure data generation process is crucial to the methodology
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Fig. 4.65 Turbocharger convergence and prognostics performances produced by the methodology for
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Fig. 4.66 Turbocharger prognostics performance produced by the methodology for scenarios 6 and 7
compared to the base scenario and existing techniques.
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4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, how the methodology for prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data
availability can be implemented in practice was demonstrated. To this end, three case studies were
provided and they showed how to implement the methodology using the effect of environmental
conditions on failure mechanisms, effect of harsh use of equipment on failure mechanisms and
similarity between equipment that has failed under a single failure mode auxiliary information kinds.
The case studies were developed using real-world industrial scenarios involving BT residential
broadband line prognostics and Scania heavy-truck component prognostics.
In this chapter, the second research question of this thesis was answered by quantifying the impact
of methodology on prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability compared to
the existing techniques, and by providing insights into the key factors influencing the effectiveness of
methodology. In the next chapter, these insights are used to provide recommendations for applying
the methodology in the industry.

Chapter 5
Recommendations for application in
industry
This chapter provides recommendations for applying the methodology for prognostics under the
conditions of limited failure data availability in the industry. To this end, the strengths and weaknesses
of the methodology from theoretical and practical perspectives are outlined first. Then risks associated
with the industrial application of the methodology and potential risk mitigation actions are discussed.
The chapter is concluded by providing application criteria that allow identifying suitable and unsuitable
industrial applications for the methodology. The criteria is developed using insights gained from
the theoretical analysis in Chapter 3 and analyses performed using the real-world case studies in
Chapter 4.
5.1 Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, strengths and weaknesses of the methodology considering the effective implementation
of PdM are discussed. The methodology has the following strengths and weaknesses:
Strength 1: Addresses the problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics by producing
new and plausible failure data. The theoretical results of the methodology proved that when
conditioned on auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms, the methodology is
capable of converging the generated failure data distribution to the real failure data distribution,
and hence capable of generating new and plausible failure data samples. Then in theoretical
analysis and analyses performed from a practical perspective using the case studies showed that
when prognostics models are trained on the augmented train set which includes plausible failure
data generated by the methodology, the prognostics performance is significantly high compared
to the existing techniques used to address the problem of limited failure data availability for
prognostics.
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This strength of the methodology is useful for the effective implementation of PdM in the
industry since the ability to predict the probability that equipment operates without failure up
to some future time and/or the TTF of equipment effectively enables developing an optimal
PdM policy that balances the cost of maintenance, the risk of failure and the performance of the
equipment.
Strength 2: Integrates expert knowledge to enable the use of the data-driven approach for prognostics
modelling under the conditions of limited failure data availability. The methodology allows
generating plausible failure data so that training datasets used for estimating data-driven
prognostics models can be augmented to include an increased number of failure data samples,
and thus develop effective data-driven models for prognostics under the conditions of limited
failure data availability. As shown in the theoretical analysis and analyses performed from a
practical perspective in case studies, the key to plausible failure data generation is the integration
of auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms (i.e. sound engineering knowledge
of failure mechanisms), which allows controlling and directing the failure data generation
process. In the methodology, the auxiliary information is identified from the expert knowledge
of personnel such as reliability and maintenance engineers, component designers, equipment
operators and applied research scientists.
This strength of the methodology enables the effective implementation of PdM by facilitating
the use of the data-driven approach to prognostics modelling which has been highly successful
for prognostics modelling when there is a sufficient amount of failure data samples is available.
Strength 3: Has a robust theoretical foundation. This thesis presented the theoretical foundation
of the methodology which is an extension of the well-established theoretical foundation of
the two-player minimax game [69]. The extension involved incorporating the joint probabil-
ity distribution to the theoretical model of the two-player minimax game so that the value
function of the minimax game includes the conditional generator G(Z | Y ) and the conditional
discriminator D(X | Y ), where Z is random noise, X is real failure data and Y is the vector of
auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms. This extended theoretical foundation
is mathematically proved in this thesis in Sec. 3.3.3. Moreover, the methodology is analysed
from a theoretical perspective in Sec. 3.4 using a theoretical model of a system and failure to
produce insights into the behaviour and working mechanism of the methodology.
This strength of the methodology is useful for the effective implementation of PdM since
compared to the existing techniques which lack a theoretical basis, the methodology allows
developing a rationale for prognostics and PdM model performance, and thus have confidence
in prognostics and PdM predictions when applied in practice.
Strength 4: Outperforms existing techniques used for prognostics under the conditions of limited
failure data availability by a large margin. The insights gained from case studies presented in
this thesis showed that the methodology outperforms existing techniques used for prognostics
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under the conditions of limited failure data availability by a large margin. This is since compared
to the existing techniques which either duplicate existing failure data or randomly generate
data, the methodology generates new and plausible failure data by conditioning the failure data
generation process on auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms.
This strength of the methodology addresses the problem of prognostics under the conditions of
limited failure data availability which has been the bottleneck for the effective implementation
of PdM in the industry.
Strength 5: Easily generalises into different kinds of industrial applications. The methodology
consists of four phases: (i) auxiliary information processing; (ii) conditional generative model
estimation; (iii) plausible failure data generation; (iv) prognostics modelling. The latter three
phases of the methodology are generalisable into different kinds of industrial applications
since the only input parameter that depends on the industrial application in these phases is the
historical condition monitoring and/or event dataset. Even though the auxiliary information
processing phase depends on the kind of auxiliary information available, the methodology
supports the following three kinds of auxiliary information which are widely available in practice
through expert knowledge: (i) effect of environmental conditions on failure mechanisms; (ii)
effect of harsh use of equipment on failure mechanisms; (iii) similarity between equipment that
has failed under a single failure mode.
This strength of the methodology allows it to be applied to a wide range of industrial applications
which enables the effective implementation of PdM for most industrial organisations.
Weakness 1: Prognostics performance starts to degrade when the normalised Shannon entropy of
the original dataset is approximately equal to or less than 0.1. Chapter 4 showed that the
methodology outperforms existing techniques by a large margin under the conditions of limited
failure data availability. However, as shown in the theoretical analysis and analyses performed
in the case studies, when the normalised Shannon entropy is approximately equal to or less than
0.1, the convergence performance of the CGAN model implemented for the methodology starts
to degrade. This subsequently causes the improved prognostics performance produced by the
methodology to degrade and eventually become comparable to the performance provided by
the existing techniques.
Hence, it is recommended that the application of methodology should be avoided in industrial
scenarios in which the extent of limited failure data availability problem for prognostics
is approximately equal to or less than 0.1 normalised Shannon entropy. This is since the
methodology requires more effort to implement compared to the existing techniques as discussed
below. However as shown in the analyses performed in case studies, when the normalised
Shannon entropy is approximately equal to or less than 0.1, the use of existing techniques
should also be avoided since the prognostics performance produced by them are associated
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with high uncertainty, a large number of undetected failures and false alarms, which leads to
the ineffective implementation of PdM in practice.
Weakness 2: More effort is required to implement compared to the existing techniques. From the
implementation perspective, the majority of existing techniques proposed in the literature (e.g.
random oversampling, SMOTE, ADASYN, random undersampling and NearMiss) can simply
be part of a data preprocessing pipeline, which allows them to be implemented with less effort.
However, the methodology proposed in this thesis is not a “plug and play” solution to the
problem of prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability. The reason for
this is that it requires not only the condition monitoring and/or event data but also the auxiliary
information pertaining to failure mechanisms. Auxiliary information needs to be identified from
expert knowledge obtained from maintenance and reliability engineers, component designers,
equipment operators and applied research scientists. Then it needs to be validated and converted
into a suitable form for integrating into the plausible failure data generation process. Hence, the
methodology requires more effort to implement than existing techniques.
However, the prognostics and PdM cost benefits produced by the methodology compensate for
the increase in effort required for its implementation. More importantly, once implemented,
the methodology enables the effective implementation of PdM under the conditions of limited
failure data availability for prognostics, which is a problem existing techniques have so far
failed to address.
5.2 Risks and potential mitigation actions
In this section, the risks associated with the application of methodology and potential risk mitigation
actions are discussed.
Risk 1: Methodology can cause prognostics models to overfit. Since overall, there is a limited amount
of failure data samples available to start with, it could be possible in some applications the
plausible failure data generated by the methodology represent only a few degradation patterns
pertaining to the failure mode that needs predicting. The prognostics models estimated on this
data could therefore overfit to certain degradation patterns, and hence not predict the failure
effectively in practice.
In order to mitigate this risk, the incremental learning method can be used [131]. Incremental
learning allows data-driven models to be trained continuously or periodically on new data so
that the model adapts (i.e. updates model weights and biases) to the changes in the domain
[131]. When implementing the methodology for an industrial application, incremental learning
can be considered as part of the data-driven model training workflow design. Alternatively, if
the workflow is developed using a cloud service provider, out-of-the-box incremental learning
modules can be used (e.g. Amazon Web Services SageMaker Incremental Learning [132] and
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Microsoft AzureML Data Factory [133]. Incorporating incremental learning into the data-driven
model training workflow allows the methodology to re-train its CGAN model as new condition
monitoring and/or event data is fed in, and thus learn to generate plausible failure data samples
that represent a wider range of degradation patterns pertaining to the failure mode that needs
predicting. This allows the prognostics models trained on the generated failure data to improve
their generalisation capability, and hence predict the failure effectively in practice.
Risk 2: Changing auxiliary information can cause implausible failure data to be generated. In
some industrial applications, the possibility of changing auxiliary information might need to be
taken into account. For example, in the case of the effect of harsh use of equipment on failure
mechanisms auxiliary information kind, it could be possible that the heavy-truck drivers are
no longer performing harsh acceleration and harsh braking due to improved driver training
programs. Similarly, components might not get affected by harsh acceleration and harsh braking
anymore due to the advances in component designs that help produce components that can
withstand harsh acceleration and braking. If not accounted, this change in auxiliary information
will cause the methodology to generate implausible failure data since the failure data generation
process is now conditioned on auxiliary information not pertaining to the failure mode that
needs predicting (i.e. arbitrary auxiliary information). As shown in the theoretical analysis and
analyses performed in case studies, conditioning the plausible failure data generation process
on arbitrary auxiliary information significantly degrades the convergence and prognostics
performances of the methodology.
This risk can be mitigated by introducing processes that combine human intervention and
automation. For example, it is possible to automate the auxiliary information validation step by
integrating it into the aforementioned data-driven model training workflows, so that the validity
of auxiliary information is continuously or periodically measured by a system and observed
by human experts. When the validity of auxiliary information compared to the latest failure
instances starts to degrade, the auxiliary information processing phase of the methodology can
be repeated to update the vectors of auxiliary information used in the conditional generative
model estimation phase of the methodology.
5.3 Application criteria
In this section, application criteria that allow identifying suitable and unsuitable industrial applications
for the methodology is presented. The criteria are developed using the insights gained from the
analysis performed from a theoretical perspective and a practical perspective in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4 respectively. The recommended application criteria of the methodology for prognostics
under the conditions of limited failure data availability are as follows:
Criterion 1: Is the extent of limited failure data availability supported? The improved prognostics
performance produced by the methodology starts to degrade when the normalised Shannon
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entropy is 0.1 or below. This is since the convergence performance of the CGAN starts to
degrade and therefore causes implausible failure data to be generated as shown in the theoretical
analysis and analyses performed in the case studies. Hence, the methodology is most suitable
to be applied when the extent of the limited failure data availability problem is above 0.1
normalised Shannon entropy.
Criterion 2: Is auxiliary information pertaining to the failure mode available? The methodology
requires at least one of the following three kinds of auxiliary information to be available in
the industrial scenario in addition to the condition monitoring and/or event data which are
limited: (i) effect of environmental conditions of failure mechanisms; (ii) effect of harsh use of
equipment on failure mechanisms; (iii) similarity between equipment that has failed under a
single failure mode. This is since the methodology uses auxiliary information to control and
direct the failure data generation process to generate plausible failure data samples.
Criterion 3: Can the auxiliary information be verified? Before using the available auxiliary infor-
mation for generating plausible failure data it needs to be verified. More specifically, whether
the available auxiliary information is suitable for generating plausible failure data needs to be
identified statistically using the statistical test framework.
Criterion 4: Can the auxiliary information be converted? The methodology provides two approaches
for converting auxiliary information into the vector form: (i) constructing an auxiliary informa-
tion vector from a continuous distribution; (ii) constructing an auxiliary information vector from
class labels. It could be possible that certain forms of available auxiliary information cannot be
converted into the vector form using these approaches or are not suitable for converting into the
vector form.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter provided recommendations for applying the methodology for prognostics under the
conditions of limited failure data availability in the industry. These recommendations are based
on the insights gained from the theoretical analysis in Chapter 3 and analyses performed using the
real-world case studies in Chapter 4. The recommendations include strengths and weaknesses of
the methodology and their impact on industrial application, risks and potential mitigation actions,




In this chapter, a summary of the research presented in this thesis and its novelty are discussed first. A
recap of the research questions, contributions of the research to the academic knowledge and industrial
practice, awards and recognition the research has received in academia and industry are discussed
next. The chapter is concluded by outlining recommendations for future research.
6.1 Research summary and novelty
The literature review of this thesis showed that a systematic approach for prognostics modelling
under the conditions of limited failure availability is a research gap. Further, the industry review of
the thesis showed that this research gap is the bottleneck for the effective implementation of PdM
for industrial organisations. Therefore, the importance of a solution that addresses the research gap
is that it enables the effective implementation of PdM, and hence realise the vision of an optimal
maintenance policy for industrial organisations. In other words, when this research gap is addressed,
industrial organisations will be able to prevent costs due to under-maintenance and over-maintenance
of equipment and false alarms.
This thesis was therefore dedicated to addressing the problem of prognostics under the conditions
of limited failure data availability. To address this problem, the thesis presented a methodology that
allows developing prognostics models under the conditions of limited failure data availability. The
methodology integrated sound engineering knowledge of failure mechanisms as auxiliary information,
the limited amount of failure data samples available and noise to estimate a generative model in a
minimax game. The estimated generative model was then used to produce new and plausible failure
data samples, which allows augmenting historical datasets used for prognostics modelling to include
an increased amount of failure data samples. Using real-world case studies, the thesis showed that the
plausible failure data generated by the methodology allows developing effective prognostics models
under the conditions of limited failure data availability.
The analyses performed in this thesis showed that the methodology outperforms existing tech-
niques proposed in the literature. The reason for this is that compared to the existing techniques which
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duplicate existing failure data or randomly generate data, the methodology is capable of generating
new and plausible failure data samples. Thus, the methodology allows addressing the fundamental
problem of limited failure data availability for prognostics. The methodology is capable of generating
new and plausible failure data is due to the conditioning of failure data generation process on the
sound engineering knowledge of failure mechanisms. That is, the integration of the expert knowledge
pertaining to the effect of environmental conditions on failure mechanisms, the effect of harsh use of
equipment on failure mechanisms, and similarity between equipment that has failed under a single
failure mode. The novelty of the research presented in this thesis also lies in this aspect of the
methodology. More specifically, the novelty of the research is as follows:
Research novelty. The systematic identification, conversion and integration of sound engineering
knowledge of failure mechanisms to estimate a generative model that is capable of generating new and
plausible failure data samples for prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data availability.
6.2 Recap of research questions
In this section, a recap of the two research questions answered in this thesis is provided.
1. How can equipment failure be predicted under the conditions of limited failure data availability?
This research question is answered in Chapter 3 by providing a methodology for prognostics
under the conditions of limited failure data availability. The first part of the chapter provided a
detailed description of the prerequisite, assumption and the four phases of the methodology:
auxiliary information processing, conditional generative model estimation, plausible failure
data generation and prognostics modelling. The theoretical results of the integral part of the
methodology, that is, the conditional generative model estimation using auxiliary information
pertaining to failure mechanisms is also provided with the methodology description. The
second part of the chapter discussed insights produced from a theoretical analysis that aimed
to identify the behaviour and working mechanism of the methodology. In this analysis, the
methodology is evaluated in a theoretical setting which involved generating plausible failure
data for a theoretical model of a vehicle transmission system with a gear tooth fault. The
insights produced from this analysis is used to discuss the behaviour and working mechanism of
the methodology, and thus develop a rationale for its capabilities from a theoretical perspective.
2. What impact does the proposed solution have on prognostics compared to existing techniques
under the conditions of limited failure data availability?
This research question is answered in Chapter 4 by quantifying the impact of methodology on
prognostics conditions of limited failure data availability compared to the existing techniques
proposed in the literature, and by producing insights into the key factors influencing the
effectiveness of the methodology. The chapter provided three case studies of the methodology
in real-world industrial scenarios. The BT residential broadband line prognostics case study
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showed how to apply the methodology using the effect of environmental conditions on failure
mechanisms auxiliary information kind. The Scania air processing system and turbocharger
prognostics case studies showed how to apply the methodology using the similarity between
equipment that has failed under a single failure mode and the effect of harsh use of equipment on
failure mechanisms auxiliary information kinds respectively. It is shown that the methodology
outperforms existing techniques used in the literature for addressing the problem of prognostics
under the conditions of limited failure data availability by a large margin. In each case study,
an analysis is also performed to identify the key factors influencing the effectiveness of the
methodology. It is shown that the availability of a sufficient amount of real failure data samples
and the availability of auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms are the key factors
influencing the effectiveness of the methodology.
In addition to answering the two research questions, the thesis also provided recommendations for
methodology application in the industry in Chapter 5. These recommendations are developed using
the insights gained from the analyses performed from a theoretical perspective in Chapter 3 and a
practical perspective in Chapter 4. The recommendations include the strengths and weaknesses of
the methodology, potential risks associated with applying the methodology in the industry and risk
mitigation actions, and application criteria that allow identifying suitable and unsuitable applications
for the methodology.
6.3 Research contributions
In this section, the contributions made by this research to the academic knowledge and industrial
practice are outlined.
6.3.1 Contributions to academic knowledge
The following contributions are made by this research to the academic knowledge:
• Provides a methodology for developing prognostics models under the conditions of limited
failure data availability, and insights into its behaviour and working mechanism, its impact on
prognostics compared to the existing techniques and key factors influencing its effectiveness.
• Provides a systematic approach to identifying and validating auxiliary information pertaining to
failure mechanisms which are obtained from expert knowledge and are suitable for generating
plausible failure data using the concept of conditional generative modelling.
• Provides two approaches for converting auxiliary information into the vector form which allows
integrating auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms into the conditional gener-
ative modelling framework: constructing an auxiliary information vector from a continuous
distribution and constructing an auxiliary information vector from class labels.
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• Provides a theoretical foundation for the methodology for prognostics under the conditions of
limited failure data availability, and thus allows developing a rationale for prognostics and PdM
results produced by the methodology when implemented in industrial scenarios.
• Provides the formal proof of conditional generative modelling using auxiliary information
pertaining to failure mechanisms which shows the following: when conditioned on auxiliary
information pertaining to failure mechanisms, the CGAN is capable of estimating a generative
model that has captured the semantic features of the failure mode that needs predicting.
In addition, this research has contributed to the academic knowledge through the following
academic publications:
• A Methodology for Prognostics Under Limited Failure Data Availability, journal article, IEEE
Access Journal [123].
• Using Expert Knowledge to Generate Failure Data for Broadband Line Prognostics Under the
Conditions of Limited Failure Data Availability, conference paper, 4th IFAC Workshop on
Advanced Maintenance Engineering, Services and Technologies [134].
• Generating Real-valued Failure Data for Prognostics Under Limited Failure Data Availabil-
ity, conference paper, 2019 IEEE Conference on Prognostics and Health Management, San
Francisco, USA [135].
6.3.2 Contributions to industrial practice
The contributions of this research to the industrial practice are as follows:
• Enables the effective implementation of PdM under the conditions of limited failure data
availability for prognostics, and thus allows preventing costs due to over-maintenance and
under-maintenance of equipment and false alarms.
• Provides guidance on how to use expert knowledge of failure mechanisms that is available within
industrial organisations through the maintenance engineers, reliability engineers, components
designers, equipment operators and applied research scientists to overcome the problem of
limited failure data availability for prognostics.
• Provides case studies and recommendations for applying the methodology for prognostics under
the conditions of limited failure data availability in industrial scenarios.
6.4 Awards and recognition in academia and industry
During its elaboration, the research presented in this thesis has gained the following notable awards
and recognition in academia and industry:
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• Received the Best Paper Award at the 2019 IEEE International Conference on Prognostics and
Health Management, San Francisco, USA.
• Popularity of this research in the industry led to starting the research collaboration between
Scania Commercial Vehicles and University of Cambridge. This collaboration to date has
allowed other researchers at the Institute for Manufacturing, University of Cambridge to obtain
prognostics modelling datasets and expert knowledge from the industry and validate their
research in real-world industrial scenarios.
6.5 Recommendations for future research
The following three research directions are recommended for future research: (i) identification of other
kinds of auxiliary information that are suitable for conditioning the plausible failure data generation
process of the methodology; (ii) enabling the application of the methodology in industrial scenarios in
which the extent of limited failure data availability problem is approximately equal to or less than
0.1 normalised Shannon entropy; (iii) reducing the effort required to implement the methodology by
automating the auxiliary information identification, validation and conversion steps. In the remainder
of this section, these future research directions are discussed in detail.
Research direction 1: Identification of other kinds of auxiliary information. The research identified
three kinds of auxiliary information that are suitable for conditioning the plausible failure
data generation process of the methodology. Nevertheless, there are other kinds of auxiliary
information that can be identified from expert knowledge in the prognostics and PdM domains,
which could be suitable for conditioning the plausible failure data generation process. Investi-
gating the suitability of other kinds of auxiliary information pertaining to failure mechanisms is
recommended as a future research direction since it allows increasing the number of suitable
industrial scenarios supported by the prerequisite of the methodology.
The other kinds of auxiliary information worth investigating could include the following: the
effect of improper equipment configuration on failure mechanisms, the effect of improper repair
and replacement actions on failure mechanisms, the effect of introducing new technologies
into the legacy systems on failure mechanisms (e.g. extending legacy telecommunications
infrastructure to support the 5G technology); and the effect of supply chain disruptions on
failure mechanisms due to health (e.g. COVID-19) and political events (e.g. Brexit).
Research direction 2: Improve methodology application. As discussed in Sec. 5.1, one of the
weaknesses of the methodology is that the prognostics performance starts to degrade when the
normalised Shannon entropy is approximately equal to or less than 0.1. Hence, currently, it is
recommended that the application of methodology should be avoided in industrial scenarios in
which the extent of limited failure data availability problem for prognostics is approximately
equal to or less than 0.1 normalised Shannon entropy.
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Investigating extensions to the conditional generative model estimation aspect of the methodol-
ogy that allows preventing the degradation of convergence performance of the CGAN model
when the normalised Shannon entropy is approximately equal to or less than 0.1 is recom-
mended as a future research direction. For example, the adaptive discriminator augmentation
mechanism which has emerged recently in the image recognition domain for stabilising GAN
training in limited data regimes could be a suitable extension to address this weakness of the
methodology (see Karras et al. [136]).
Research direction 3: Reduce effort required for methodology implementation. As discussed in
Sec. 5.1, the second weakness of the methodology is that it requires more effort to implement
compared to the existing techniques. This is since auxiliary information needs to be identified
from expert knowledge obtained from maintenance and reliability engineers, component de-
signers, equipment operators and applied research scientists. Then it needs to be validated and
converted into a suitable form for integrating into the plausible failure data generation process.
Investigating ways to automate the auxiliary information identification, validation and con-
versions steps of the methodology is a potential future research direction. For example, one
could investigate how to develop a process to automate the auxiliary information validation
step by integrating it into data-driven model training workflows, so that the validity of auxiliary
information is continuously or periodically measured by an automated process.
This thesis presented a solution to the long-lasting problem of prognostics under the conditions of
limited failure data availability. This allows predictive maintenance to deliver on the promise of an
optimal maintenance policy for industrial organisations. Thus, this thesis provided a major
contribution for realising the vision of the modern industry that aims to reduce costs and waste whilst
increasing the productivity and added value.
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